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Abstract 

DNA microarray technology has provided researchers a high-throughput means to 

simultaneously measure expression levels for thousands of genes in an experiment. With 

a probit regression setting and assuming that the link function between significant gene 

expression data and latent variable for the response label is a Gaussian process, a kernel

induced hierarchical Bayesian framework is built for a cancer classification problem by 

using microarray gene expression data. 

Targeting a multi-classification problem and adopting a variable selection 

approach with a Gibbs sample as core, we developed the algorithm, kernel-imbedded 

Ganssian Process (KIGP), to analyze microarray data under a Bayesian framework. 

Through a feature projection procedure and using a univariate ranking scheme as gene

selection strategy, we further designed an alternative microarray analysis model, natural 

kernel-imbedded Gaussian Process (NKIGP). In the end, embedded with a reversible 

jump Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) model, we present an efficient algorithm 

with a cascading structure to unify the proposed methods of this study. 

The simulated examples demonstrate that, our method performs almost always 

close to the Bayesian bound in both the cases with linear Bayesian classifiers and the 

cases with very non-linear Bayesian classifiers. Even with mislabeled training samples, 

our method is still robust, showing its broad usability to those microarray analysis 

problems that linear methods may work flakily. 
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Six published microarray datasets were analyzed in this study. The results show 

that predictive performance of our method for all these datasets is better than or at least as 

good as that of other state-of-the-art micro array analysis methods. Our method especially 

shows its superiority in analyzing one dataset that contains mUltiple suspicious 

mislabeled samples. For each of these datasets, we identified a set of significant genes, 

which can be used for further biological inspection at genome level. 

In summary, built on a Gaussian process model. a kernel-induced hierarchical 

Bayesian framework using microarray gene expression data for a cancer multi

classification problem is presented in this study. Our main contribution is a fully 

automated learning algorithm to solve this Bayesian model. Satisfactory results have been 

achieved in both the simulated examples and the real-world data studies. 
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Chapter 1 

Background Introduction and 

Problem Statement 

1.1 Microarray Analysis and Review of Previous Work 

The basic unit of all living organisms is the cell. All the hereditary infonnation of 

a cell is stored on the chromosomes that are made up from desoxyribonnucleic acid. also 

known as DNA. DNA codes hereditary information in a double-stranded helix. A gene 

corresponds to a specific DNA fragment and can be interpreted as a construction manual 

for a protein. 

Generally speaking. all cells in the same organism have the same genome. but 

some of the genes can be expressed differently at different times and under different 

conditions. The different patterns of gene expression following carefully tuned biological 

programs/mechanisms. according to tissue type. developmental stage. environment and 

genetic background. account for the enormous variety of different cell types. According 

to the fundamental theory of molecular biology. the way from gene to protein consists of 

two steps. First gene is transcribed to mRNA; then mRNA is translated into protein. 

Therefore. all major differences in cell state or type are virtually related to changes in the 

mRNA level and the genome level. 

Microarray technology has provided researchers a high-throughput means to 

simultaneously measure expression levels for thousands of genes in an experiment. An 
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incom plete li st o f some prior outstanding research work using mlcroa rray techno logy 

includes [8), [ I I j, r 12 1, [23), [241 and (62). It turns out that, careful analyses of 

microarray gene ex press ion data can hel p better understand human hea lth and di sease and 

have very important im pli cat ions in the bas ic sc iences as well as in pharmaceutica l and 

clinica l research. 

1 
1 

Normal Cet's 

RNA '.olation 1 
R ..... ,... 

1 Tranacrfptll •• 
ubellng 

Combine Targets 

Hybridize to 
Mlctollrray 

Fig. I- I : Diagram of a typical DNA microarray experiment (1741l 

In Fig. I-I , we show the procedure o f a typica l DNA microarray experiment to 

get a microarray of gene express ion data. In detail , to initia lize the experiment , two 

samples are needed. One is from normal ce ll s as re re rence and the o ther is rrom cancer 

ce ll s ror test. To construct a microarray, each in vest igated gene is ass igned to a spec ific 

spot on the microarray. In the first step, mRNAs are ex tracted fro m the two samples . In 
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the second step. the mRNA molecules are reversed transcribing into the cDNAs and they 

are labeled with fluorescent dyes. red to cDNAs from the cancer sample and green to 

cDNAs from the normal sample. In the third step. the labeled cDNA mixture solutions 

are applied to the microarray. where the competitive binding will be done. In the end. via 

the use of a scanner and a computer. the ratio of the intensities of the red to green signals 

at each spot is obtained through image analysis. 

Microarray technology opens the possibility of creating data sets of molecular 

information to represent many systems of biological or clinic interest. Gene expression 

profiles can be used as input. for instance. to serve as fingerprints to build more accurate 

molecular classification of particular disease outcome or subtype. Some earlier 

microarray analysis studies. such as [231. [241. [581 and [681. demonstrated that gene 

expression data can be used in a variety of class discovery or class prediction in 

biomedical problems. including those that are relevant to tumor classification. Owing to 

the high cost associated with microarray technology. a typical microarray study may only 

be done with a small number of samples (often less than one hundred). while the number 

of investigated genes usually is very large (typically in thousands). This nature of 

microarray data analysis gives rise to a very high likelihood of finding a lot of "false 

positives" only by chance. This represents the core challenges in microarray data analysis. 

A comprehensive review on microarray research can be found in [541. In this study. we 

shall mainly focus on the problem of classifying cancer type with given microarray gene 

expression datasets. More specifically. we shall limit the scope of this study to a 

supervised learning problem. We assume there is a set of training samples available. Each 

sample contains its microarray gene expression data and its corresponding tumor type. 

3 



A typical microarray contains the expression data of thousands of genes, most of 

which are not relevant to the tumor types of interest. Therefore, a microarray analysis 

problem almost always contains two phases. In the first phase, a set of genes are 

identified or selected as being significantly important for the target problem. This is often 

termed the gene selection problem. With this set of genes, in the second phase, a 

prediction for the tumor type of interest is made. ill this study, we shall focus on both 

phases to develop a microarray analysis framework, towards an optimum cancer 

classification problem. 

The gene selection problem usually is referred as the variable selection problem in 

a general large-scale data analysis problem. ill essence, a variable selection problem 

arises when one wants to model the relationship between a covariate of interest and a set 

of potentially important explanatory variables or predictors, but there is uncertainty on 

which subset should be used. The implication of the variable selection problem is that, by 

effectively identifying the subset of important predictors, it will improve estimation and 

prediction accuracy and enhance model interpretability. 

Most classical variable selection methods, such as C p ([46]), Akaike illformation 

Criteria (AlC, [2]), Bayesian fuformation Criteria (BIC, [66]), Least Angle Regression 

(LAR, [18]), are not appropriate for a typical microarray analysis problem because their 

relative model selection criterion has to be evaluated for each candidate model in order to 

select the best one. Since the number of candidate models grows at an exponential rate 

with an increasing number of overall investigated variables, whereas the typical number 

of predictors in a microarray analysis problem is in thousands, the computation 
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complexity is prohibitive in practice. Due to this challenge. several other approaches have 

been proposed to solve the gene selection problem. 

Two groups of methods have been extensively studied for the gene selection 

problem: filter methods and wrapper methods ([77]). The essential difference between 

these two approaches is that a wrapper method makes use of the algorithm that will be 

used to build the flllallearner. whereas a filter method does not. Thus. given a set of 

variables. a wrapper method is designed to associate with the performance of the 

provided learner on each tested subset. A filter method. on the other hand. attempts to 

fllld predictive subsets of the variables by making use of simple statistics computed from 

an empirical distribution. 

Generally. a filter method is relatively easier to implement than a wrapper 

method. For example. [24] introduced a simple univariate ranking (UR) criterion to select 

significant genes for binary classification problem. In [15]. the authors discussed 

different approaches to applying a multiple hypothesis testing to microarray while 

controlling a suitably defined error mte. [17] developed an empirical Bayes scheme to 

estimate the null hypothesis of a multiple hypothesis testing by using a local version of 

the false discovery mte to examine the Bayesian inference issues. In [17]. the author 

applied a multiple t-test to two microarray datasets and showed that his method is 

effective to find the significant genes. 

Compamtively. wrapper methods require more computation time. but they usually 

perform better than filter methods. Many wrapper methods have been intensively studied. 

For example. under a generalized linear regression model and by introducing a technique 

called "Supervised Principal Component" analysis (SPCA). [5] presented an effective 
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way to select the significant subset of predictors for a supervised learning problem with 

large-scale data. Nevertheless. choosing the threshold for predictor selection in a SPCA is 

still fairly subjective and empirical. Based on the simple nearest centroid classifier and 

via a prototype shrinking strategy, [69] developed the "nearest shrunken centroids", also 

known as "Predication Analysis of Microarray" (PAM), as one of the benchmark 

algorithms for microarray analysis. [26] introduced the Recursive Feature Elimination 

(RFE) algorithm. through which one can utilize a support vector machine (SYM) to select 

significant genes for a cancer classification problem via using microarray. However, it 

turns out that RFE does not necessarily give the optimum solution for a parametric kernel 

([79]). By adopting RFE and univariate ranking ([ 16]) as the gene selection strategies, 

[85] used penalized logistic regression (PLR) to analyze microarrays, an efficient 

implementation of which is further provided in [84]. By designing an iterative gene set 

eIimination strategy, [14] embedded random forest algorithm into a microarray analysis 

model. More recently, [78] suggested an algorithm named Semisupervised Ellipsoid 

ARTMAP (ssEAM) to analyze a microarray and a discrete version of Particle Swarm 

Optimization (PSO) was employed to indicate whether or not a gene should be chosen. 

Each of these methods has been proven to be successful in analyses of microarray data. 

Another viable approach is to build a model under a hierarchical Bayesian 

framework and analyze it via Bayesian inference. There are two major ways to set up a 

hierarchical probabilistic model. One is through a generative model for the microarray 

and the other is to adopt a discriminative method. With a generative approach, for 

example, by assuming a hierarchical mixture Gaussian distribution to differential gene 

expression data, [43] used a Bayesian model to select significant genes. With a 
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discriminative approach, on the other hand, one usually needs to suggest a class decision 

function defined over the microarray. Most previous works have focused on linear (or 

generalized linear) methods. Via introducing an automatic relevance determination 

CARD) parameter for each gene while applying a prior favoring sparse hypothesis, [39] 

proposed a Bayesian microarray analysis method that is embedded with the gene 

selection function. By embedding ARD parameter into the covariance matrix of a 

Gaussian Process and adopting an ordeal regression model, [9] developed another gene 

selection algorithm for microarray analysis. Based on a linear probit regression setting, 

[38] suggested a Bayesian hierarchical model and designed a Gibbs sampler to solve it. 

An extension to a multi-classification problem based on a multinomial probit regression 

model was discussed in [83]. Built on a logistic regression setting, [80, 82] applied a 

Bayesian approach to the gene selection problem for cancer classification by using 

microarray profiling. The authors also designed a Gibbs sampler to solve the Bayesian 

model. All these methods have been shown to achieve various levels of effectiveness in 

fmding the significant set of genes in a wide range of real experiments. However, these 

linear models all share three limitations: first, a linear model is not necessarily always a 

good approximation for the underlying biological model; second, it has been argued that 

linear methods might be more sensitive to outlier samples ([55]); third, the computations 

of these linear model based algorithms usually involve calculating inverse of a matrix 

that may be singular when the number of the selected significant genes is relatively large 

(such as in [38]). To overcome these disadvantages, for example, [81] introduced a 

nonlinear term into the linear probit regression model and applied a bootstrap procedure 
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to enlarge the sample size. A technique called sequential Monte Carlo (SMC) was used in 

the numerical Bayesian computation. 

1.2 Problem Formulation and Gaussian Process 

1.2.1 General Model Formulation 

In this study, we shall focus on analyzing differential gene expression data for a 

cancer type classification problem. We shall introduce a general hierarchical Bayesian 

model, which works as the basis of our proposed method. 

Throughout this study, we assume that there are n training samples. In each 

sample, there are p investigated genes (usually p» n) and a cancer type label that is 

assumed to be dependent on the gene expression data. We denote the label of training 

samples by Y=[YI,h, ... ,Ynl'. For a binary classification problem, by convention. we 

denote the label by YI E {-I,I} i = 1.2 •.•. ,n. For a multi-ciass classification problem with 

M target classes. we denote the label by Yi E {I.2 •...• M} • i = 1.2, •..• n. where" M " 

represents the base class. For the microarray data, we define the training gene data matrix 

X as: 

gene I gene 2 genep 

t.] X= 
X 11 X I2 X,p 

(I-I) 

Xnl Xn2 Xnp 

In order to avoid the possible scaling unbalance problem in X. before doing analysis. 

each of the samples usually needs to be normalized. such that its observed mean and 
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standard deviation are 0 and 1 respectively. This procedure is termed "normalization" or 

"standardization". 

In order to set up a classification model. we need to introduce a latent variable and 

adopt a regression model. We assume the latent response variable is denoted by 

z = [Z!.Z2 ..... Znl'. Then we define the link between the latent variable z and the data 

matrix X by 

z = g'(X)+e (1-2) 

where. symbol g' (e) denotes the link function between X and z ; e is the additive noise. 

For a gene selection problem. a so-called "gene-selection vector" r is further defined as 

_ {I if the jth gene is selected . _ 
where rj - .' J -1.2 ..... p o otherwise 

(1-3) 

The significant gene data matrix corresponding to the given gene-selection vector r. X" 

is formulated by: 

(1-4) 

where the j th column of X, is the i th column of the matrix X while the index of the 

jth non-zero element in the vector r is i. In equation (1-4). there are q genes selected 

out from the total p genes and generally q« p. If we assume that the response variable 

is only depended on the significant genes and the function g'(e) in model (1-2) is the 

sum of a homogeneous function g (e) and an intercept term b • combining with the gene-

selection setting in (1-3) and (1-4). the model (1-2) becomes 
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(1-5) 

In this study, we adopt a probit regression model to build the classification model. For 

example, with a binary classification problem, it is 

z/ = g(Xy./) +b +e/, such that, 

y/ = . , where e/ - N(O,cr) , 1= 1,2, ... ,n {
I if z/ ~ 0 . 

-11fzi <O 
(1-6) 

In a standard probit regression model, 0'2 is fixed as 1. The model for a multi-

classification problem will be given in Section 2.2. Actually, some other regression 

model can also be applicable to build a classification model. For example, with a logistic 

regression setting, the latent variable z=[Z"Z2' ..•• Zn l' can be instead defined for a 

binary-classification problem by: 

P(y/ =11 X) . 
z/=g(Xy/)+b=log I' 1=1,2 •...• n 

. P(Yi =-1 X) 
(1-7) 

In order to improve the performance of using the model (1-6), essentially it needs 

to properly identify the true underlying significant genes and retrieve the best 

homogeneous link function g(e). In principle. a unifying framework for both linear 

models and nonlinear models, in which model parameters can be tImed up in a 

convenient way, is always preferred in real applications. The kernel-based learning 

method is one of the approaches that show a promising potential to achieve this goal ([63. 

72]). 

Basically, Bayesian probability theory can help construct a unifying framework 

for modeling data and facilitate tuning of the involved parameter and/or hyperparameter 

([19]). More importantly, Bayesian analysis provides an estinlate of uncertainty in 
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prediction, which is an important desideratum in many real-world problems. Therefore, it 

is usually beneficial to develop a proper Bayesian probabilistic model for a given 

machine learning method. In a related work, [45] introduced the "evidence framework" 

as a Bayesian learning paradigm for neural networks (NNs). With the close relationship 

between neural network methods and kernel-based learning methods, [36, 37] and [20] 

developed a Bayesian framework for SVMs and least square support vector machines 

(LSSVMs), respectively, with the guidance of the evidence framework. On the other 

hand, [50] showed that for a Bayesian neural network, if independent Ganssian 

distributions are used as the priors for network weights and bias, with the number of 

hidden units increasing, the prior over the network output functions converges to a 

Gaussian process (GP). A GP is a collection of random variables with the property that 

the joint distribution of any finite subset of these variables is Gaussian. If we consider the 

characteristic similarity between the mapping from input nodes/data to hidden units in a 

neural network and the mapping from input data to a feature space conceptually 

embedded in a LSSVM, it is not surprising that under the Gaussian noise assumption, the 

mean of the posterior prediction made by a GP coincides with the optimum decision 

function made by an LSSVM ([10, 20]). GPs have also been shown to be very effective 

to capture both linear and nonlinear relationships. Furthermore, GPs have a very explicit 

probabilistic model. These facts motivated us to develop a new method for rnicroarray 

gene expression data analysis based on a hierarchical Bayesian learning framework. 

kernel-imbedded Gaussian process (KIGP). 

To build a method based on GPs and learn it under a Bayesian framework is an 

active research field ([59]). Many researchers have been trying to analyze microarray via 
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a linear or generalized linear discriminative model with a hierarchical Bayesian structure. 

e.g. [38] and [81]. The effort to introduce a kernel-induced hierarchical Baysian approach 

to the gene selection problem in a microarray analysis application is also emerging. For 

example. [9] developed a gene selection algorithm with a GP as the core discriminative 

learning function. They built the model by embedding an automatic relevance 

determination (ARD) parameter for each gene and adopted an "ordinal regression" model. 

Nonetheless. the corresponding kernel adopted in [9] is essentially a linear function. 

Besides. an ordinal regression does not necessarily provide optimum performance for a 

multi-classification problem. To this end. our goal is to build a more generalized kernel

induced hierarchical Bayesian model. through which we can relatively improve 

microarray analysis performance especially to a noisy (or non-trivial) dataset comparing 

to other benchmark methods. whereas we can also appropriately discriminate the genes 

that truly have significant importance for the target cancer types. 

1.2.2 Feature Space and Kernel-Induced Learning Methods 

Over the past decade. based on the results from statistical learning theory ([72]). 

the kernel-induced SVM was developed and intensively studied. It has been successfully 

applied to a number of learning tasks and is widely accepted as one of the state-of-the-art 

learning methods. [7] is a well regarded tutorial on the basic concepts in SVMs. An 

LSSVM differs from a SVM due to the use of different constraint and loss functions. It 

has also been successfully applied to many real classification applications ([35]). [48] 

provides a comprehensive review of kernel-induced learning methods. [10] and [63] 
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cover this research field, introducing the basic concepts and discussing advanced 

researches in kernel related learning methods. 

We shall first introduce the general concept of feature space. Let us use 'P (.) to 

denote the function that maps from observation space (also called primal space) to feature 

space (also called dual space). The concept is that. in a proper feature space. the target of 

interest for a learning problem can be better represented. hence improving the analyzing 

performance. Fig. 1-2 shows a heuristic example. From this figure. one can see the two 

target classes in the observation space (left panel) are not linearly separable. But after the 

feature mapping. in the feature space (right panel). the two classes can be well separated 

by a straight line. therefore a linear method can be applied in the feature space to achieve 

a favorable result. 

If the mapping function is the identity function. the feature space is the 

observation space itself. Therefore. most linear methods are actually trained in the 

observation space. For those state-of-the-art methods referenced in the last subsection. 

most of them can be categorized as learning in a feature space. For example. the feature 

space of a SPCA method ([5]) is the span of the first few principle components of the 

data; the random forest method ([14]) assumes the significant gene data follow a forest 

structure; ssEAM ([78]) is built on the condition that the significant data can be modeled 

well by a featured geometric representation. called "category". As for a kernel-induced 

learning method. it realizes training in feature space through its implicit kernel structure. 
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o 'P(e) o 
o x 

x o 

Observation Space Feature Space 

Fig. I *2: Illustration of the feature mapping lind feature space concept . "X" and "0" represe nt the 
sampl es of the two classes and \11

( - ) is the feat ure mapping functi on. These samples arc non
linearly separable in the observation space hut they arc lincarly separable in the feature spa<.:c . 

One of the beau ti es of a kernel -induced method is that the data virtuall y are 

analyzed in feature space, whereas it has the advantage o f do ing all numeri cal 

calculati ons onl y in observation space. Given two vectors x and x' defined in 

observat ion space, then 'I' (x ) and '!' (x' ) represent the two mapped vectors in feature 

space. The value of the kerne l functi on with re spect to x and x' conceptually 

corresponds to the inner product o f 'I' (x) and 'I' (x ') in the feature space. That is, 

K ( x, x') = ( 'I' (x), 'I' (x'») ( 1-8) 

Merce r's theorem (l47]) provides a characterizat ion of what kind o f functi on can be a 

kernel function. That is, the funct ion K Ce,e) defined in the obse rvation space is a kernel 

function if and o nl y if the matri x K is positive semi -definite (has no negat ive 

eigenvalue) , where the matri x K is de fined by 

( 1-9) 
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XI' X2 ••••• Xn are the set of observations. The matrix K is often called the Gram matrix 

or the kernel matrix. 

On a side note. kernel-induced SVMs have been generally regarded as a tool for 

many classification and regression problems because their performance can 

approximately achieve the Bayesian bound without being given a precise probabilistic 

generative model. In theory. by exploring the close relationship between misclassification 

rate of SVMs and the generalized comparative Kullback-Leibler (GCKL) distance ([73]). 

[401 and [411 showed that if the regularization parameter is appropriately chosen and the 

dimension of the feature space is big enough. the solution of a SVM can approach the 

Bayesian bound when the training sample size is sufficiently large. This optimality 

property of SVM is another reason for the success of kernel-induced SVMs. 

1.2.3 Markov Chain Monte Carlo Method 

The major challenge for Bayesian analysis is to calculate Bayesian posterior 

distributions. which more often than not are analytically intractable in a real application. 

A lot of numerical algorithms have been introduced for this problem and the Markov 

chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method is one of the most popular as well as successful 

approaches. The Gibbs sampler was first used in the "Boltzmann machine" neural 

network by [11. and it is perhaps also the simplest and the most widely used MCMC 

method. Since Gibbs sampler plays one of the major roles in this study. we shall describe 

it in more detail in this subsection. 
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In general, let 0=[81,82, ... ,8J 1' to be the set of the model parameters and D be 

the training dataset, D={(x1'YI)li=I,2, ... ,n}. The general Bayesian analysis method 

essentially involves calculating the posterior expectation 

E[a I D] = fa(O)P(OI D)dO (1-10) 
o 

where a(O) can be any function conditioned on the model parameters 0 . This 

expectation, however, is difficult to integrate in most practical models. Alternatively, a 

numerical way to calculate the expectation in (1-14) is to use Monte Carlo integration by 

(1-11) 

where O[1J, 0[2J , ... , O[NJ are independently drawn from p(OI D). When N is large enough, 

this approximation converges to its analytical integral under very general conditions. 

Formula (1-11) is straightforward, but it is often infeasible to generate such an 

independent series O[IJ ,0[2J , ... , O[NJ when the posterior distribution P(OI D) is 

complicated. Nonetheless. it may be possible to generate a series of dependent values via 

a Markov chain that has P(OI D) as its stationary distribution and Monte Carlo 

integration still gives an unbiased estimate for E[a I D] after the Markov chain converges 

([50, 60]). The methods built under this guideline are called Markov chain Monte Carlo 

(MCMC). Gibbs sampler is a special form of MCMC method. 

Suppose there are J parameters in the model, a Gibbs sampling algorithm is 

briefly described below ([ 19]): 

1. Choose arbitrary starting values: O[OJ = [81°J, 8iOJ , ... ,8;OJ]. 
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2. Start at 1 = 1 and complete the single cycle by drawing values from the J 

distributions given by: 

,,[I] _ P(" I D (J1H] (J1H] ()lH] ()lH]) 
[71 (71' 2 ' 3 , .•. , J-l ' J 

(Jll] _ P«(J I D (J1I] {)ll-I] ()lH] ()lH]) 
2 2' 1 '3 , •.• , J-I ' J 

(J1I] _ P«(J I D (J[l] nfl] "TH] ()[l-l]) 
3 3' t tC7i , ... ,Uj_l ' J 

()ll] P({) I D nfl] "TI] ()ll] "TH]) 
J-I.... i-J ,(11- ,0'2 , ... , J-2'Uj 

()ll] P({) I D nJlJ (J[l] ()JlJ ()ll]) J.... J ,(71' 2 , •.• , J-2t J-l 

3. Set 1 = 1 + 1 and repeat the second step until convergence. (1-12) 

Once convergence is reached, the conditional distributions from the simulation (1-12) 

contain sufficient information to reach the true posterior distribution of interest. Thus, 

we can approximately calculate E[a ID] in (1-11) by 2. i:a(OJlJ) with sufficiently large 
L 1=1 

L, where 011] is the 1 -th sample drawn from the Gibbs sampler (1-12) within each 

iteration after convergence. 

1.2.4 Gaussian Processes for Microarray Analysis 

The model of Gaussian Processes is one of the classical problems in probability 

and random process theory. It was intensively studied in the computer science field when 

researchers, such as in [49, 50], applied a Bayesian framework to learn a neural network, 

which is famously known as a machine learning method with superior performance. 
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Good introductions to Gaussian Processes can be found in such as [21]. [49]. [59] and the 

references therein. 

In general. a continuous stochastic process is known as a collection of random 

variables. and each of these random variables takes real values from a probability 

distribution function. If we consider the output of a learning function g(e). where g is 

chosen according to a distribution D defmed over a class of real-valued functions. the 

collection of such outputs is a stochastic process. The distribution D presents the prior 

belief in the likelihood that different functions will provide to the learning problem. A 

Gaussian process is a continuous stochastic process such that the marginal distribution for 

any finite subset of the collection of its output is a zero mean Gaussian distribution. 

Specifically for the gene-selection problem defmed in (1-5). ti = g(x
7
) • where 

where Ky.ij = K(x.,J'xyV. i.j = I.2, .... n. (1-13) 

In (1-13). K (e. e) is the kernel frmction and Ky is the kernel matrix introduced in 

subsection 1.2.2. The vector form for (1-5) is z = t + e + b1,.. Under white Gaussian noise 

assumption for the noise e. it consequently yields 

P(z I t) <X exp(-..!.(z -t-b1,.),Q-l(z -t-bl.)). where Q = u2I. 
2 

(1-14) 

In (1-14). 1. denotes an n by 1 vector. all elements of which are equal to 1; I. 

represents an n b y n identity matrix. Following the Bayes rule. we have 
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P(- tl- x )= P(zlt,i,X,y)P(t,tli,X,y) P( It)P(- tl- X) (1-15) 
t, x, ,z,y P(z 1 i,X,y) CC z t, 1" r 

where t is the output associated with the new selected predictor vector iy given the 

training data matrix Xr and the latent variable z , which is presumed to be corrupted by 

noise. With a given kernel function and assuming the intercept b , the variance of noise 

(}"2 and the gene-selection vector y are all provided. Plugging 0-13) and 0-14) into 0-

15), integrating with respect to t, we obtain the marginal distribution of t given iy, 

Xr and z . It is a Gaussian distribution ([10]): 

(1-16) 

The most popular kernel types include Ganssian kernel, polynomial kernel and sigmoidal 

kernel. If we use the input space as the feature space, we imply a linear kernel. The 

definitions of Gaussian kernel, polynomial kernel and linear kernel are provided in 

formula (2-1). 

1.2.5 lliustrative Examples 

To illustrate how different kernels (or a single kernel with different parameters) 

imply different feature space in a GP learning problem, we shall present three examples 

in this subsection. The GP method is described in the last subsection and we only 
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consider the mean of a GP for these examples. The li rst example is a one-dimensional 

regression problem , where the target func tion is non-linear. The second example is a 

class ification problem with two-dimensiona l observations, where the Bayes ian classifier 

takes a very non-linear fo rm . The third example is similar to the second one except that 

the optimum class decision function can be well approx imated by a linear function. From 

all these three examples, we shall show that a GP learner can have ve ry different 

performance with app lying different kernel functions. Also, with a proper kernel, a GP 

can perform almost as well as the relati ve optimum class ifier (Bayesian classilier). 

y = (x-S)2110 - cos(x) + exp(-x) .. 
o 

-1 • 
• • 

• 

>. -2 

", ~ . /' 
__ ___ ....... ,s-

----- - ~ -...- ~ ----- --!---: ~ . - - -..,,---. ' \ I " 

-3 • 
.: 

/, ' 
, ' 

• 

• 
-4 

-5 L.::::::::L:::::::L==:;::::::~---':_..L-.---:,:-----,L--'-~ 
o 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

x 

Fig. 1-3: Reconstructed functions of Examl>le I . r denotes width of the applied Gau!'.sian kernel. 
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Example 1: A non-linear regression problem 

In thi s example, the true underl y ing functi on between the input (l abeled by x) 

and the output (labeled by y) is y = (x -S)' 1I0 - cos(x) +e'. There are totall y 20 

observed samples. each of which is corrupted by an additi ve Gaussian noise (w ith 0 mean 

and un it vari ance). The observed samples ancl the true function are shown in Fig. 1-3 (the 

dots ancl the so lid line respecti ve ly). The objec tive is to reconstruct a function of x 

with in the interested region ( 0 $ x $ 10 ). such that we can minimize the mean square 

error (MSE) between the regressed va lues (mean of the output of a GP) and the true 

va lues of the tra in ing sample set. 

2.5 

,. 
2 . 

" . 
" . 

1.5 . -
w . 
Vl 
::; " . 

" . 
f.. 

0.5 

,-2 

Fig. 1-4 : MSE plot of Example I. /' denotes width of the applied Gauss ian ke rnel. MSE represents "Mean 
Square Error" . 
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Fig. 1-5: Class decision function plot of Examplt! 2. In each of the figures, the asterisks and the circles 
denote the trai ning samples in class " 1" and class "- r ', respecti vely. The solid lines display the 
optimum dec ision runctioll for this ex ampl e. The red dots and green dot s mark lhe h.': sting samples 
in class '" .. and "- 1", respecti vely. labeled by the GP learner. r denotes width of the applied 
Gauss ian kernel. 

We ap plied the GP regress ion method wit h a Gaussian kernel to the training sel. 

In each simulation , we chose a different width. The MSEs of the simulations with 

differen t width are drawn in Fig. 1-4. Some of the reconstructed funct ions are prov ided in 

Fig. 1-3. From Fig. 1-4, we can see that the GP regression with a Gaussian kernel 

de livered the best performance when ,. ' is set around 5 (dotted line in Fig. 1-2). From 

Fig. 1-3, it can be eas il y observed that, with a small width. the reconstructed functi on is 

ve ry localized around the observed training samples, leading an over-fittin g (dot-broken 

li ne in Fig. 1-3). When the width increases, the reconstructed fun ction becomes smoother 
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and smoother. When the width is large enough, the reconstructed function almost 

performs like a linear function (broken line in Fig. 1-3). 

Example 2: A non-linear classification problem 

In this example, the samples are two-dimensional and they consist of several 

clusters. The generative model for the observation data is same as the one used in the 

examples in section 2.3.3.2 for generating the significant gene data, except that cluster 1 

and 2 are labeled as class "1" and the remaining clusters are labeled as class "-I n. Based 

on this model, the optimum decision function with respect to the two dimensions is 

shown as the solid lines in Fig. 1-5. With the same generative model, we generated an 

independent testing set (with 5000 samples). Obviously, the linear method cannot work 

for this example. 

We then applied the GP learner with a Ganssian kernel to this training set. In each 

simulation, we used a different kernel width. In each figures in Fig. 1-5, the red dots 

(class 1) and the green dots (class -1) mark the output decision for the testing samples 

based on the GP learner with different kernel widths. In Fig. 1-6, we show the 

misclassification rate (MR) of the testing set in each simulation. As a comparison, we 

also give the MR with the optimum decision function based on the generative model 

(Bayesian bound) and the MR with the optimum linear decision function based on the 

training set. We can see that, the GP learner with a Gaussian kernel gives its best 

performance when ,2 is set around 0.2. The MR in this simulation is fairly close to the 

Bayesian bound. 
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0.3 _____ ~ ____ ____ _ 

0.25 

~ 0.2 

0.15 -

0.1 =------------ 7-----
Bayesian Bound 

Fig. 1-6: MR Plot 01' Example 2. r denotes wid th or the appl ied Gaussian ke rne l. MR represents 
··Mi sc lassificat ion Rate". 

From Fig. 1-5, we also can observe the same phenomena as illustrated in Example 

I. When Ihe kerne l width is very small , the output class decision function by a GP is very 

localized around the span of the training set, which is very non- linear (say ,. ' = Om). 

When the width increases, the decision function becomes smoother (say,. ' = O. I , ,. ' = I ). 

When the width is relati vely large, the decision functi on performs very much like a linear 

function (say,. ' = 10). 
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Example 3: A linear classification problem 

T he training set and the testing set of thi s example are a lmost exact ly the same as 

in Example 2, except that we app lied a different label scheme in the generat ive model 

(Fig. 1-7). As the result, the optimum decision function can be we ll approximated by a 

linear funct ion (solid lines in Fig. 1-7) in this example. 

We then again app lied the KIGP method with a Gauss ian kernel to thi s training 

set. In each simulation , we used a different kernel width and the results are shown in Fig. 

1-7 and Fig. 1-8 . Wc can see that the GP learner with a Gaussian kernel gives it s best 

performance for thi s example when r' is set arou nd I . 
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Fig. \ -7: Class decision function plot of Example 3. In each of the figures. the asterisks and the circles 
denote the train ing samples in class " \" and class "-\" , respectively. The solid lines display the 
optimum decision function for this example, The red dots and green dots mark the test ing samples 
in class " 1" and "'- r ', respecti vely. labeled by the GP learner. r denotes width of the applied 
Gaussian ke rnel. 
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In order to demonstrate how different kernel implies different feature space, hence 

delivering different generali zed prediction performance, we draw the MR comparison 

plot with respect to di fferent Gaussian kernel width for both Example 2 (non- linear) and 

Example 3 (linear) in Fig. 1-8. When the opt imum decision function takes a very non-

linear form, the fitted kernel width is relati vely small (at 0.2 in Example 2). On the 

contrary, the optimum Gaussian kerne l width is large r ( 1.0) when the underlying 

Bayesian classifier can be we ll approximated by a linear function (Example 3). 
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Fig. 1-8: MR comparison plot of Example 2 and 3 . r denotes width of lhe applied Gaussian kerne l. MR 
reprcsc nls "Misc lassifi cation Rate". 
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1.3 General Framework of This Study 

In summary, this work is built upon a hierarchical Bayesian model. We focus on 

supervised learning problems, especially on cancer classification problems via microarray 

analyses. The model formulation for a binary-classification problem is given in 

subsection 1.2.1. The diagram of tbe general framework adopted in this study can be 

sketched as in Fig. 1-9, in which tbe overall data flow is described as follows: 

1) Selecting tbe important genes from tbe input data via tbe gene-selection 

vector; 

2) Conceptually mapping tbe selected data into tbe feature space and train tbe 

problem via an optimum linear classifier. Witb tbe kernel-induced learning 

tbeory, this can be done through a proper kernel function. The candidate 

training metbods include such as SVM, LSSVM, GP, PLR and kernel Fisher 

discrimination (KFD). In this study, we only focus on tbe Gaussian process 

model introduced in subsection 1.2.4. 

3) Hierarchically outputting tbe results witb, in tum, tbe optimum kernel type 

and its associated optimum kernel parameter(s); tbe estimation of model 

parameters witb tbe output optimum kernel function provided by tbe last 

level; and predictions for tbe testing samples (if applicable). 
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Fig. 1-9: Flow chart for the general framework of this study 

The rest of this dissertation is structured as follows. 

In chapter 2, by introducing a GP into the gene selection problem with a probit 

regression setting, we develop a Bayesian framework for analyzing microarray datasets. 

Specifically, the derivation for the Bayesian inference and the overall algorithm for a 

binary classification problem are given in section 2.1 (most contents of this section can 

be found in [79]); the extension to a multi-classification problem is found in section 2.2; 

the experimental results are provided in section 2.3. 

In chapter 3, for a supervised learning problem. we propose a viable approach to 

building a kernel in accordance to the properties of the training data, named by natural 

kernel. The basic concepts of a general natural kernel method are outlined in section 3.1. 

Our proposed natural kernel based KIGP analysis algorithm is described in section 3.2. 

Simulation results are given in section 3.3. 
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In chapter 4, via embedding the KIGP framework into a general reversible jump 

Markov chain Monte Carlo (RJMCMC) algorithm, we present a unifying approach to 

simultaneously comparing performances of different kernel types. The general RJMCMC 

algorithm is shown in section 4.1. The RJMCMC-imbedded KIGP is discussed in section 

4.2. Section 4.3 concludes this study with a unifying algorithm, such that we can realize 

an automated learning machine for rnicroarray analysis. Verifying simulation examples 

are provided in the end of this section. 

In the last chapter, we summarize this study, addressing the conclusions and some 

of the potential future research directions. 
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Chapter 2 

KIGP Framework for Microarray Analysis 

In this chapter, we outline a hierarchical Bayesian framework based on kernel

imbedded Gaussian processes (KlGPs) via a probit regression setting, in order to analyze 

a given tumor classification problem with the relative microarray gene profiling. 

Throughout this chapter, we assume that a kernel type is given and we shall discuss the 

kernel type competition problem in chapter 4. The hierarchical Bayesian model KIGP is 

developed via a probit regression setting based on the Gaussian Process model in 

subsection 1.2.4 and. A cascading adaptive algorithm with a Gibbs sampler as the core is 

designed to find appropriate kernel parameters (for a parametric kernel type only), to 

discover potentially significant genes and to make optimum predictious. It yields a 

classification problem with given microarray gene profiling. The algorithm for a binary 

classification problem is provided in section 2.1. The extension to a multi-classification 

problem is discussed in section 2.2. In section 2.3, we show a few simulated examples to 

illustrate the key elements and the effectiveness of the proposed KlGP framework. These 

examples demonstrate that, either in a binary-classification problem or in a multi

classification problem, the KlGPs can perform very close to the Bayesian bound without 

knowing the underlying generative probabilistic model in both the cases with linear 

Bayesian classifiers and those with very non-linear Bayesian classifiers. This sheds light 

on its promising potential to solve problems, for which linear methods are not effective. 
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We also report the results by applying KIGP to six published datasets (Table 2-2) and 

demonstrate that KIGP performs better or at least as well as any referred state-of-the-art 

microarray analysis method. 

The most widely used kernel types in previous works include Gaussian kernel 

(GK) and polynomial kernel (PK). If input space is used as feature space, one implies 

using a linear kernel (LK). The kernel types used in this chapter ate defmed below 

(assuming x and x' ate two vectors in observation/input space): 

Linear kernel: K(x.x') = (x, x') 

Polynomial kernel: K(x,x') = «x, x') + I)d 

where d = 1,2,.. is the degree parameter. 

Gaussiankernel: K(x.x') =exp( Ilx-:jl \ 
2r 

where r> 0 is the width parameter 

(2-la) 

(2-lb) 

(2-lc) 

In (2-1), (.,.) denotes the inner product between two vectors and 11_11
2 

denotes 2-norm of 

the distance between two vectors. Throughout this study, we shall refer to a linear kernel 

as LK; to a polynomial kernel with degree d as PK( d); and to a Gaussian kernel with 

width r as GK( r ). 

In this study. we consider a classification problem as detailed in subsection 1.2.1. 

That is, there are n training samples. In each of the training samples, there are p 

investigated genes and a response class label denoted by y=[y,.y" ...• y.l'. For a binary 

classification problem, we define 

y/ E {-I,I} i = 1,2, ... ,n (2-2) 
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For a multi -c lass ification problem w ith M c lasses, we define 

y, E {1 ,2, .. . ,M} i = 1,2, ... , 11 (2 -3) 

where " M " represents the label o f the base class. The definitions of the trainin g data 

matrix x , gene-selection vector y, and its assoc iate signifi cant ge ne matrix x, are the 

same as in formula ( I-I ), ( 1-3) and ( 1-4), re spectively. 

2.1 KIGP Framework for a Binary Classification Problem 

For a binary class ification problem with a probit regress ion selling, the model is 

desc ribed in (1-6), w here e, denotes the independen t noi se term and c, - N(O,a ' ); b 

represents the intercept; and the link function gee) is chosen from a c lass of rea l-valued 

func tions, the output of which is assumed to be a Gaussian process . In ( 1-6), assuming 

that a ke rn e l type is given and its associated model paramete r set is termed as 9 , bes ides 

the latent variab le vecto r z , we further introduce the rando m vector t = [I , ,1" ... , 1,, ]', 

where I, = go(X,J for i = 1,2, ... , 11 , and e = [e"e" ... ,e"J'. This forms a hierarchical 

mode l that we represent by a directed acyclic graph in Fig . 2- 1. 

o 
(0 0 fYi 
8 8 
G) 

Fig 2- 1: Direc(ed acycl ic graph ror Bayesia n a nalysis or KIGP in a probi( regression setting. All the 
sY l11 bols are defi ned in Mode l (1-6); 0 denotes the kernel parameters. 
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2.1.1 Prior Specifications 

The priors for the parameters in this study are listed below: 

(1) rj is assumed to be a priori independent for all j, and 

Pr(rj =I)="j' for j=I,2, .. ,p, (2-4a) 

where the prior probability 7Cj ranges between 0 to 1, which reflects prior knowledge of 

the importance of the jth gene. 

(2) A non-informative prior is applied for the intercept b : 

PCb) oc 1. (2-4b) 

This is not a proper probability distribution function (PDF), but it leads to a proper 

posterior PDF. 

(3) We apply the conjugate prior, inverted Gamma (IG) distribution, for the variance of 

noise (]'2. That is, 

p(u2) - [G(a,fJ) (2-4c) 

In this study, we set a = P = 0.1. A practical issue on this prior set will be further 

discussed in subsection 2.5.1. 

(4) Since the width parameter of a GK, r, basically is a scale parameter, inverted Gamma 

distribution is also a proper prior for r . Because too small or too big an r will lead all 

elements of the corresponding Gaussian kernel matrix to be extremely close to 0 or 1 

respectively, leading to unstable systems, a non-informative prior is not appropriate. 

Hence, throughout this study, we apply !G(l,!) as the prior for r2, that is 

P(r2 ) _ [G(I,I) (2-4d) 
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(5) For the degree parameter of the polynomial kernel, we assume a uniform distribution 

for the degree. To avoid possibly overfitting, throughout this section, we only consider 

the polynomial kernels with degree 1 or 2. 

2.1.2 Derivation of the Computational Implementation of a Gibbs Sampler 

With the model and the prior assumptions given above, we design a Gibbs 

sampler, through which we can sample the model parameters from their joint posterior 

distribution. As label y only depends on latent variable z, all other model parameters are 

conditionally independent of y if z is given. For convenience, we drop the notation of 

the training set X in the following derivation and drop y as well when z is given. We 

assume the kernel type is given and its associated parameter is o. 

Lemma 2.1: For a model as given in (1-6) where prior for the output of the link 

function is a Gaussian process as formulated by (I-B), we have z - N(bl.,Kr +0) and 

where and 

Proof: For convenience, we drop the notation of all given parameters, b, d' and ." in 

the following derivations. Under our KIGP model, we have 

t - N(O,Ky). zit - N(t+bI.,O) 

The joint distribution of z and t can be formulated as: 

P(z,t) = P(z I t)P(t) oc exp{-.!.[(z-t-bI.)'O-I(z -t-bI.) H'K;lt) 
2 

(2-5) 

oc exp{-.!.[(t -I'I)'(K;I +O-I)(t-1',) +(z -bI.),O-I(Z -bI.) -I';(K;I +O-I)I'I]} 
2 
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(2-6) 

In principle, if z and t form a joint Gaussian distribution, then both the marginal 

distribution of z and the conditional distribution of t given z are also Gaussian. Making 

use of the following equation from [6]: 

it consequently yields 

and 

pet 1 z) oc exp{-.!.[(t - 1l,)'(K;1 +n-I)(t - Il,)]} 
2 

oc exp{- ~ [(t - Il, )'(0 - O(n + Kr)-I 0)-1 (t- Il,m 

Or strictly, 

z-N(bl.,Kr+n) 

tl z - N«I. -n(O+K,)-I)(z-bl.),n-O(n+Kr)-t 0) 

(2-7) 

(2-8) 

(2-9) 

(2-10) 

It is straightforward to show that matrix n-O(O+Kr)-tO is non-negative definite. 

(1) Sampling from 'Y 1 z,b,cr2 ,0 

We drop the notation of b, (]" and 9, taking them as given. With (2-10) and the prior 

given by (2-4-a), we have 
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1 

P(yl z) <>< P(z I r)XP(r) oc [det(Ky(O) + 0)]2 x 

exp{-.!.[(Z - bln)'(Ky(O) + O)-I(Z -bl,)] H1K? (1-K,t7J 

2 '=1 

kernel function as that defmed in (2-5) with pararneter(s) 0 (2-11) 

In practice, rather than sampling "( as a vector, we sample it component-wise from 

1 

P(y, Iz)<><[det(Ky(O)+O)] 2X 

exp{-.!.[(Z -bl,),(KyCO) +Orl(z -bl,)]}K? (l-Kj )l- rJ 

2 

for j = 1,2, ... , P , where 0 = 0'21.; Kr(O) is the same as defmed in (2-11) 

(II) Sampling from ti,,(,b,z,0'2,O 

With (2-10), the conditional distribution P(t I z,b, 0'2) is Gaussian distributed: 

where KyCO) and 0 are defined in Eq. (2-11). 

(III) Sampling from z It,b,ul,y 

(2-12) 

(2-13) 

Given the label vector y , from the model (1-6), the conditional distribution of z given t 

is a truncated Gaussian distribution, and we have the following for i = 1,2, ... , n : 

Z; I t"b,ul ,y; = 1 <>< N(t; + b,ul) trnncated at the left by 0, 

Z; It;,b,0'2,y; =-1°c N(t; +b,0'2) trnncatedat the right by O. (2-14) 

(IV) Sampling from biz, t, ul 

When z and t are both given, this is a simple ordinary linear regression setting with 

only the intercept term. Under the prior assumption given by (2-4b), it yields 
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(2-15) 

(V) Sampling from 0'21 Z, t,b 

With (2-4c) as the prior (lG(O.I,O.1)), the conditional posterior distribution for 

q2 is also inverted Gamma. That is 

2.1.3 Kernel Parameters Tuning 

One of the major advantages of kernel-based learning methods is that one can 

explore the non-linearity feature of the underlying model for a given classification or 

regression problem through different kernels. It is therefore crucial to discuss the issue of 

kernel parameter tuning. With the KIGP framework constructed above, this becomes 

fairly straightforward. 

As in the last subsection, we denote the kernel parameter(s) as 0, which can be 

either a scalar (e.g. the width parameter for a GK or the degree parameter for a PK) or a 

vector. For algorithmic convenience, we work with the logarithm of the conditional 

likelihood for the parameter 0 : 

I 
L(O) = log(P(z I -r.b.a' .0)) = -"21og(det(Kr(0)+a'I.))-

.l[(z -bt.)' (Ky(O)+a'I. )-1 (z -bt.)1-!!.log(21!) 
2 2 

(2-17a) 

With a proper prior distribution for 0, P(B) , we have: 

P(B 1 z,'Y,b,O'2 ) oc exp(L(B)) * P(B) (2-17b) 
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where L(O) is defined in (2-17a). In this section, we specifically focus on two groups of 

kernels: the polynomial kernel and the Gaussian kernel, as defmed in (2-lb) and (2-lc) 

respectively. For GK., with the prior given in (2-4d), we apply the Metropolis-Hasting 

(MH) algorithm to draw the samples from the posterior distribution given by (2-17b). 

Details of MH can be found in [19]. For PK, we simply calculate the likelihood with 

respect to each d by (2-17a), and then sample d accordingly. 

Theoretically, with a linear kernel, the proposed KlGP performs very close to 

most other classic linear methods, which have been very effective in many real 

applications. With a Gaussian kernel, generally speaking, within a moderate range, as the 

width parameter increases, the dimension of its representative feature space will 

accordingly decrease and a GK with a large width performs fairly close to a linear kernel. 

On the other hand, when the width decreases the dimension of the feature space increases, 

and the performance of the classifier in the observation space becomes very non-linear. 

We have demonstrated this property of a GK in the examples in chapter 1. For a 

polynomial kernel, when the degree increases, the non-linearity of a KlGP also increases, 

while when the degree is equal to I, the only difference between it and a linear kernel is a 

constant. In short, for either class of kernel, different values of the kernel parameter 

represent different feature spaces and for some specific value. their performance is close 

to that of a linear kernel. Therefore, the posterior distribution of the kernel parameter 

gives a hint on what kind of feature space is more appropriate to the target problem with 

the given training samples. 
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2.1.4 Proposed Gibbs Sampler 

With the derivation above, assuming a kernel type has been given, the Gibbs 

sampling algorithm is as follows: 

1. Start with proper initial value [.,[0) ,b[O) , t[O) , z[O) , 0'2[0) , 9[0)] ; then set i = 1 • 

2. Sample Z[i[ from z I t[H),lfl-l),O'2[H) via (2-14). 

3. Sample tll] from t I .,[i-I),lfH),z[i) ,0-2[i-1I ,9[i-I) via (2-13). 

4. Sample Mil from blz[i),t[l),O'2[H) via (2-15). 

5. Sample 0-2[i) from blz[i1,t[i1,b[i1 via (2-16). 

6. Sample "/[1] from., I z[i),lfi1 ,0-2[i),9[i-ll via (2-12) component-wise. 

8. Set i = i + 1 and go back to the step 2 until the required number of iterations. 

9. Stop 

(2-18) 

In step 2 of (2-18), we follow Robert's ([61]) optimal exponential accept-reject 

algorithm to draw from a truncated Gaussian distribution. After a suitable burn-in period, 

we can obtain the posterior samples of [z[il,tJi),lfi),0-2[i),.,[i).t1i)] at the ith iteration with 

the procedure described in (2-18). The core calculation of the proposed Gibbs sampler 

involves inverse the matrix Ky +O'21. Becanse the kernel matrix Ky is symmetric and 

non-negative definite, Ky +0"1 is symmetric and positive-definite. Therefore the 

algorithm is theoretically robust and the Cholesky decomposition (CD, [59]), along with 
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its parallel implementation, can be used in practice to improve the efficiency of this 

algorithm. The total computation complexity of the Gibbs sampler within each iteration is 

O(pn3
). 

2.1.5 Overall Algorithm 

With a kernel type given a priori, our algorithm basically adopts a cascading 

structure and is composed of three consecutive phases: "kernel parameter fitting phase" 

(for parametric kernel type only, of course), "gene selection phase" and "prediction 

phase". Although from the classical Bayesian perspective we can involve all the 

parameters into the Gibbs sampler in all three phases, we suggest to fix the kernel 

parameters after "kernel parameter fitting phase"; and fix gene-selection vector after 

"gene selection phase", since in most cases we are more interested in the area around the 

peak of the posterior probability density function (PDF) or probability mass function 

(PMF) of a parameter, especially for the kernel parameters and the gene-selection vector. 

This strategy will lead to a much faster convergence of the Gibbs sampler. For all three 

phases, we need to discard some proper number of iterations in a burn-in periods. Some 

dynamic monitoring strategies to track the convergence of an MCMC simulation can be 

found in [19] and the references therein. 

A practical issue for applying the algorithm in (2-18) needs to be addressed here. 

We suggest fix variance parameter 0'2 during a "kernel parameter fitting phase" and a 

"gene selection phase" because a varied variance during these two phases can easily lead 

to too small or too large 0'2 due to overfitting, which may cause instability of the system. 

Hence, fixing variance will help the algorithm be much more numerically stable and 
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converge faster. Following the regular probit regression model, we set (J'2 equal to 1 

(step 5 in (2-18)) in the first two phases and only involve it into the Gibbs sampler in a 

"prediction phase". The details of each phase are described hereafter. 

2.1.5.1 Kernel Parameter Fitting Phase 

In this phase, our primary interest is to fmd the appropriate value(s) for the kernel 

parameter(s) of the given kernel type. Initially, we focus on two kernel types, the 

polynomial kernel and the Gaussian kernel. We first involve all model parameters (except 

(J'2), including gene selection vector and kernel parameter, into the simulation of the 

algorithm given by (2-18). After convergence, the obtained samples within each iteration 

of (2-18) are equivalently drawn from the joint posterior distribution of all the parameters. 

For a PK, since the degree parameter is a discrete number, we can simply take the degree 

with the highest appearance frequency of the samples. For a GK, we calculate the 

histogram of the sample values of the width parameter with some proper number of bins. 

Then we pass the obtained histogram series through a Gaussian smoother (similar to 

Gaussian kernel density estimation). Finally, we take the center of the bin with highest 

histogram counts as the best fit of the width. 

2.1.5.2 Gene Selection Phase 

After "kernel parameter fitting phase", we fix the kernel parameter at its fitted 

value (mode of the posterior) and then continue to run the Gibbs sampler. We briefly 
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suggest an empirical Bayes approach to determine whether a gene is potentially 

significant based on the posterior samples. 

In this study. we essentially follow the key concept introduced in [17] to assess 

whether or not a gene is of significant importance. First of all. we defme a statistic named 

"Normalized Log-Frequency" (NLF) to measure the relative potential significance for 

each gene. If we denote by Fj the frequency of the j th gene in the posterior samples, the 

defmition ofNLF is: 

LF -11 
NLFj = js L. LFj =log(Fj ) for j=I,2, .... p 

L 

(2-19) 

In (2-19), if FJ is 0, simply set it as 112 over the total number of iterations. The rationale 

for defIDing NLF as the key statistic is because the logarithm of a Gamma distribution 

can be well approximated by a normal distribution. while empirically the Gamma is a 

proper distribution for the frequency of the posterior samples of the genes from a 

homogenous group. 

With NLFs. we consider a simple Bayes model. Suppose that the p NLF-values 

fall into two classes. "insignificant" or "significant". corresponding to whether or not 

NLFJ • for j = 1.2, .... p, is generated according to the null hypothesis. with prior 

probabilities Pho and Ph, = 1-Pho• for the two classes. respectively; and that NLFj has 

the conditional prior density either fo(NLF) or f,(NLF) depending on its class. More 

formally: 
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Pbo = Pr{lnsignificant}. Pr(NLF I Insignificant) = fo (NLF) 

Pb, = Pr{Significant}. Pr(NLF I Significant) = f, (NLF) 

We then defme a term, the local "false discovery rate (fdr)": 

fdr(NLF) = fo(NLF)! f(NLF) 

(2-20) 

(2-21) 

In (2-21). f(NLF) denotes the marginal distribution of NLF and fdr(NLF) is a precise 

estimator for the posterior probability of the null hypothesis (insignificant class) given the 

statistic NLF in most microarray analysis applications (Pbo >0.99). With fdr(NLF). we 

accordingly decide whether or not a target gene is "significant" with a confidence level. 

To calculate fdr(NLF). one needs to properly estimate the marginal distribution 

of NLF. f(NLF) • and to choose its density under null hypothesis. fo(NLF). To 

estimate f(NLF). we apply the kernel density estimation method with a Gaussian kernel 

([27]) to the ensemble values of the observed NLFs. { NLFj • j = 1.2 •...• p }. 

As for the density ofNLF for null hypothesis. fo(NLF). the basic assumption we 

impose here is that the statistic NLF under null hypothesis is of a normal distribution. 

Since in most real microarray analysis problems. Pb, is much smaller than Pbo (say 

Pbo > 0.99). based on the definition in (2-19). it is safe to choose the standard normal 

(zero mean. unit variance) as fo(NLF). Throughout this study. we always choose the 

standard normal as the density of NLF under null hypothesis. 
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2.1.5.3 Prediction Phase 

After the "gene selection phase", the gene-selection vector is fixed. We continue 

to run the proposed Gibbs sampler (2-18) and the computational complexity of the 

proposed Gibbs sampler within each iteration dramatically decreases to O(n'). After a 

proper new burn-in period, we can draw samples of z , b and a 2 within each iteration in 

the "prediction phase". Following (1-16), the posterior PDF for the output t given the 

test gene expression data i in the I-th iteration is Gaussian distributed: 

-t III I x X zlIJ b[ll a 2ll1 
r' r' , , h ,were 

- N(f(x X zlll b lll a 2lll ) V(x X zlll b lll a 2lll » = N(flll VlIJ) r' T' " , r' r' , , , 

(2-22a) 

The predictive probability for the output label y given x then can be estimated by using 

Monte Carlo integration: 

1 L i[I) + lJl) 

P(y =IiX,y.x) =-L«l( .JVUl ) ,P(y =-11 X,y,x) =1-P(y =11 X,y,x) , 
L 1=1 v[ll 

where «l(x) = L ~-t'l2dt 
.J2K 

2.1.5.4 Discussion on the Simplified Procedures 

(2-22b) 

A major drawback of using a KIGP is its computational complexity. This can be 

alleviated by applying a prescreening procedure for gene selection. There is little risk to 
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eliminate those genes that exhibit almost constant gene expression level across different 

class of samples. For example. we can do a preliminary gene selection based on the UR 

procedure suggested in [16] or via a Wilcoxon statistics as adopted in [13]. This 

procedure can dramatically decrease the computation cost and it would not lose 

predictive performance in most real applications for a KIOP. 

Another approach to enhancing the algorithm efficiency is through proper 

approximation for the Bayesian inference. Within each iteration of the Gibbs sampler, 

rather than sticking to the strict analytical form for Bayesian inference, we also can apply 

a Laplace approximation to the posterior distraction for the latent variables. One 

algorithm based on this line to solve a OP-based model is provided in [76]. The bias of 

this procedure depends on whether or not the posterior distribution of the latent variables 

are unimodal and symmetric. We think, for most real problems, the assumption above 

should be a good approximation for the true distribution. Therefore this approach also can 

possibly decrease the computation complexity while not sacrificing much predictive 

performance. 

2.2 KlGP Framework for a Multi-Classification Problem 

The extension from a binary classification problem to a multi-classification 

problem in a probit regression setting is straightforward. For example. in [83]. the authors 

extended a linear probit regression model for a binary classification problem to a 

multinomial linear probit regression model for a multi-classification problem to solve the 

gene-selection problem. Roughly following their line, in this subsection, we will extend 
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the KIGP model described in section 2.1 to a kernel-induced model that can handle with a 

multi-class classification problem for analyzing microarray data. 

Assuming we denote the label as in equation (2-3), we then introduce M -\ latent 

variables (termed by z), each of which specifies one of the target classes from the base 

class. More formally, by introducing an n x (M -1) latent matrix z and t, the built 

model is formulated by: 

{
M if [zd· :s; 0 

suchthaty;= . I , where k= argmax{[zm);J 
k if [Zk); > 0 me{1 •.••• M-l} 

(2-23) 

In formula (2-23), x." denotes the i -th row of the matrix X, ; [em); symbolizes the noise 

term that is assumed to be independent and identically distributed (lID) Gaussian with 

zero mean and u 2 variance; bm represents the intercept; and gm(.) is chosen from a 

class of real-valued functions, the output of which is specifically assumed to be a 

homogeneous Gaussian process. For convenience, we defIDe the vector form as: 

(2-23) thus can be expressed in the vector form, zm = tm +em + 1"bm, m = 1,2, ... ,M -1. 

Apparently, when M = 2, model (2-23) is exactly same as the binary classification model 

described in (1-6). Therefore, model (2-23) is a generalized version of model (1-6). 

2.2.1 Derivation of the Computational Implementation of a Gibbs Sampler 

The prior assumption for each classifier is the same as that adopted in the binary 

classification model, thus the derivation for the Gibbs sampler for a multi-classification 
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problem is very similar to that in section 2.1. Again. for convenience. we drop the 

notation for the training set X and y (when z is given) in the following derivation. 

(1) Sampling from 1 I z. b. 0'2 • 9 

We drop the notation of b. 0'2 and D. taking them as given. Based on Lemma 2.1 and 

model (2-23). similar to the binary classification case. we have the "component-wise 

sampling form": 

M-l ...! 1 M-I 

P(y, I z) oc (I1[det(Kym Hl)] 2 }exp{--L[(Zm -bml.),(Kym +Orl(Zm -bml.)]}1l'? (l-1l',trJ 

1Ir-'1 2 m=>l 

j = 1.2 ..... P (2-24) 

(IT) Sampling from t I y.b.a2 .9.z 

The conditional distribution P(tm I zm.hm.0'2. 1) is Gaussian distributed: 

for m = 1.2 ..... M -1. where Kym and 0 are defined in Eq. (2-24). (2-25) 

(III) Sampling from zit, b. a2 

Given the label vector y. under the model in (2-23). the conditional distribution of z 

given t. b and a2 is truncated Gaussian distributed and can be drawn as follows: 

For i = 1.2 ..... n 

If Yi = m. m if' M • fIrSt draw Zim from 

Zim Itim .hm.0'2' Yi =moc N(tim +hm.0'2) truncated left by max{O.Zq.j = 1.2 ..... M -I} 
Jom 

(2-26a) 

Then draw Zij for j = 1.2 ..... M -1 • j if' m from 
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(2-26b) 

Otherwise, Yi = M ,simply draw zij for j = 1,2, ... , M -I from 

(2-26c) 

(IV) Sampling from biz, 1, a 2 

When Z and 1 are both given, this is an ordinary linear regression setting with an 

intercept term. Under the non-informative prior assumption given by (2-4b), it yields: 

(2-27) 

(V) Sampling from a 2 1 Z, t, b 

With IG(a,fJ), a> 0, fJ > 0, as the prior, the conditional posterior distribution for a 2 

is also an inverted gamma distribution. That is 

a 2 1 z,t,b - lG(a+ n(M -1)/2,fJ + 8 212) 

M-I n 

where 8
2 = LL([Zml -[1m); -bm)2 (2-28) 

m=t i=l 

(VI) Sampling from ° I z,b, a 2 
, y 

We denote kernel parameter(s) as ° = [OI,02, .. ·,OM_1l , in which Om represents kernel 

parameterCs) for classifier m. Om can be either a scalar or a vector. With a proper prior 

for the kernel parameter set Om' P(Om) , m = I, ... ,M -I the posterior PDP for ° is 
P(Om I Zm' y,bm,(

2
) oc exp(L(0m» * P(Om) , m = I, ... ,M -1, where 
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L(Om) = 10g(P(zm 1 y,bm,0-2 ,Om)) = -.!.log(det(K'I"I(Om) + u2I.))-
2 

.!.[(zm - bml,,)'(K'I"I(Om) + 0"1.)-1 (zm - bml,,)] -!!.log(2ll') 
2 2 

(2-29) 

In (2-29), K.,..(Om) is defined in (2-24) as a function of the relative kernel parameter Om. 

2.2.2 Proposed Gibbs sampler 

With the derivation in the last subsection, we summarize the proposed Gibbs 

sampling algorithm as follows: 

2) Sample z[iJ from z 1 t[I-IJ ,b[I-IJ ,0-2[I-IJ ,O[i-IJ via (2-26a), (2-26b) and (2-26c) 

3) Sample t[IJ from t 1 y[I-IJ ,b[HJ ,0-2[I-IJ ,O[i-IJ ,z[iJ via (2-25) 

4) Sample b[IJ from b 1 z[lJ ,t(1) ,O"[HJ via (2-27) 

5) Sample 0-2[IJ from 0-21 z[lJ, t(1) ,b[IJ via (2-28) 

6) Sample y[iJ from ylz[iJ,b[iJ,0-2[iJ component-wise via (2-24) 

7) If applicable, sample O[lJ from 0 1 Z[iJ ,b(1) , 0-2[iJ ,y[iJ via (2-29) 

8) Set i = i + 1 and go back to step 2 until meeting the required number of 

iterations 

9) Stop 

(2-30) 

The discussions on the implementations of the Gibbs sampler, the "kernel 

parameter fitting phase" and the "gene selection phase" are identical to those for the 

binary classification problem. The details for the prediction phase of a multi-

classification problem are slightly different and they are discussed in the next subsection. 
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2.2.3 Prediction 

After the kernel parameter fitting phase and the gene selection phase. both kernel 

parameter(s) and gene-selection vector have been fixed. We continue to run the Gibbs 

sampler given by (2-30). After a proper new bum-in period. we can sample z. b. 0'2. Y 

and 0 (if applicable) within each iteration of the simulation. The yielded posterior 

predictive PDF for the interim hidden variable t of the new testing gene data x within 

each iteration is Gaussian distributed: 

-[I] 1- X [II -2[11 b[ll tm X 1tJ , I1J,zm'o- 'm T T 

N(f(- X [II -2[11 <-TIl) V(- X [II -2[11 b[II)) N(f,[11 y[ll) 
- X.,Il)t rll,Zm ,0- ,um ' Xylllt TIll'Zm ,0- , m = m ' m 

m = 1.2 .... M -I. 1= 1.2 .... L. where 

f,[ll f(- X [II -2[11 b[l]) - ([I] b[lIl )'(K -2[1]1 )-Ik 
m = XyllJt .,IlI,Zm ,a , m - zm - m D yfllm +U- n ,111m' 

Y[ll - V(- X [II 2[11 b[ll) - K (- - ) k' (K 2[111 )-Ik 
m - X{l]' [l],Zm'O' • m - m XIIJ,X{lJ - [I] [ll +(1' n [II ., r T 1 1m 1m 1 m 

[K [II L = Km([x [II I' X In j)' k IlJ . = K(x JII .X JI! .). i. j = 1.2 .... n. 1m" 1m. 1m, 1m,J 1m ym,t 

(2-3Ia) 

The predictive probability for the output label y given x can be estimated by using a 

Monte Carlo integration: 

P(y =m 1 X.y.i) =~ ±O(m-k[ll). m =1.2 .... M • 
L 1=1 

h "'( k[ll) {I if m = k[l] d wereum- = .an 
o otherwise 

k[ll = arg max {t~1I + b~l} • if ~[II + WI ~ 0 ; otherwise k[1] = M • 
m.!I .... .M-1] 

~II is drawn from (2-31a) and b~1 is drawn from algorithm (2-30). 
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2.3 Simulation Results and Discussions 

In some examples of this section. we compare the performance of a KIGP to that 

of Several established kernel-related microarray data analysis methods such as GP_ARD 

([9]). SYM and PLR. We also include PAM as a benchmark method. To implement 

GP _ARD. we relied on the C-package provided by the original authors ([9]) to select the 

significant genes. To implement SYM and PLR. we adopted both RFE ([26]) and UR 

([ 16]) as the gene selection scheme. respectively. For simulations with other classifiers. 

we relied on KIGP algorithm within the prediction phase (with an LK) for classifier 

GP _ARD; function "svm" in R-package "el07l" for classifier SYM (using "one-against-

all" strategy for a multi-classification problem); R-package "klr" provided by Dr. Zhu 

([85]) for classifier PLR; and R-package "pamr" for classifier PAM. 

2.3.1 Predictive Fit Measure Approaches to Model Performance Assessment 

If sufficient independent testing samples are available for a leamer. we can 

calculate its predictive fit measure to accurately assess the generalized performance of it. 

Popular predictive fit measures include misclassification rate (MR) or average predictive 

probability (APP) of the true labels. Throughout this study. we always refer APP to APP 

of the true labels. 

Assuming that there are W independent testing samples {(i,. y, ) ..... (iw. Yw)} • 

where i; denotes the i -th testing microarray data and y; is its associated class label. 

i = 1.2 ..... W • the MR for this testing set can be estimated by 

1 ~ {I if Y; '* Y; MR,." = -L....MC; • where MC; = . _ _ 
W;=, 0ify;=y; 
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Yi = argmax{P(Yi = m I X,y,xi,K) l for a binary classification problem (2-32a) 
me{-I,I) 

Yi = argmax{P(Yi = m I X,y,~,K) l for a multi-classification problem (2-32b) 
me{l, ... ,M) 

And the APP for the testing set is defmed by: 

(2-33) 

In both (2-32) and (2-33), the probability P(Yi IX,y,~,K) is evaluated by (2-31a) and 

(2-31b) (or by (2-22a) and (2-22b) for a binary classification problem), Obviously, a 

better model should have a smaller MR and a higher APP. 

In many real applications, independent testing samples are not available. To still 

use a predictive fit measure to assess the generalized performance of the output model, 

one can resort to a cross-validation (CV) procedure. In this study, we shall adopt a leave-

one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) approach. In detail, after "kernel fitting phase" and 

"gene selection phase", KIGP will deliver a fitted kernel function and a set of identified 

significant genes. Then for each of the training samples, we one by one treat it as the 

testing set and take the rest samples as the training set to complete "prediction phase". 

This procedure will yield a predictive measure (say MR or APP) for each sample, the 

average of which will be the predictive measure for the output model via an LOOCV 

procedure. 

The measure via the LOOCV procedure mentioned above obviously contains a 

so-called "gene selection bias" because LOOCV is applied after the gene selection phase. 

That means, the index of output significant gene set contains information from all 
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samples. As the result, although LOOCV is a good way to test the effectiveness and 

correctness of the selected significant gene set with the fitted kernel function, it is not 

consistent to assess the generalized performance of the underlying kernel type (or model). 

Therefore, when we focus more on the generalized performance of the prescribed kernel 

type while an independent testing set is not available, we shall apply a more reliable CV 

procedure, the multiple independent 3-fold CV procedure introduced in [16]. The detail 

of the procedure is as follows. For each CV, one first randomly partitions the training set 

into three sets with a balanced ratio of the class labels. Then for each part, one treats one 

of three sets as the testing set and applies KIGP to the remaining two sets as the training 

set, including all three phases of a KIGP, getting the predictive fit measure for this testing 

set. After rnnning this procedure for all three sets, one gets the predictive measure for all 

samples. If one does multiple independent (in terms of dataset split) 3-fold CVs, the 

average of the yielded predictive measure will give a consistent assessment of the 

generalized performance of the given kernel type (model). 

2.3.2 Simulated Examples 

2.3.2.1 Examples with a Binary Classification Model 

The first two examples were designed to illustrate the key concepts, elements and 

procedures of the KIGP framework. In the first example, the Bayesian classifier of the 

underlying generative model is a straight line; in the second one, the Bayesian classifier 

is very non-linear. We set the number of the significant genes to two so that we can better 

graphically display the Bayesian classifier and the relative performance of the proposed 

KIGP algorithm. For both cases, the number of training samples is 20, 10 of which were 
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generated from the class "I" and the other 10 samples were generated from the class "-I"; 

for each sample, the number of investigated genes is 200; the index of the two underlying 

explanatory genes was preset as [23,57]. 

We further designed the third example to demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

KIGP method when the number of investigated genes is large, especially for a problem 

with a very non-linear Bayesian classifier. A total of 1000 genes in a simulated 

microarray experiment and 10 of them were preset as the significant genes with indices 

[64,237,243,449,512,573,783,818,890,961]. Similar to the first two examples, the 

number of training samples is 20,10 of which were generated from the class "I" and the 

other 10 samples were generated from the class "-I"; the number of testing samples is 

5000. 

Example 1: Case with a linear Bayesian classifier 

In this case, for class "I ", the two preset significant genes were generated from a 

multivariate Gaussian N(G}[ ~1 ~1}; for class "-I", these two genes were generated 

[-1] [1 -1] from N(, ). For the insignificant genes, each of them was independently 
-1 -1 2 

generated from the standard normal N (0,1) . The probabilities of the two classes are equal. 

For testing, we independently generated 5000 samples with the underlying generative 

model. Obviously, the Bayesian classifier for these two classes is a linear combination of 

the two prescribed significant genes. 

We applied the KIGP method with a PK and with a GK to the training set. As a 

benchmark comparison, we also applied KIGP with an LK to the training set (obviously, 
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there is no "kernel parameter fitting phase" for KIGP with an LK). The prior probability 

for Yj = 1 in the Gibbs sampling simulations was set as 0.Q1. For all the Gibbs sampling 

simulations in this example, we ran 5000 iterations in both the "kernel parameter fitting 

phase" and the "gene selection phase" and considered the first 1000 iterations as a burn

in period. In the "prediction phase", we ran 2000 iterations and discarded the first 500 

iterations as the bum-in period. Throughout this section, we report all the genes with 

local false discover rate (fdr) smaller than 0.05. 

For the simulation with a GK, the posterior PDF of the width "r" is plotted in Fig. 

2-2-a, in which the mode is found at around 1.61. Therefore, after the "Kernel parameter 

fitting phase", the kernel was fixed at GK(L61). With the samples obtained in the "gene 

selection phase", the NLF for each gene was calculated (Fig. 2-3-c). Following the 

procedure described in the "Gene selection phase" subsection, the local fdr with respect 

to each NLF value is estimated (Fig. 2-2-b). Under a 0.95 confidence level, the cutoff 

value for NLF is 3.83 and only the two prescribed genes (23, 57) were found to be 

significant. The contours of the posterior predictive probability of the class "1" are drawn 

in Fig. 2-3-d, where the X-axis and the Y-axis present the values of the gene 23 and the 

gene 57, respectively; the numbers associated with contour curves are probabilities; the 

asterisks denote the positive training samples; the circles exhibit the negative training 

samples; the dotted line shows the Bayesian classifier. The MR of the independent testing 

is 0.028, while that of the Bayesian classifier (Bayesian bound) is 0.013. For the 

simulation with a PK, after the "kernel parameter fitting phase", the estimated posterior 

PMF for the degree, "d=l". is equal to 0.797. We thus fixed the kernel at PK(l) after this 

phase. With the similar gene-selection procedure as described in the simulation with a 
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GK, the two prescribed genes again were found as the only two significant genes (Fig. 2-

3-e). The relative contour plot of the posterior predictive probability of the class "\" is 

found in Fig. 2-3-f. The MR of the independent testing is 0.017 for this simulation. One 

can see that the perfonnance of KIGP with a PK( I) is very similar to that of a KIGP with 

an LK (Fig. 2-3-a and 2-3-b). Both perfonned very close to the Bayesian classifier. 

.. 
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Fig. 2-2: The interim results of the KIGP with a GK applied to the simulated examples for the bInary 
classification model. (a) and (b) are for the linear example; (c) and (d) are for the non-liner 
example. (a) The estimated marginal posterior PDF of the width (solid line) versus its prior PDF 
(dotted line), where the mode is at around 1.61. (b) The local fdr with OK(1.61) (with standard 
normal as the density of NLF under null hypothesis); the horizontal dotted line represents the 
threshold of the fdr (0.05); the vertical dotted line shows the resulted cutoff value for NLF (3.83). 
(c) The estimated marginal posterior PDF of the width. where the mode is at around 0.81. (d) The 
local fdr with OK(0.81) (with standard normal as the density of NLF under null hypothesis); the 
horizontal dotted line represents the threshold of the fdr (0.05); the vertical dotted line shows the 
resulted cutoff value for NLF (3.68). 
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Fig. 2·3: The results of the simulations by applying KIGP to the linear binary simulated example. (a) 
and (b) are for 'he I"K case; (e) and (d) for 'he GK case; (e) and (1) for the PK case. (a) The NLF 
plot for each ge ne o f the LK case. With the c utoff value for NLF (do tted line), two genes were 
found significant (the c irc le represents the preset signi fi cant genes). (b) For the LK case, the 
contours of the posterior predicti ve probability of the c lass --' '' , where the X-ax is presents gene 23: 
the Y-axis present gene 57 ; the numbers associated with contour are the probabil ities; the asteri sks 
denote the training samples from c lass ;; I": the circles demonstrate the training samples from c lass 
"- I " : the dotted line shows the Bayesian classi lIer: the tes ting M R is 0.022 (Bayes ian bound for 
MR is 0.0 13). (c) Same as (a) but ror the GK case . (d) Same as (b) but for the GK case and 'he 
test ing MR is 0.028. (e) Same as (a) but for the PK case and the IeSiing MR is 0.017. 

Ove rall, KIGP wi th a GK, a PK or an LK all worked very we ll in this linear 

Bayesian classifier case. All of them found the two presel significant genes and 

performed ve ry close to Ihe Bayesian bound, Since KIGP with PK( I ) was slightl y belter. 

we should use PK( I ) and the two genes found by PK(I ) to make any further prediction. 
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Example 2: Case with a non-linear Bayesian classifier 

In this case, for class "1", the two preset significant genes (the gene 23 and 57) 

were generated with equal probability from either N(12 ,12 *0.16) or N(-12,12 *0.16) 

(mixture Gaussian); for class "-I", each of these two genes was independently generated 

from N(0,0.I6) . Here, 12 and 12 denote the one-vector and the identity matrix 

respectively. For those insignificant genes, each was independently drawn from the 

standard normal N(O,I). The probabilities for the two classes are equal. The Bayesian 

classifier with the two significant genes looks like two parallel lines (Fig. 2-4) and the 

Bayesian bound of the MR is 0.055. For testing, we also independently generated 5000 

samples with this underlying generative model. As comparison, we fIrst applied both the 

linear probit regression method proposed by Lee et al. (2003) and KIGP with an LK (Fig. 

2-4-a) to the training set and both of them failed badly to frod the correct signifIcant 

genes, let alone making optimum predictions. 

The procedure and all settings of the simulations for this example were identical 

to those in example 1. We fIrst applied a KlGP with a GK to the training set. The mode 

of the posterior PDF of the width was found at around 0.81 (Fig. 2-2-c). With GK(0.81) 

and with a confIdence level of 0.95, the cutoff value for NLF was equal to 3.68 (Fig. 2-2-

d). Based on the NLF statistic. even in this non-linear setting case, the two prescribed 

genes were successfully retrieved (Fig. 2-4-c) and its performance (MR = 0.063, Fig. 2-4-

d) was very close to the Bayesian bound. 
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Fig. 2~4: The results of applying KIGP to the non-li near binary simulated example. (a) and (b) are for 
the LK case: (e) and (d) ror the GK case: (c) and ( I) lo r the PK case. All thc lege nds are same as 
those in Fig. 2-2 . (a) The NLF plot ror each ge ne ror the LK case; with the cuto ff va lue for NLF, 
three fa lse positi ve genes were round sig ni ricant. (b) The contours o r the posterior predictive 
probability of c lass " 1" for the LK case (assuming the two true signi fi cant ge nes are known). The 
testing MR is 0.5 (Bayes ian bound is 0.055). (e) Samc as (a) but ror the G K casco (d) Samc as (b) 
but ror the GK case and the testing MR is 0 .063. (e) Same as (a) but ror the PK casc o (I) Same as 
(b) but ror the PK case and the testing MR is 0.060. 

For the simulation with a PK, after the "kerne l paramete r fitt ing phase", the 

ob tained posteri or PMF of the degree, "d=2", is 0.77 1, therefore PK(2) was selected. The 

NLF plot for each gene with PK(2) and the cutoff li ne for NLF shown in Fig. 2A -e. The 

two prescribed genes were discovered correctl y w ith the KIGP. Its performance (MR = 

0.060, Fig. 2-4-f) was also very close to the Bayesian bound. Since the performance of 

KIGP wi th PK(2) and that of KIGP with GK( 1.6 1) are very close, we can choose either 

of them and the re lat ively chosen signi ficant genes to make further predictions. 
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It is worth highlighting some advantages of using KIGP over most other non

Bayesian approaches. In this example, besides effectively retrieving the significant genes 

and delivering a performance that is very close to the Bayesian bound in both the linear 

and the non-linear case, the KIGP further offers a probabilistic prediction for each sample 

and a posterior distribution for each model parameters. Comparing to a simple binary 

decision, a probabilistic prediction contains more information and further delivers an 

uncertainty (or risk) measure of the decision, which will help aid in more reliable 

decision making. All of these properties mentioned above are valuable for most real 

applications. 

On a side note, one can find the posterior PDF of the width parameter of GK 

provided very useful information of the fit feature space for the examples in this 

subsection. Comparing the posterior PDF of the width parameter of these two cases, 

when the underlying Bayesian classifier can be well approximated by a line, its mode 

(peak) significantly moves to right (Fig. 2-2-a) of I; if the Bayesian classifier is very non

linear, its mode moves to the left (Fig. 2-2-c) of 1. The mode of the posterior PDF of the 

width of GK apparently implies the fitted feature space of a given classification problem. 

We actually have observed this property of a GK in the illustrative examples given in 

Chapter 1. 

Example 3: Case with a non-linear Bayesian classifier (with multiple significant genes) 

In this case, the 10 preset significant genes were generated from a mixture 

Gaussian distribution with equal probability on N(llO,IlO *0.1) and N(-llO,IlO *0.1) for 
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the c lass " I" and fro m the Gaussian distribution N(O,u' I ,u * 0.1 ) for the class "- I " , where 

0 '0 de notes the vector with 10 "0" e lements. The probabilities fo r the two c lasses were 

equal. The rest of other insignificant genes were independentl y gene rated from the 

standard norma l distribution N(O,I). The numbe r of testing samples is 5000. 
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Fig. 2-5: The resul ts of applying KIGP (0 one of (he training sets in example 3. (a ) and (b) arc Ii" lhe 
simulation with a PK; (c) and Cd ) are fo r the simulation with an GK. (a) The estimated marginal 
posterior PMF of the degree parameter d. (b) The NLF plot of each gene for the simulat ion with 
the PK (2); the dOl s mark the prescribed signi ficant genes. For thi s training set. all JO presel 
signifi can t genes and I fal se positi ve ge ne were found . (c) The estimated margi nal posteri or PDF 
of lhe width parameter r (solid line) versus its prior PDF (dolled line). The mode of lhe posterior 
PDF of the width is al arou nd 0.64 . (d) The NLF plOl for each gene for lhe simulalion with lhe 
GK (0.64). The legends are same as those in (b). For this training set. a ll 10 preset significant genes 
were found wi th no fal se positi ve. 

The procedure for th is example is same as in example 2. The prior probability for 

Yj = I was set at 0.0 I. For both the kernel parameter filting phase and the gene selection 
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phase, we ran 20000 iterations and treated the first 10000 as the burn-in period, and for 

the prediction phase, we ran 5000 iterations and treated the first 1000 as the bum-in 

period. 

In Fig. 2-5, we show the simulation results from applying the KIGP method to the 

training sets. Figure (a) and (b) are for the simulation with a PK., whereas Figure (c) and 

(d) are for the simulation with a GK. Based on Fig. 2-5a, PK(2) was chosen after the 

kernel parameter fitting phase. After the "gene selection phase", with the yielded cutoff 

line for the NLF, the KIGP found all 10 prescn'bed significant genes and one ''false 

positive" gene (Fig. 2-5b). The MR of the testing set was 0.991. In the simulation with a 

GK, the mode of the posterior PDF for the width was found at around 0.64 (Fig. 2-5c). 

With the GK(0.64), after the gene selection phase, all 10 prescribed genes were correctly 

found with no ''false positive". With the found significant genes, we did not frod any 

testing error in the "prediction phase". Based on the testing MR, we should choose the 

GK for further analysis. This example not only illustrates the usefulness of the proposed 

algorithm for problems with a relatively large number of investigated genes, it also 

further reinforces all the arguments we have made for KIGP framework in Example 2. 

2.3.2.2 Examples with A Multi.Classification Model 

Two examples were designed in this section to demonstrate the effectiveness of 

the KIGP framework for a multi-classification microarray analysis problem. In the first 

example, the Bayesian classifier between each pair of classes with the underlying 

generative model can be well approximated by a linear function; in the second example, 

the Bayesian classifiers take a very non-linear form. Similar to the examples shown in the 
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last section, in both examples, we preset the number of the significant genes as 2, such 

that we could better graphically display the Bayesian classifiers and the relative 

performances of the KIGP method. In both examples, the number of training samples is 

25, the number of testing samples is 5000; the number of investigated genes is 200; the 

index of the two prescribed underlying explanatory gene is [23,57]. 

The generative models of the gene data in both of the examples are same. With 

the two significant genes, there are 5 independent clusters, each of which is Gaussian 

distributed. The covanance matriX for all these 5 clusters IS same: . The . . .. . [0.16 0] ° 0.16 

mean vectors of the 5 clusters (Le. cluster I, cluster 2, cluster 3, cluster 4, cluster 5) are 

[0,0], , [1,1]" [-1,1]', [-1,-1]" [1,-1]' respectively. The probabilities for each cluster are 

equal. For those insignificant genes, each of them is independently generated from the 

standard normal distribution N (0,1) . 

The procedure for these two examples is similar to that for the binary-

classification simulated examples. Due to the concern on kernel scaling, we did not run 

the simulation with a PK. In all the simulations in these two examples, the prior 

probability for rj = 1 for all j was set at 0.01; we ran 5000 iterations in both the "kernel 

parameter fitting phase" (only applicable for the simulations with a GK) and the "gene 

selection phase" and treated the first 1000 iterations as the burn-in period. In the 

"prediction phase", we ran 1000 iterations and treated the first 100 iterations as the burn-

in period; the threshold for the "fdr" in the "gene selection phase" was set at 0.05. 

We also applied two established kernel-related microarray analysis methods, 

SYM and PLR (along with the benchmark method PAM), to these simulated examples. 
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In detail, we ran simulations with either an LK or a GK for a SVM or a PLR. Since RFE 

is only proper for LK, we only applied DR for SVMlGK and PLRlGK. For the SVMlGK 

or PLRlGK, since it's extremely difficnlt to fit kernel width through a LOOCV for a 

multi-classification problem, we fixed it as the inverse of number of gene used in the 

model. In each of the simulations, via either RFE or DR, we ranked all genes on a top-

down list and decided the optimum number of chosen top genes by running an LOOCV 

procedure. All the experimental results are summarized in Table 2-1. 

Method Ex. I Ex. 2 Ex. 3 

KIGPILK 0.106 F F 

KIGP/GK 0.068 0.06 0.136 

SVMILK/UR 0.305 F 0.371 

SVMlGKIUR 0.115 0.198 0.175 

SVMIRFE F F F 

PLRlILKIUR 0.094 F 0.172 

PLRlGKIUR 0.087 0.172 0.175 

PLRIRFE F F F 

GP_ARD F F F 

PAM 0.267 F F 

Bayesian 0.047 0.047 0.047 

Table 2-1: Performance comparison of dlfI'erent methods for the slmnlated multi-classlflcation 
examples. The numbers in the table represent misclassificatlon rates and symbol "F' means ''Pail 
to function". Ex. 1 and Ex.2 refer to example I (the linear example) and example 2 (the non-linear 
example) in section 2.3.2.2, respectively; Ex. 3 refers to the example in section 2.3.2.3 (the linear 
example with a mislabeled training sample). 
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Example 1: Case with a semi-linear Bayesian classifier 

In this example, we labeled cluster 1 and cluster 4 as class" I "; cluster 3 as class 

"2"; and cluster 2 and cluster 5 as class "3" (the base class). With this generative model, 

the Bayesian classifiers between each pair of classes can be well approximated by a linear 

function with respect to the two prescribed significant genes (Fig. 2-6 b and 2-6 d). 

In the simulation with an LK, there is no "kernel parameter fitting phase". With 

the preset threshold for the fdr at 0.05, the two prescribed genes were found significant 

(Fig. 2-6a) after the "gene selection phase". The contours of the posterior predictive 

probabilities for each class are plotted in Fig. 2-7a, Fig. 2-7b and Fig. 2-7c respectively. 

The resulted class decision function is demonstrated by the dotted curves in Fig. 2-6b. 

The testing MR was O. 106 for this simulation, whereas that of the Bayesian classifier is 

0.047. In this example, since the Bayesian classifiers between each pair of classes can all 

be well approximated by a linear function, the KIGP with an LK still could [md the two 

significant genes and delivered relatively satisfactory performance. 

In the simulation with a GK, the posterior PDFs of different width "r" for 

different classifiers are plotted in Fig. 2-6e, in which the mode for classifier 1 was found 

at around 0.98 and the mode for classifier 2 was found at around 1.60. After the "kernel 

parameter fitting phase", the kernel was fixed as GK(0.98) and GK( 1.60) for classifier 1 

and 2, respectively. The NLF for each gene was calculated and the two prescribed genes 

were found significant (Fig. 2-6c) after the "gene selection phase". The contours of the 

posterior predictive probabilities for each class are plotted in Fig. 2-7d, Fig. 2-7e and Fig. 

2-7f, respectively. The resulted class decision function is shown in Fig. 2-6d. The MR of 

the independent testing set in this simulation was 0.068, which is very close to that of the 
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Bayesian classifier (0.047). Since the KIGP with a GK performed significantly better 

than the KIGP with an LK, we should choose a GK over an LK as the kernel type to do 

any further analyses. 
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Fig. 2-6: Results of KIGP of example 1 for a multi-classification model. (a) and (b) for the simulation 
with an LK; (c), (d) and (e) for the simulation with a GK. (a) and (c) show the NLF plot for each 
gene, where the dotted line demonstrates the cutoff line with respect to NLF and the asterisks 
mark the two preset significant genes. In (b) and (d), the resulted class decision function is 
demonstrated by the dotted curves, where the X-axis and the Y-axis represent the expression 
values of gene 23 and gene 57, respectively; the asterisks, the circles and the triangles denote the 
training samples in class "1", class ''2'' and class "3", respectively; those solid lines present the 
underlying Bayesian classifiers. The posterior PDFs of different width "r" for different classifiers 
in the simulation with a GK are plotted in (e). 
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classification model. The XMaxis and Y-axis represent the normalized ex pression values o f the 
two preset s ignificant ge nes (23 and 57); the numbers assoc iated with conto urs are the 
probabil iti es: the asteri sks, the c irc les and the triang les de no te the train ing samples fro m c lass " I". 
c lass "2" and c lass "3" respec ti vely. (a), (b) and (c) for Ihe simulation with an LK : (d), (e ) and (f) 
for the simu lati on with a GK . 

The results of applying other c lass ifiers to thi s example are summari zed as 

follow s (Table 2- 1). With a PAM , we found both prescribed signi fica nt genes and a false 

positive; the testing MR was 0.267. With a PLR , via UR and through a LOOCY 

procedure, we fou nd the two preset signifi cant genes for this example with either an LK 

or a G K. The testing MR for a PLRlLK was 0.094, whic h is very close to that for a 

KIGPILK. The testing MR for a PLR/GK was 0.087, which is worse than the KIGP/G K 

due to the beller kernel width fit of the KIGP method. Si nce in thi s example, not every 

class is excl usively linearly separated from all other c lasses, it is not surpri sing that the 
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linear SYM found a false positive gene by adopting the "one against all" strategy. The 

resulted testing MR was 0.305.; the testing MR with a SVM/OK was 0.115. RFE failed to 

rank: both of the 2 prescribed genes on the top list for the classifier 1 and 3 with either a 

PLRlLK or a SVMlLK. To our surprise, OP _ARD failed for this case since basically it 

adopts a kernel function similar to a linear kernel. In the simulation, OP _ARD selected 9 

significant genes, but only 1 of them (gene 23) was correct, whereas the rest 8 were "false 

negative". OP _ARD also made a "false negative" in missing the gene 57. We suspect that 

this is possibly due to the limit of the ordinal regression model to a multi-classification 

problem as we discussed in the introduction chapter. Overall, KIOP/OK delivered the 

best prediction performance for the testing set because its output class decision function 

with respect to the 2 significant genes is very close to the Bayesian classifier (Fig. 2-6d). 

Since the Bayesian classifier between each pair of classes can be well approximated by a 

linear function, most of other referred linear methods also performed reasonably well (e.g. 

KIOPILK, PLRlLKIUR). 

Example 2: Case with a non-linear Bayesian classifier 

In this example, we labeled cluster 2 and 4 as class "I"; cluster 3 as class ''2''; and 

cluster 1 and 5 as class "3". With this generative model, the Bayesian classifier between 

class "I" and class "3" takes a very nonlinear form with respect to the two significant 

genes (Fig. 2-8b and 2-8d). 

In the KIOP simulation with an LK, since one of the Bayesian classifiers cannot 

be approximated by a linear function. KIOP failed to find one of the true significant 

genes (Fig. 2-8a) and mistakenly picked a wrong gene in the significant gene list. As an 
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illustration , we show the contour plots of the posterior pred ictive probabilities for each 

class given the express ion levels of the two presel signifi canl genes in Fi g. 2-9a, Fig. 2-9b 

and Fig. 2-9c. The resu lted class deci sion functi on as well the Bayesian c lass ifiers are 

shown in Fig. 2-8b, and the output testing MR was poor (0.293). C learly, KIGP wilh an 

LK did not functio n well fo r th is example . 
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Fig. 2-8 : Results of example 2 for the multi-classification model . (a) and (b) for the simulation with an 
LK ; (e), (d) and (e) for the simulation wi th a GK . (a) and (e) show the NLF plot for each ge ne, 
where the dOlled line demonstrates the eutotT line with respect to NLF and the asteri sks mark the 
two preset sign ificant genes. In (b) and (d ), the resulted c lass decision function is demonstrated by 
the dolled curves, where the X-ax is and the Y -axis represe nt the expression values of gene 23 and 
gene 57. respecti vely; the asterisks. the c irc les and the triangles denote the train ing sa mples in 
c lass ''1"', c lass "2" and class "3". respec ti ve ly; those solid lines present the underl ying Bayes ian 
c lassifiers. The posterior PDFs of d ifl"c re nl wid th "r" for different c lassifiers in the sim ul ation with 
a GK are ploned in (e). 
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Fi g. 2-9: Contours of the posterior pl'cdictive probability for each class of example 2 for the multi 
c1assificlIUon model. (a). (b) and (e) for Ihe simulali on with a LK : (d) , (e) and (I) for the 
simulation with a OK, T he X-ax is and Y -axis represenl the normalized ex pression values of the 
two preset sign ificant genes ( 23 and 57) : the numhers associated with contours are the 
probabilit ies: the asteri sks, the ci rcles and the triangles denote the tra ining samples from class " I ", 
class "2" and c lass "3" respect ive ly. (a). (b) and (e) for the simu lation wi th an LK : (d), (e) and (I) 
for the simulation with a G K. 

[n the simulati on with a GK, the posleri or POFs of the width Hr" for different 

c lass ifiers are plotted in Fig. 2-8e. The mode for c lass ifier I was found at around 0.5 1 

and the mode for class ifier 2 was found at around 1.36. After the "kernel parameter 

fitt ing phase", the kernel was consequentl y fixed as GK(0.51) for class ifier I and as 

GK( 1.36) for classifier 2 respectively. The NLF for each gene was ca lcu lated after the 

"gene selection phase" and the two prescribed gencs were ide ntified (F ig. 2-8c). The 

contuurs of the posterior pred ictive probabi lities for each class with respect to the 

expression leve ls of these two genes are plotted in Fig. 2-9d, Fi g. 2-ge and Fig. 2-9 1' 
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Fig. 2- 10: KIGP results of the example with a mislabeled training samp le. (a) and (b) for the sim ulatio n 
wi th an L K: (e), (d) and (e) for the simulation with a GK . (a) and (c) show the NLF plot for each 
gene. where the dOlled linc demonstrates the cutoff line with respec t LO NLF and the asteri sks 
mark the two preset signific31ll genes. In (b) and (d). the resulted c lass decision fun ction is 
de monstrated by the dOlled curves. where the X-axi s and the Y-ax is represent the expressio n 
va lues o f gene 23 and gene 57 . respectively: the asterisks. the c irc les and the triangles denote the 
training samples in c lass "' I". c lass ''2'' and class "'3" . respect ively; those solid li nes present the 
underl ying Bayesian classifiers: the mi slabe led training sample is marked by both an aste risk and 
a triangle. The posterio r PDFs of d ifferent wid th "r" for diffe rent c lassifie rs in the sim ulation with 
a GK arc plotted in (e). 

In Ihe simulation with an LK, due 10 the non-linearil Y rai sed by th e mislabe led 

training sample, the KIGP fa il ed to identify one of the true significanl genes (Fi g, 2- IOa). 

As an illustration, we show Ihe conlour plots o f the posterio r predic ti ve probabil it ies for 

each class even given the norma li zed ex press ion leve ls of the two preset signifi cant genes 

in Fig, 2- l l a, Fi g, 2- llb and Fi g, 2- ll c, respecti ve ly, The resulting class decis ion 

functi on and the Bayesian class ifier are shown in Fig, 2- IOb and the testing MR was 
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0.293, which is dramati ca ll y worse than that In it s counterpart (example I In the last 

secti on, 0. 106). 
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Fig. 2-1 I: Contours of the posterior predicth'c probability for each class in the example with a 
mislabeled sample. (a ), (b) and (c) for Ihe silOul"lion wi lh a LK: (d). (e ) and (I) for (he simulalion 
with a GK . The X-axi s and V-axis rep resent the normali zed express ion values of the two preset 
s ignifican t ge nes (23 and 57 ); the numbers associated wi th conto urs are the probabilities: the 
asterisks. the c irc les and the triang les denote the training samples from class " 1'". c lass "2" and 
c lass "3" respec ti ve ly, where the mi slabeled trai ning sample is marked by both an asteri sk and a 
triang le . 

In the simulation with a GK, the posterior PDFs o f the width " I''' fo r differen t 

c lass ili ers are plo tted in Fi g. 2- IOe . The mode for class ifier I was found at around 0.99 

and the mode for class ifier 2 was found at arollnd 1.65 . After the "kernel parameter 

filling phase" , the kernel func tions were fixed as GK(0.99) and GK( 1.65) fo r classifier I 

and class ifier 2 respectively. The two presc ribed genes were then found significant even 

with the mislabeled training sample (Fig. 2- IOc). The contours of Ihe posterior predictive 
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probabilities for each class are plotted in Fig. 2-11 d, Fig. 2-11 e and Fig. 2-1lf 

respectively. The resulting class decision function and the Bayesian classifier are shown 

in Fig. 2-1Od. The MR of the independent testing set for this simulation was 0.136, which 

is still reasonable and much better than that in the simulation with the KIGPILK. 

We also applied other methods to this example as in example 1 in the last section 

(Table 2-1). As anticipated, all linear model based methods suffered their perfonnance 

degradation. PAM, PLRIRFE, SVWRFE and GP _ARD failed to function. Via UR, both 

of the preset significant genes were ranked as the top two genes. Admittedly, due to the 

L-l nonn cost function characterized in a PLR or SVM, given the right significant gene 

set, they were less sensitive to mislabeled training samples than an LSSVM or a GP 

based leamer, which essentially are embedded with the L-2 nonn cost function. However 

in this example, with a LOOCV procedure, both SVMlGKIUR and PLRlGKIUR 

mistakenly picked up the third gene in the ranking list into the prediction model. As a 

result, both of them perfonned worse than a KIGP/GK. This example shows that an 

LOOeV procedure is not robust at all to mislabeled training sample. Furthennore, as we 

demonstrated in Example 2 in the last section, a UR approach does not necessarily 

provide a correct significant gene ranking. In this example, KIGP/GK not only selected 

the correct preset significant genes, but also outperfonned the SVMlGK or PLRlGK with 

UR gene selection. 

Interestingly, the modes of the width parameter of the GK for both classifiers in 

this example (Fig. 2-1 De) are very close to those yielded in its counterpart example (Fig. 

2-6e). This explains why the KIGP/GK still could perfonn well while the KIGPILK (as 

well as other linear methods) suffered perfonnance degradation in this example. 
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Comparing to most classic linear methods, KIGP/GK has more freedom of providing a 

fitted learning function for a given problem. It thus is flexible yet precise and relatively 

robust to mislabeled training data. 

2.3.3 Real Dataset Studies 

Dataset PubUcation M p n W Response 

Acute Leukemia Golub et aI. (1999) [24] 2 7129 38 34 AUJAML 

SRBer Khan et aI. (2001) [34] 2 2308 35 12 EMSINB 

Colon Alon et aI. (1999) [4] 2 2000 62 0 TumorlNormal tissue 

Lymphoma Alizadeb et aI. (2000) [3] 3 4026 62 0 Subtypes oflympboma 

Breast Cancer Hedenfalk et aI. (200 I) [29] 3 3226 22 0 BRCAlfBRCA2Isporadic 

BrainTmnor Pomeroy et aI. (2002) [56] 5 5597 42 0 Different tumor types 

Table 2-2: Snmmary of the datasets analyzed In this stndy. M: Number of class; p: number of 
investigated genes; n: number of training samples; W: number of testing samples. 

Following the similar procedure executed for the simulated examples, KIGPs 

were applied to six published microarray gene expression datasets: the acute leukemia 

dataset, the SRBCf dataset, the colon dataset, the lymphoma dataset, the breast cancer 

dataset and the brain tumor dataset. A brief summary of these datasets is provided in 

Table 2-2. 

In all the experiments presented in this section, the performance of the proposed 

KIGP was competitive with that of any other referred methods and outstandingly 

delivered the best performance in a few cases. For each of the datasets, we found several 

genes that were not reported by the original publication (Table 2-4, 2-6 and Annex A). At 

the end of this section, we especially address the issue of how to properly measure the 
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generalized performance without introducing a so called "gene-selection bias", which 

was neglected by a few publications, including [38] and [83]. The results of the 

simulations with a GK reveal that linearity is associated with all the studied datasets. As a 

by-product of the analysis, we also point out a few suspect samples that were possibly 

mistakenly phenotyped by the original publications, which further testifies that KIGP 

with a GK is more robust (or less sensitive) to wrongly labeled training samples. 

LOOCV Independent Test 
Dataset Kernel 

# of Errors lAPP # of Errors APP 

LK 0/38 0.99 1134 0.92 
Acnte 

PK 0/38 1.00 2134 0.86 
Lenkemia 

GK 0/38 0.93 1134 0.84 

LK 0/35 1.00 0112 0.87 

SRBCf PK 0/35 1.00 0112 0.95 

GK 0/35 0.91 0112 0.78 

LK 0/62 0.99 NA NA 

Colon PK 0/62 0.96 NA NA 

GK 5/62 0.85 NA NA 

Table 2-3: Performan<:e resnIts for the binary real datasets. "NA" means "not applicable". 
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2.3.3.1 Binary Dataset 

Dataset Kernel Indices 

~847.3320.2020.5039. 1834.4499. 1745.3847.4196. 

p: (20) 1779.6539.6376.3258.2111.1882.1829.1249.2121. 
Acute 

2288. 1924 
Leukemia 

PK(lO) 4847.3320.2020.1834.3847.1745.1247.6539.1882.2001 

PK(8) ~320.2020.4847.461.5039.3847. 1834.4196 

~76. 1389.742.255.2050.481.823.545.246.2144.1873. 

~K(31) 153.437.1601.1662. 1347.11 10.1888.1768.1764.575. 

1579.2258.1770.29.1066.1968.1327.2157.571.1954 
SRBCT 

iPK (15) 
~55.976. 1389.742.2144.823.2050.842.545.867.481. 

1662.1601.437.1700 

PK(II) ~76.255.823. 742.1389.2050.153.1601.1888.481.422 

P:(21) 
~77.493. 1843.576, 1772. 14. 1423. 1346.353.792.1635. 

1360.1094.739.1549.175.1400.211.1897.1210.1668 
Colon 

IPK (8) ~77.353, 1772. 1400, 1924.576. 1423. 1843 

PK(8) ~77.493,249,267,245, 765,513,14 

Table 2-4: Index of the significant genes selected by KIGP for the real binary datasels. 

The detailed gene descriptions are provided in Annex A. 

Three datasets with only binary-class are analyzed in this section. The 

performance results for all the three datasets studied in this section are summarized in 

Table 2-3. The NLF plots for all the KIGP simulations in this section are assembled in 

Fig. 2-12 and the index of the selected significant genes are listed in Table 2-4. The 

relative detail descriptions of the identified significant genes are given in Annex A. The 
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heatmaps of the identified significant genes by the K IGP with the optimum kernel types 

are provided in Annex B (Fig. A-I for the leukemia dataset; Fig. A -2 for the SRBCT 

dataset; Fi g. A-3 for the co lon dataset). The posteri or PDFs of the width parameter for the 

simulations with a GK are also provided in Fig. 2-13 . Through th is subsection. we do nO! 

consider Ihe kernel type se lection prob lem and shall discuss it later. 

Acutl Lluklrnl. jl K) Acute Lluk.mI. (Pt<) 

Fig. 2- 12: NLF plots for the datasets studied in section 1..1.3.1. (a). (b) and (e) for the acute leukemia 
datase t: (d ). (e) and (I) for the SRBCT da taset: (g). (h) and (i) for the colon datase t. In each of the 
NLF plms. the dOlled line shows the cutoff line wi th respect to NLF and the dots mark the 
result ing se lected significant genes wit h the kernel in the tit le. 
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Fig. 2-13: EstImated posterior PDFs of the width parameter for the simulations with a GK. (a) Acute 
Leukemia dataset; (b) SRBCT dataset; (C) Colon dataset. The number in each plot marks the 
mode of the PDF and the dotted lines are the PDFs of the relative priors. 

Case 1: Acute leukemia dataset 

The acute leukemia dataset was originally published by [24], in which the bone 

marrow or peripheral blood samples were taken from 72 patients with either acute 

myeloid leukemia (AML) or acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL). The data was divided 

into two independent sets: a training set and a testing set. The training set consists of 38 

samples. of which 27 are ALL and II are AML. The testing set consists of 34 samples, of 

which 20 are ALL and 14 are AML. This dataset contains expression levels for 7129 

human genes produced by Affymetrix high-density oligonucleotide micorarrays. The 

microarray data represent the intensity of gene expression after being rescaled. By using a 
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weighted voting scheme, [24] made predictions for all the 34 testing samples and 5 of 

them were reported as being misc1assified. 

KIGP with a GK., a PK., and an LK was applied to the training set respectively. 

The prior parameter "i for all j was uniformly set at 0.001. In both "kernel parameter 

fitting phase" and "gene selection phase", we ran 30000 iterations and treated the first 

15000 iterations as the burn-in period; and in the "prediction phase", we ran 5000 

iterations and treated the first 1000 iterations as the burn-in period. 

The NLF plots are shown in Fig. 2-12. For the KIGP simulation with an LK, 20 

genes were identified as "significant" at a 0.05 significance level (Table 2-4). Based on 

this set of genes we then made predictions for the 34 testing samples. We also ran a 

LOOCV procedure as detailed in section 2.3.1 for the 38 training samples. The 

performance results are summarized in Table 2-3. This whole procedure was then 

repeated for the simulation with a PK and with a GK respectively. Specifically, for the 

"kernel fitting phase" in the simulation with a PK., the resulting posterior probability of 

the degree parameter d are Pr (d=l) = 0.985 and Pr (d=2) = 0.015. We therefore chose 

PK(I) as the kernel function for the rest of this simulation. For the "kernel fitting phase" 

in the simulation with a GK., the mode of the fitting posterior PDF of the width parameter 

r is around 2.79 (Fig. 2-13a). We therefore chose GK(2.79) as the kernel function for the 

rest of this simulation. 

In the testing phase, KIGP with an LK and a GK both made only I error and 

KIGPIPK made 2 errors for the total 34 testing samples and all of them were perfect for 

the LOOCV for the training set. We found that many publications (e.g. [38], [80] and 

[85]) unanimously reported the same error for this testing sample (#31, Fig. A-I) as well. 
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Only [81] reported zero testing error. However, based on the results of [81], the testing 

APP was only 0.83, which is much worse than that of a KIOPILK. We therefore suspect 

that this misclassified testing sample by KIOPILK might be phenotyped incorrectly. In 

order to compare to another established OP related microarray analysis method, 

OP _ARD ([9]), we also applied OP ~ to this dataset and 4 testing errors were found, 

which is very similar to that reported by the origina1literature [24]. KIOP has an obvious 

edge over OP _ARD for this dataset. 

On a side note, as we have discussed earlier, posterior PDF of width parameter of 

a OK can disclose some characteristic nature of the proper feature space for a given 

dataset and problem. Fig. 2-13a illustrates the dominant linearity of this case. 

Case 2: Small round blue cell tumor (SRBCTJ dataset 

The SRBCT data was originally published by [34]. The tumor types include 

Ewing family of tumors (EWS), rhabdomyosarcoma (RMS), neuroblastoma (NB) and 

non-Hodgkin lymphoma (NHL). The dataset of the four tumor types is composed of 2308 

genes and 63 samples, while 25 blinded testing samples are available. In this study, in 

order to more easily compare our analysis results to the other established methods such as 

suggested in [38] and [80], we only focused on two classes, EWS and NB. Thus, there are 

only 35 training samples (23 EWS and 12 NB) and 12 testing samples (6EWS and 6NB). 

We applied the same procedure as we did in the leukemia data case to this dataset. 

The computational settings were also almost the same except that 1[j for all j was set at 

0.003. The overall performance report is given in Table 2-3. The significant genes found 
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by KIGP with each kernel type are listed in Table 2-4. The NLF plots are shown in Fig. 

2-12. 

Specifically, for the "kernel fitting phase" in the simulation with a PI{, the 

resulted posterior probability of Pr (d=1) is much larger than that for d=2. We therefore 

chose PK(I) as the kernel function for the rest of this simulation. The mode of the fitting 

posterior PDF of the width parameter r for the KIGP/GK simulation is around 2.35 (Fig. 

2-13b). We therefore chose GK(2.35) as the kernel function for the rest of this simulation. 

In the end, we found that KIGP with a PK outperformed the Artificial Neural 

Network (ANN) method reported in the original publication ([34]) in terms of APP (0.95 

for KIGPIPK versus 0.92 for ANN), although both methods made perfect prediction in 

the independent testing and the LOOCV. KIGP also noticeably beat GP _ARD ([9]), 

which made 3 independent testing errors. 

Case 3: Colon dataset 

In this subsection, we show the result when KIGP was applied to the colon dataset 

([4]). There are 62 training samples and each of them is labeled by either ''Tumor'' or 

"Normal". For each sample, there are 2000 investigated genes. 

We first adopted the same procedure as we did for the leukemia data case to this 

dataset. The computational settings were again almost the same except that "i for all j 

was set at 0.005. The overall performance report is also given in Table 2-3. The 

significant genes found by KIGP with each kernel type are listed in Table 2-4. The NLF 

plots are shown in Fig. 2-12. For the simulation with a PI{, the resulted posterior 
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probability ofPr (d=l) is very close to 1. We therefore chose PK(I) as the kernel function 

for the rest of this simulation. The mode of the fitting posterior PDF of the width 

parameter r for the KIGP/GK simulation is around 2.38 (Fig. 2-13c). We therefore chose 

GK(2.38) as the kernel function for the rest of this simulation. There is no testing set 

available for this case. For the LOOCV, both KIGPILK and KIGPIPK made 0 errors 

whereas KIGP/GK made 5 opposite predictions. Comparatively, [9] reported 1 LOOCV 

error by using 21 significant genes. A more detail discussion of this example is shown in 

section 2.3.3.3. 

2.3.3.2 Multi-Class DaIflsets 

The three multiple-class datasets listed in Table 2-2 are studied in this subsection. 

The experimental procedure for each dataset is similar to that for the simulated examples 

in section 2.3.2.2. The overall performance results are listed in Table 2-5 and the 

associated explanations are described in the following relative context. For each of the 

KlGP simulations, the normalized-log frequency (NLF) plot is shown in Fig. 2-14 and 

the index of the selected significant gene set is provided in Table 2-6 and the detail gene 

description for the breast cancer dataset can be found in Annex A. The heatmaps of the 

identified significant genes by the KlGP with the optimum kernel types are provided in 

Annex B (Fig. A-4 for the lymphoma dataset; Fig. A-5 for the breast cancer dataset; Fig. 

A-6 for the brain tumor dataset). In this section. because of the concern of algorithmic 

stability due to the kernel scaling problem, we didn't execute the simulation with a PK as 

for the binary-class examples. 
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Kernel LOOeV Test 
Dataset 

Type # of Errors APP # of Errors APP 

LK 0/62 1.00 NA NA 
Lymphoma 

GK 0/62 0.96 NA NA 

Breast LK 0/22 0.97 NA NA 

Cancer GK 0/22 0.79 NA NA 

LK 0/42 0.97 NA NA 
Brain Tumor 

GK 0/42 0.80 NA NA 

Table 2-5: Performance of KIGP for the real multi-class datasets. ''NA'' means "not applicable". 

Dataset Kernel Indices 

LK(9) 3735,760,702,706,718,2805,3782,766,61 
LympholWl 

GK(4) 757.758.760.678 

1443,585,3009,1859,3010,838,422,1008,1116, 

Breast LK(22) 1148,2732,2670,501,1068,2423,336,1628,496,268, 

Cancer 2299,1999,963 

GK(6) 1443.585.3009.1116,2423,420 

3283.1263.5539.227.1824.1367,297.1049.3338. 
LK (18) 

5213.2515,1074.4563.2989.545,2601.5124.4349 

Brain 
1892.3283,1263.2515.522.297,4210.4511.5539. 

Tumor 
GK(22) 5208.1367,5259,205.540.4349.2990.227,2638.845, 

1218.570,2989 

Table 2-6: Index of the slgulflcaut genes selected by KIGP for the real multi-class datasets. 
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Fig. 2-14: Interim plots for the exa mples in subsection 2.3.3.2. (a) , (b) and (c) for the lymphoma dataset: 
(d) , (e) and (f) for the breast canccr da taset ; (g), (h) and (i) for the brain tumor datase t. T he 
poste rior PDFs of the wid th parameter "r" for the d iffere nt c lass ifiers wi th di ffere nt G Ks are 
plotted in (c), (f) and (i). in each of which the nu mber marks the mode of the PDF and the dotted 
line is the PDF of the prior. In each o f the NLF plots, the dotted line shows the cutoff li ne with 
respect to NLF and the dots mark the resu lti ng selec ted signi fi cant gcncs wit h the kernel in the 
title. 

In all the simu lations In thi s subsecti on, the prior parameter 7[) fo r all } was 

uni forml y set at 0.005. In both the "kerne l paramete r fi tting phase" and the "gene 

se lec ti on phasc", we ran 15000 itera ti ons and di scarded the first 5000 iterations as the 

burn-in period ; in the "predi ction phase", we ran 5000 iterations and threw away the fi rst 

1000 iterat ions as the burn -i n period. In the end of the "kernel fi tting phase" for the 

KIG P/G K simu lati ons, the estimated PDFs fo r the kernel width for each dataset arc 

plotted in Fig. 2- 14. Since there is no testing sample set fo r any of these datasets, we can 

onl y report the pred icti ve measure for the trai ning set based on the LOOeV proced ure 

Cr ab le 2-5). 
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We also applied other methods, including SYM, PLR OP _ARD and PAM to these 

three datasets. The procedure and method description is same as those in section 2.3.2.2 

and section 2.3.2.3. The performance comparison results are summarized in Table 2-7, 

from which one can see that in all of the three real data examples, the KIGP method was 

very effective and consistently delivered the best performance comparing to all other 

referred methods. 

Method Lymphoma Breast Cance Brain Tumor 

OCGGP/LK 0/62 (10) 0122 (22) 0/42 (18) 

KIGP/GK 0/62 (4) 0/22 (6) 0/42 (22) 

SVMILKIUR 0/62 (41) 0122 (50) 1/42 (40) 

SVM/GK/UR 5/62 (17) 0/22 (12) 9142 (50) 

SVMIRFE 0/62 (15) 0/22 (6) 0/42 (20) 

PLRlLKIUR 0/62 (11) 0122 (10) 3/42 (22) 

PLRlGKIUR 0/62 (11) 0122 (10) 3/42 (16) 

PLRIRFE 0/62 (8) 0/22 (6) 0/42 (20) 

GP_ARD 0/62 (25) 7/22 (20) 6/42 (38) 

PAM 1162 (1987) 0/22 (48) 1142 (5521) 

Table 2-7: Performance comparison of different methods for the real mniti-class datasets. The format 
for each cell of !he table is: "# of errors 1 # of training samples (number of selected genes)". 

Case 1: Lymphoma dataset 

The lymphoma dataset was originally published by [3] to utilize microarray to 

distinct different subtypes of lymphoma. The microarray contains 4026 investigated 

genes and all the 62 available samples belong to 3 classes. 
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We applied the KIGP framework to this dataset and all the results are found in 

Table 2-5. In the simulation with a GK specifically, the modes of the posterior PDFs of 

the width parameter were found at around 3.45 and 3.13 for classifier 1 and classifier 2 

respectively (Fig. 2-14c), which implies that the Bayesian classifier between any two 

classes of this dataset can all be approximated by a linear function. Therefore, we expect 

that a linear method would work well for this example. 

In the end of the "gene selection phase", we identified the significant gene set 

(Table 2-6) and continued the "prediction phase" and we did not frod any LOOCV errors 

in each of the KIGP simulations (Table 2-5). As suggested by Occam's razor, if two 

given models can both well explain (or predict) the data, one always should use the 

simpler one as the complicated model will be penalized by a stronger Occam's factor 

([44]). On this regard, we noticed that KIGP/GK made no error by only using 4 genes 

(Table 2-7), which is significantly better than any other methods listed therein. 

Case 2: Breast cancer dataset 

The hereditary breast cancer data used in this example was published by [29], in 

which DNA microarrays were used in conjunction with classification algorithms to show 

the feasibility of using the differences in global gene expression profiles to separate 

BRCAI and BRCA2Isporadic. 22 breast cancer tumors were examined: 7 with BRCAI 

(class I), 8 with BRCA2 (class 2) and 7 considered sporadic (base class). 3226 genes 

were investigated for each sample. 
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With the similar procedure applied for the lymphoma dataset, we obtained 

performance results for each of the KIGP simulations (fable 2-5). The indices of the 

identified significant gene sets are in Table 2-6. The modes of the posterior PDFs of the 

width parameter in the KIGP simulation with a GK were found at around 3.69 and 3.97 

for classifier 1 and classifier 2 respectively (Fig. 2-14f), which again implies that the 

Bayesian classifier between any two classes for this dataset can be precisely 

approximated by a linear function. 

With the identified significant gene sets (fable 2-6) we again made no error in the 

LOOey test in each of the KIGP simulations (fable 2-5). In particular, KIGP/GK 

achieved an errorless prediction only by only using 6 genes. For other referred methods, 

we found that either SYMIRFE or PLR/RFE with a linear kernel also made perfect 

prediction by using only 6 genes (fable 2-7). KIGP nonetheless still delivered the best 

performance (tied) for this trivial dataset 

Case 3: Brain tumor dataset 

The brain tumor dataset was first published in [56]. In this dataset, there are 5 

different brain tumor types for 42 samples. Each sample contains expression levels of 

5597 genes. There is no blind independent testing set available. Since this dataset has the 

largest number of candidate classes among all the 6 real datasets, it's a good example to 

testify the effectiveness of the multi-classification KIGP framework for a problem with a 

large number of classes. 
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The same procedure adopted in the fIrst 2 cases was applied for the brain tumor 

dataset. And again there is no LOOCV error found in either of the KIOP simulations 

(fable 2-5) with the selected gene set (fable 2-6). For the simulation with a OK, the 

modes of the posterior PDFs of the width parameter were found at around 2.24, 2.34, 

2.51 and 2.33 for classifIers I, 2, 3 and 4 respectively (Fig. 2-14i), implying the 

unequivocal linearity of this dataset. Comparing to other methods, KIOPILK used 18 

genes to make a prefect prediction, which is very close to the best performer (SVM/RFE, 

PLRIRFE, Table 2-7). 

2.3.3.3 Discussion on The generalized Performance 

In most real applications. there is no independent testing set available or testing 

sample size is not large enough to preclude the possibly noticeable testing bias. Therefore 

it is important to discuss how to properly measure the genera1ized performance for a 

given microarray learner when there is no training set available. Hereby we shall adopt 

the 3-fold CV procedure as detailed in subsection 2.3.1. Since among our 6 datasets, only 

the leukemia dataset and the SRBCT data offer a blind testing set, we shall fIrst revisit 

these two cases. 

For each of these two datasets, we fIrst randomly split it into three sets following 

the procedure direction described in section 2.3.1 for the 3-fold CV. Then we applied 

KIOP (including all three phases of the learning procedure) to each of the sets, resulting 

with the values in the two columns entitled with "3-fold C¥" in Table 2-8. Obviously, we 

can see that for both of these two datasets the two predictive fIt measures were very 

consistent for the training set and the testing set. Especially, the APP measures appear 
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more informative and precise as it indicates generalized performance of a learner with an 

uncertainty measure. With a mUltiple 3-fold CV simulation, the average of the "# of 

Errors" measure, rnisclassification rate (MR), will clearly give a more consistent 

evaluation for the generalized performance of a target learner (with less possible split 

bias). 

Kernel 3-fold CV Test 
Dataset 

Type #of Errors APP #of Errors APP 

LK 1/38 0.88 1/34 0.92 

LeukemIa PK 2138 0.84 2134 0.86 

GK 1/38 0.82 1/34 0.84 

LK 0135 0.82 0/12 0.87 

SRBCT PK 0/35 0.88 0/12 0.95 

GK 2135 0.79 0/12 0.78 

Table 2-8: Performance comparison between the J.fold CV procedure and the Independent testing for 
the lenkemia dataset and the SRBCT dataset. 

By using this rigorous 3-fold CV procedure as the key measure for the 

generalized performance for a learner, we shall compare the performance of a KIGP to 

other state-of-the-art rnicroarray learning methods designed for a classification problem. 

We noticed that [13] has reported the performance of many popular methods applied to 

several published datasets. Some of the datasets therein are obviously trivial (or say very 

learnable with a linear method) based on their results. Interestingly, one of the non-trivial 

datasets in their article is the colon dataset. Admittedly, [13] did a pre-fIltering of the 

genes based on the Wilcoxon test statistic and ran all the simulations only within a 2()()-
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gene pool, whereas a KIOP simulation in this chapter involve all investigated genes in 

each of the CVs. However based on the reported simulation procedure, [131 applied the 

multiple rigorous 3-fold CV described in this chapter and 200-gene pool is large enough 

to preclude most gene selection bias. Hence, it should be a consistent platform to 

compare different microarray analysis models (including KIOP) for this dataset. We 

therefore shall choose this dataset and intensively apply the multiple 3-fold CV procedure 

to it. The average MR measure for the multiple KIOP 3-fold CV simulations with each 

candidate kernel type are listed in Table 2-9. For KIOP with (PK, OK, LK), we took 5 

independent rigorous 3-fold CVs to 62 samples and reported the average MR. The 

algorithm set for the procedure for each KIOP simulation is similar to the colon dataset 

simulations in section 2.3.3.2. For most of the remaining classifiers in Table 2-9, the 

results were reported in [131 and the simulation procedures can be found therein. For the 

random forest (RF) method, we adopted the result for this dataset reported in [141, in 

which a version of random forest method specially designed for micro array analysis is 

developed. One can see that. KlOP with a OK worked very close to the best classifier 

shown in the table (PAM and DLDA). 

KIGP KIGP KIGP 

Method ILK IPK IGK BagBoost Boosting RF SVM GPy.RD PAM DLDA kNN 

MR 0.198 0.161 0.129 0.161 0.191 0.159 0.151 0.201 0.119 0.1290.164 

Table 2-9: Summary of the performance comparison by applying different classifiers to the colon 
dataset RF: "Random Forest"; SYM: "Support Vector Machine"; GP _ARD: ''Gaussian Process 
with automatic relevance determination"; PAM: "Predictions for Microarray" (or "Nearest 
Shrunken Centroids"); DWA: "Diagonal Linear Discriminant Analysis"; kNN: "k-Nearest 
Neighbor". 
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Based on the MR of the 3-fold CV, obviously KIGP/GK has better generalized 

performance than KIGPILK or KIGPIPK. If we check the results given in section 2.3.3.1 

for the colon dataset, an interesting rroding is that, based on the results of the LOOCV for 

the prediction phase, KIGP/GK made 5 testing errors. However, since KIGP/GK 

performed significantly better than KIGPILK in the rigorous CV test, we trust more of 

the analysis results yielded in the KIGP/GK simulation. The description of the significant 

genes found by KIGP/GK is provided in Annex A. When we checked the heat map of 

these genes (Fig. A-3), we found that a few training samples, particularly 

including samples #18, #20, #45, #49 and #56, are different from other samples in their 

same labeled class through this set of genes. However, they are very consistent with those 

samples in their opposite class. In fact, these samples were almost always misclassified 

by KIGP/GK in the multiple rigorous 3-fold CV tests. We therefore suspect that these 

samples are mistakenly phenotyped. We believe that, if this is the true statement for the 

colon dataset, it is probably can well explain why none of any other learning methods 

referred in Table 2-9 performed well for this colon dataset. This also supports the nature 

of a KIGP/GK being less sensitive to the mislabeled training samples than a KIGPILK. as 

illustrated in the simulated example in section 2.3.2.3. 
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Chapter 3 

Building Kernels from Microarray: 

A Natural Kernel Approach 

As discussed in section 1.2, kernel function, as core of any kernel-based learning 

algorithm, uniquely determines properties of the induced feature space for a given 

problem. Therefore, how to build an appropriate kernel for a given application problem 

has always been one of the fundamental elements of this class of learning methods. In 

theory, as [40, 41] stated, with a properly chosenibuilt feature space and smoothing 

parameter, a kernel SVM can approximately achieve the Bayesian bound with sufficient 

training samples. The methods for building andlor selecting a proper kernel have been 

one of the most active research topics in kernel-based learning field. Specially, the 

optimality of such kind of problems is varied for different specific applications, which 

makes this problem even more challenging. 

In Chapter 2, when choosing an LK, a GK or a PI(, we implicitly assume that 

significant genes are independent of each other. But as many researchers have suggested, 

for a target disease, usually functional significant genes are more often formed in several 

clusters ([3, 4, 29, 53]). Hence, building a kernel while considering this feature is a very 

interesting approach for improving the overall performance of a KlGP. This issue has not 
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been studied before and we address it in this chapter. Roughly speaking, we propose an 

algorithm to build kernel function for a rnicroarray multi-classification problem via using 

the concepts of natural kernel. 

Throughout the rest of this chapter, we first introduce the general concepts of 

natural kernel; then we thoroughly present the natural kernel building procedure under a 

multi-classification KIGP framework, which is specifically termed as "natural kernel

imbedded Gaussian Process" (NKIGP); finally, we shall show a few examples to 

demonstrate the correctuess and effectiveness of the method ofNKIGP. 

3.1 Basic Concepts of Natural kernel 

In general, the choice of a kernel function for a kernel-based learning method 

should reflect our prior knowledge of the solution for the target problem. The derivation 

for a KIGP framework given in section 1.2.4 demonstrates this mathematical implication 

in a Bayesian inference manner. That is, we introduce the kernel concept into the KIGP 

framework by specifying the prior properties of the correlation between different 

samples, which is embodied by a kernel function. 

Other than directly adopting a pre-selected regular kernel function such as in 

Chapter 2, some researchers have suggested several kernel-building techniques via using 

target feature as orientation to solve a specific problem. For example, [42] introduced a 

"string subsequence kernel" to deal with a text categorization problem. By developing a 

so-called "locality improved kernel", [65] reported favorable results for an image 

processing problem. In our study, we shall focus on an established approach for building 

a kernel function, "natural kernel". Particularly, our proposed kernel-building algorithm 
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is a derivative of "Fisher kernel" ([63]), which is a specific form of the natural kernel 

class. 

In principle, a natural kernel (NK) is defined over a structured observation object 

of arbitrary size. A generative model should be presumed for the object. This generative 

model represents our prior knowledge for the target objects and will ultimately determine 

the overall performance of the developed learner. The basic concepts of natural kernel 

were first brought by [32, 33] to exploit the possible way to predict structural and 

functional features of a protein based on its amino-acid sequence via using a 

discriminative leaning method, SYM. They assumed that a hidden Markov model 

(HMM) is a proper generative model for amino-acid sequence of a protein. Then they 

successfully introduced an efficient way to merge this generative approach into the 

discriminative SYM model and satisfactory results were reported. Later, for a binary 

classification problem, [71] further extended the original "class-independent" algorithm 

suggested in [32, 33] to a "class-conditional" version of building a natural kernel for a 

binary classification problem. The method is narned by "tangent of posterior odds (TOP)" 

kernel. In the rest of this subsection, we shall first brief! y go over the concepts of building 

a natural kernel. Afterward we shall present our approach to a multi-classification 

microarray analysis problem. 

To formulate the method of building a natural kernel, we need to first introduce 

some basic concepts of information geometry. Consider a family of generative models for 

the data (or more precisely, object) x. We assume the likelihood distribution is denoted 

by P(x 19) based on a generative model. Without losing generality, we further assume 

P(x 19) is smoothly parameterized by the model parameter set 9 = [~A, ... ,8J], forming 
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a statistical manifold in the space of all probability functions. The key idea for building a 

natural kernel is to fmd an induced metric for the training object x based on its geometric 

structure. Often, rather than dealing with P(x I 0) directly, one instead needs to focus on 

its logarithm. L(O) = 10g(P(x I 0)). 

The key for building a natural kernel function is to calculate the so-termed "score 

vector" of P(x I 0) , which is defined by 

( ) 
_ a(log(p(x 10))) 

Ipo x - ao (3-1) 

Obviously, the magnitude of the components of the score vector Ipo(x) specifies the 

extent to which a change in a particular model parameter of the set 0 could affect the 

probability of generating the object x. The relationship between the score vector to 

sufficient statistics is throughly discussed in [31]. 

Since the manifold of 10g(P(x I 0)) is Riemannian, there is a metric defined on 

the space of the scores, with metric tensor given by the inverse of the relevant Fisher 

information matrix. The Fisher information matrix of 10g(P(x I 0)) is formulated by: 

(3-2) 

In (3-2), operator Ep [.] denotes the expectation with respect to the density function 

P(x I 0) . With the score vector and its associated Fisher information matrix as defined in 

(3-1) and (3-2), respectively, one can calculate the value of a Fisher kernel (FK) function 

with respect to two observation objects x and x' by 

(3-3a) 
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Given a generative model, there are two key steps to build a Fisher kernel function. The 

first step is to make an appropriate estimation for the parameter set of the generative 

model, 0 , based on the training data. For instance, in [281, the authors used an 

expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to retrieve the fitted HMM model parameters 

for an amino-acid sequence. The other key step is to calculate the Fisher information 

matrix. In many real applications however, it might be very difficult or even infeasible to 

obtain a closed form for the Fisher matrix. Therefore properly simplifying the generative 

model usually is a critical part of building a functional Fisher kernel function. Another 

alternative to avoid the Fisher matrix calculation in (3-3a) is to simply replace it by an 

identity matrix, which yields a plain kernel: 

K(x,x') = fJleCX)T fJle(X') (3-3b) 

For some application, this simplified version of a Fisher kernel might not decrease much 

of the overall performance of the built learner. We however always recommend using the 

full version of the Fisher kernel function defined in (3-3a), as long as a closed form of the 

Fisher matrix is available. The reason to do so is briefly described in the following 

paragraph. 

First of all, a Fisher information matrix by its nature would whiten its associated 

score vector. As the result, eigenvalues of a Fisher kernel operator are all equal to I 

(isotropic) in the feature space. In other words, arc length on the manifold of the 

statistical space spanned by P(x I 0) is invariant to re-parameterizations of the set 0 . On 

the other hand, based on the basic kernel-induced learning theory, it is always preferable 

to use a kernel, such that eigenvalues of its associated operator are all equal, becanse this 
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would maximize the capacity of a linear class of functions in feature space. The detailed 

discussions of this learning theory are well contained in [10] or [63]. 

Rather than Fisher kernel and plain kernel, there are also some other forms of a 

natural kernel function. For example, in [32, 33], the authors suggest using the following 

formula to build a natural kernel function with respect to two objects in the observation 

space: 

K( ') - [llcpo(X)-cpo(X')1I
2J X,X -exp 2 

2r 
(3-3c) 

In (3-3c), the definitions of the L-2 norm operator and the kernel width r are the same as 

those defmed for a GK (Eq. 2-1c). In order to distinct the three different natural kernel 

forms defmed in (3-3), throughout this study, we shall refer to the kernel in (3-3a) as 

natural Fisher Kernel (NFK); the kernel in (3-3b) as natural plain kernel (NPK); and the 

kernel in (3-3c) as natural Gaussian kernel (NGK). 

Obviously, the natural kernels defmed in (3-3) are not related to class label. With 

a classification problem, a set of class label for the training set is available. Therefore it 

should yield better performance if the information of the training label can be considered 

when building a natural kernel. Based on the fundamentals used by [32, 33], for a binary 

classification problem, [71] proposed a "class-conditional" version of natural kernel, 

tangent of posterior odds kernel, to which we refer as natural TOP kernel (NTOPK). 

Instead of focusing on log-likelihood, feature score vector in an NTOPK is obtained by 

taking derivative of the posterior log-odds between the two classes of the given 

generative model with respect to each of the model parameters. The resulted kernel 
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function is fairly similar to a plain kernel (Eq. 3-3b) except that it takes the training class 

label under consideration as well. The details of building an NTOPK are found in [71]. 

3.2 Natural Kernel Applied to a Microarray Classification 

Problem 

In this section, following the principles detailed in section 3.1, we present a 

natural kernel building approach for a microarray multi-classification problem. We shall 

also adopt the KlGP framework introduced in Chapter 2 and merge this kernel building 

technique into it. 

Since the multi-classification KlGP framework introduced in section 2.2 is a 

seamless generalized form of the binary version introduced in section 2.1, in this section 

we only consider a multi-classification problem and the model is thus the same as that 

described in section 2.2. 

In order to extend the original "class-independent" version of the NK building 

method, we first propose a class-conditional model. In detail. we assume that data under 

each class follows a distinct generative model. Therefore, under each class, we can build 

a kernel function following the general guideline through Eq. (3-1), (3-2) and (3-3). In 

the end, we calculate the final kernel function by taking the expectation of the kernel 

function conditional on each class with respect to the probability of the class label. We 

illustrate the details of this approach in what follows to build a natural kernel for a multi

classification microarray analysis problem with some presumed generative models. 
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3.2.1 Natural Gaussian Fisher Kernel (NGFK) 

Our first proposed natural kernel is based on the following assumption. For all 

samples under a distinct class, the microarray data of the significant genes can be well 

modeled by a multivariate Gaussian distribution. For example, [53] adopted this 

assumption for retrieving missing data in a microarray. Mixture multivariate Gaussian 

basically is a natural and appropriate assumption for most applications, although 

sometimes it might underestimate the possibly flat tail of the underlying true distribution 

for some of the significant microarray data. We shall address this issue in the next section. 

With a multivariate Gaussian distribution, if the dimension (or in other words, the 

number of significant genes) is too high, there would be too many model parameters, 

most of which are those non-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix. Since the 

number of available training samples is always limited in a typical microarray analysis 

problem, we should always avoid building a learning model that has too many 

parameters. In this study, our solution to this problem is to project the significant gene 

data onto an orthogonal space via an erigenvalue decomposition procedure. More 

formally, let Xl,' denote the selected training gene data (with respect to a given gene 

selection vector ..,) for the training samples in class y. Matrix Xp takes the same 

format used in Eq. 0-4) and we use n, to represent the number of training samples in 

class y (apparently n = Iny ). Thus, , 

[~ll'Y'XI2"Y""'Xlq,y 1 [~I'Y' 1 
Xr,y=: =: 

X It,l,y' X n,2.y' .•• ' X nil" X'PJ"y t 
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Under the assumption in this subsection, we have xyi., for i = r, ... ,n, is of a multivariate 

Gaussian distribution. That is xyi., - MN(Jt y ,1:y ) (MN is the abbreviation for a 

multivariate normallGanssian distribution). In this study, we shall use the sample 

moments to estimate the two parameter sets. That is, 

1 tn 

m --,- n Xy;., 
y i=t 

S, = n 1_1 (Xr.y'-myln,')(Xr.y'-myln, ')' 
y 

(3-5) 

In (3-5), In, denotes an ny by I vector with all elements equal to 1. The sample mean 

and variance matrix pair yielded in (3-5), (my'Sy)' is an unbiased estimation for the 

population mean and variance matrix pair (Jt y' 1: y)' Obtaining the sample variance 

matrix Sy' we then apply an eigenvalue decomposition (CD, [6, 59]) to it, yielding 

(3-6) 

In (3-6), Ay is a diagonal matrix containing the eigenValues and Ty is a univariate 

matrix. Without losing generality, we assume the diagonal elements of the matrix Ay are 

arranged in a descending order. Under this setting, obviously, the ftrst column of Ty is 

the ftrst principle component (PC) of matrix X,.y and the ftrst diagonal value of the 

matrix Ay is its associated eigenValue. And so on so forth for the remaining columns of 

It is straightforward to show that the sample mean and the sample covariance 

matrix of the projected data matrix X,.yTy are T}ny and Ay' respectively. That is, 
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components of the projected data are orthogonal to each other. We thus defme the natural 

kernel function (given a class) over the projected data. Because usuaJIy the number of 

selected significant genes. q. is larger than the number of samples for each class. it is 

beneficial to eliminate those components with very smaJI eigenvalues. Throughout this 

study. we shaJI only choose the colunm of matrix Ty. whose associated eigenvalue is 

larger than 1 % of the sum of the aJI eigenvalues in matrix Ay • We denote this new (after 

the elimination step) linear operator by TOy' If we assume that the number of the kept 

eigenvalues of Ay under a given threshold (such as 1 %) is g y' then TGy is the first g y 

colunms of matrix Ty • More fonnally. 

(3-7a) 

In (3-7a). Ig, is an identity matrix with dimension g y; 0 denotes a zero matrix with 

dimension q - g y by g y' Obviously. TOy is a q by g J matrix and it functions as an 

operator to project a vector in a space with dimension q onto a new space with lower 

dimension g y • 

Given the data matrix Xy•y under class y. following the procedure given in (3-5). 

(3-6) and (3-7a). we obtain a linear operator TGy ' The sample mean and the sample 

variance matrix for the projected data, x"J = Xy,yTGy ' are obviously T~ymy and A Gy 

respectively, AOy is a diagonal matrix and its elements are the first g y elements of Ay ' 

With the same notations adopted in Eq. (3-7a), it is given by, 

AOy = [I" ;O],Ay[lg, ;0] = diag(~ .A,. •...• .1,,) (3-7b) 

We thereby obtain a generative model for microarray data under each class. 
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With a testing sample x. we denote the vector of significant test gene data by xT. 

Then with the operator yielded in (3-7). we project it onto an orthogonal space under 

class y. obtaining the conditional projected data iT I y = xTTGy = [Xyy.l.Xyy.2 •.••• Xyy.g,l'. If 

this sample belongs to class y. it should be of a multivariate Gaussian distribution with 

logarithm of the probability density function of iT I y is 

log(P(xT I y.mGy.AG,)) = }:log(P(XYY'i I y.may.i'J.,)) 
j=1 

(3-8) 

Differentiating the left hand side of (3-8) with respect to each of the model parameters. 

we get the score vector: 

(3-9) 

The analytical formula for the associate Fisher information matrix for the score vector 

provided in (3-9). lay. is available: 

(3-10) 

Note that. the Fisher information matrix only depends on the training set. 
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In pmctice. based on a training set. we can fIrst calculate the projecting matrix 

TGy ' the estimated pammeters mGY and AG)" and the Fisher matrix I Gy under each 

candidate class. Then. for any two vectors Xy and x~. under each class y. we project 

them to an orthogonal space via using TGy as the opemtor. obtaining iy and i~. After 

that. we apply the procedure described in Eq. (3-9) to get the conditional score vector 

cp(i I y) and cp(i'l y). The resulted conditional kernel function is thereby: 

K(x.x'i y) = ljI(i I YlI~IjI(i'l y) (3-11a) 

After applying the same procedure under each class. the overall kernel function is defmed 

as the expectation with respect to the probability of each class. That is 

M 

K(x.x') = LK(x.x'l y)P(y) (3-11b) 
pI 

In (3-11b). the probability of class y. P(y). is estimated by 

P(y) = ny In. for y = 1.2 •...• M (3-11c) 

Through the procedure described above. one is able to build a natural Fisher 

kernel based on a class-conditional multivariate Gaussian distribution model for the 

signifIcant gene data. In the rest of this study. we shall refer to this kernel as natural 

Gaussian Fisher kernel (NGFK). We summarize the NGFK building procedure in the 

following algorithm: 

Assuming the training set is {(xYJ' y,) Ii = l •...• n}. where Yi E {1 •...• M}; and the 

testing set is {(x,;li=l •...• Wj. First, estimate P(y) through (3-11c). Then. 

initialize the kernel matrix K with an n by n zero matrix; initialize the testing 

kernel vector set k with a W by n zero matrix; initialize the testing variance 
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vector K with a W by 1 zeros vector. Under each class y (y from 1 to M ), we 

execute the following steps: 

1. Selecting all the training samples with label y and forming them as the new 

matrix Xy•y ' 

2. Calculating the sample mean my and the sample variance matrix Sy via (3-

5), followed by applying an eigenvalue decomposition to Sy (Eq. 3-6) to get 

the eigenvector matrix Ty and the eigenvalue diagonal matrix Ay (diagonal 

elements are in a descending order). 

3. Eliminating the trivial eigenvector (with eigenvalue that is smaller than a 

small fraction, say 1%, of the sum of all eigenvalues) to form the projecting 

matrix TGy and the associated eigenvalue matrix AGy via (3-7). 

4. Calculating the mean of the projected data by mGY = T~ymy • 

5. Calculating the Fisher information matrix I Gy via (3-10). 

6. Multiplying TGy to both the training and the testing set, obtaining their 

projected datasets Xy,yTGy and Xy,yTGy ' respectively. 

7. Row (each sample) by row with the projected training dataset, calculating its 

fisher score via (3-9). Overall, generating a score matrix for the training set 

IPGy' each column of which contains the score vector of a training sample. 

8. For each row (each sample) of the projected testing dataset, also calculating 

its fisher score via (3-9), generating a score matrix for the testing set iiiGy ' 

each column of which contains the score vector of a testing sample, 
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9. K~K+[cp~IG~CPGY]p(y); 

10. k ~ k +[iji~I~cpGy]p(y); 

11. lC; ~ lC; +[ijiGy(:,i)'I~ijiGy(:,i)]p(y) for i = 1, .• ,W. 

(3-12) 

With algorithm (3-12), all necessary kernel matrices (K, k and K) in order to fulfill a 

kernel-related supervised learning method are calculated. In step 11 of (3-12), ijiG/:,i) 

represents the i -th column of the matrix ijiGy' In step 2 of (3-12), since the sample 

covariance matrix S y is symmetric and non-negative defInite, there are fast and robust 

algorithms to do the eigenvalue decomposition, such as Cholesky decomposition. The 

most computations in (3-12) happen in the eigenvalue decomposition step 2 with a 

complexity scale O(l), where q is the number of signifIcant genes selected in the 

learning model. In most kernel-related microarray analysis method with a gene selection 

strategy (such as KIGP) this complexity will not be a concern since q is always 

relatively small. Actually O(q3) can be fairly close to O(n3) for a KIGP. Nevertheless, 

building a NGFK usually still takes more time (O(n3) ) than calculating a regular kernel 

matrix (O(n) to O(n2
)). 

3.2.2 Natural Student-t Fisher kernel (NTFK) 

In many real microarray applications, outlier sample (or outlier gene expression 

data in a sample) is not a rarity. Under this kind of scenario, a Gaussian distribution 

model may underestimate the probability of occurrence of extreme data. Therefore, a 
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distribution model with flatter tail, such as a Student-t distribution is worth considering. 

Multivariate Student-t distribution is obviously a natural extension of a multivariate 

Gaussian distribution, it is however extremely difficult to fmd the close analytical form 

for the Fisher information matrix even for uncorrelated projected data. There are two 

alternatives for solving this problem. The first one is to ouly build a plain kernel so that 

we can avoid the computation of the Fisher information matrix. The other one is to 

simplify the genemtive distribution model. We hereby shall adopt the second approach. 

We still ouly focus on the data after the orthogonal projection as we do with a 

multivariate Gaussian model in the last subsection. The basic assumption here is that, 

under class y, we assume that components of the projected data are independent with 

each other and of a same univariate Student-t distribution with degree v. More formally, 

the logarithm of the probability density function of iT I y under this generative model is 

10g(P(iT I y,mGy,AGy' v)) = tlOg(P(XU '} I y,mGy,} ,A.}, v», where 
]=1 

Differentiating the left hand side of (3-13) with respect to each of the model pammeters, 

we obtain the score vector as: 

(v+ l)(xU ,} - mGy,/ Iv,} 

vA.} 
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(v+ 1)(xyy,j -mGy,j)2 Iv,) +_1_ 

The formula for I Gy thereby is: 

v+l 
(v+3)A) , 

vA2 

I \y m A - j ),,} , Gy' Gy - 2(v + 3) 

2v 2Aj 
(3-14) 

(3-15) 

To execute (3-14) or (3-15), a proper value for the degree parameter v is needed. We 

explore the use of a hierarchical model as a hint to estimate it, as described below, 

It has been well studied that, for a Gaussian distributed random variable. if its 

variance is of an inverted Gamma distribution with parameter set (a, /i), then it is 

marginally of a Student-t distribution with same mean, degree 2a and scale 11,= /i I a, 

Under this hierarchical model, we can fmd a heuristic approach to estimating v via the 

training sample under each class, The details are extracted below. 

First, we assume the orthogonal projection has been done (after eigenvector 

elimination), With the discussions in the last subsection, we know that the covariance 

matrix of this projected dataset is AGy (as defmed in Eq. 3-7b), Under the hierarchical 

model discussed above, the inverse of the diagonal elements of this matrix is of a Gamma 

distribution with parameter (a, /i) , With a moment matching procedure, the estimated v 

under class y is given by: 

v=2(m;IS;+2), where 
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(3-16) 

The Aj for j=I ..... gy in (3-16) is defmed in (3-7b). Note that. if gy is very small. (3-

16) will not provide a robust estimator for v (or this formula even does not work at all). 

Therefore. we do not recommend using the kernel suggested in this section. if g y for any 

class is smaller than 3. In this study. for simulation comparison purpose. we apply 

v = ny - g y when g y < 3 . 

With (3-16). we have built a natural kernel with the multiple-univariate Student-t 

distribution as the generative model for the gene expression data of the significant gene 

set. Throughout this study. we shall refer to this kernel as natural Student-t Fisher kernel 

(N1FK). The detail procedure is listed below: 

The initialization procedure is the same as that in algorithm (3-12). For each class. 

we execute the following steps. 

1. - 5. The fIrst 5 steps are same as those in algorithm (3-12). 

6. Calculate the Fisher information matrix I Gy via (3-15). 

7. Estimate v via (3-16). 

8. Row by row for the projected training dataset. calculate its Fisher score via (3-

14) to generate a score matrix (jIGy for the training set, each column of which 

contains the score vector of a training sample. 

9. For each row of the projected testing dataset. also calculate its Fisher score via 

(3-14) to generate a score matrix iii Gy for the training set, each column of 

which contains the score vector of a testing sample. 
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10. - 12. Steps 10 through 12 are the same as steps 9 through 11 in algorithm 

(3-12). 

(3-17) 

The discussion of NTFK building algorithm in (3-17) is almost the same as that for the 

algorithm in (3-12). An important practical issue (as we mentioned before) is that, we do 

not recommend using NTFK for a real application, if for any class, the number of 

compressed feature for training set, g y , is smaller than 3. 

3.2.3 Issues on Implementation 

Although the NK (NGFK and NTFK) building algorithm presented in this section 

can be searnlessly embedded into the KIGP framework introduced in Chapter 2, we do 

not recommend apply it to a "gene selection phase" of a KIGP. The reason is as follows. 

NK building in essence is a data driven learning process because parameters of the 

presumed generative model are estimated based on the input training data The 

performance of an NK-based analysis therefore heavily relies on the correctness of the 

training data in model. Furthermore, there is a feature compression (orthogonal 

projection) step in the procedure of building an NK. As the result, an NK imbedded 

learner is very powerful in self-adapting to the predictor (gene) set in the model. These 

two characters of building an NK imply that an NK is much less sensitive to non

significant (false positive) genes than a regular kernel type such as LK or GK. This 

means that an NK-based learning method is more robust provided a set of significant 

genes. But NK is not appropriate to be part of a gene-selection algorithm with wrapper 

style such as a KIGP. 
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This basically is a tradeoff between performance and generality. We gain extra 

performance by extracting features of the training data to build a kernel, while we also 

would lose some beneficial functions of the framework. Actually, if we use an NK in a 

KlGP simulation within a gene selection phase, the MCMC algorithm could be easily 

trapped into some locally stationary state. It usually needs much more for the MCMC 

algorithm iterations to converge or the algorithm would never converge at all. We shall 

illustrate this phenomenon in example 2 of this Chapter. 

As we have discussed above, NK basically is a data driven model, building an NK 

into the gene-selection phase of a KlGP is not appropriate. Below, we describe a 

univariate ranking (UR) algorithm to execute the gene-selection procedure for a NKlGP. 

The general assumption adopted here is that, for most real applications, significant genes 

usually should contain more information with respect to class variation. Thus, It is safe to 

eliminate those genes that have almost the same gene expression level through samples 

from different classes. In this study, we apply the DR method proposed in [16]. In details, 

the ranking score for each gene is defmed as the ratio of the weighted sum of within-class 

variance and the global variance: 

d - 1 ~ 2 an Xj = - £,..,xij , O'j 
n 1=1 

(3-18) 

In (3-18), the symbol nm represents the number of training samples in class m. 
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After applying the UR method in (3-18), we should obtain a set of ranking scores 

for each gene in a model. To set a threshold of the score to pick up the significant gene 

set, rather than resorting a cross-validation approach, we adopt the empirical Bayes 

method suggested by [17]. The procedure is similar to that shown in section 2.1.5.2 for 

the KIGP gene-selection. 

We first normalize the score set so that mean and variance of the normalized score 

is 0 and 1 respectively. Then, we apply the same gene selection procedure as in section 

2.1.5.2 to this normalized set to set a threshold for the normalized score under some 

confidence level. In the end, we pick the genes above the threshold. Compared to the 

method in section 2.1.5.2, the only difference is that the target statistic here is the 

normalized UR score. Throughout this study, we use 0.05 as the significance level for UR 

score. After identifying the significant gene set, we thereby can directly apply the 

"prediction phase" of a KIGP to this set. Based on the arguments addressed in the start of 

this section and the simulation results of simulated examples, in this study, we shall adopt 

the UR method described above as the gene-selection scheme for an NKIGP. 

On a side note, rather than KIGP, the NK building method introduced in this 

section can as well be applied to most kernel-related classifiers without modification. For 

example, [76] suggests an algorithm for analyzing a multi-classification model using a 

Gaussian Process classifier. They built a model with all interception bm set to 0 and 

variance u 2 set to 1 and calculated the Bayesian inference for the posterior distribution 

pet I X,y) by using a Laplace approximation (terms used here are defined in Eq. 2-23). 

The natural kernel can be searnlessly adopted in that algorithm. The similar Laplace 

approximation method actually is also applicable to the KIGP model in this study (probit 
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regression based). With (]'2 = 1, an iterative algorithm with guaranteed convergence is 

available to fmd the approximated mean and variance for the feature vectors t and b. 

However, due to the non-linear set of class decision function in a multinomial probit 

regression model (so is KIGP), the resulted iterative calculations are very complicated. 

Hence, with a KIGP, we still recommend using the MCMC algorithm proposed in 

Chapter 2 (prediction phase of a KIGP) to estimate the mode of the posterior distribution 

of model parameters, as well the predictions of testing samples. 

3.3 Simulation Results and Discussions 

In this section, we present a few simulated examples as well several real case 

studies. In order to compare NK with other regular kernel types (such as those defmed in 

Eq. 2-1) and other classical methods referred in Chapter 2, for the sake of simplicity, we 

only revisit the examples that have been already used in the last two chapters. In the 

simulated examples, we focus on the illustration of the correctness and effectiveness by 

using an NK. In the real data experiments, we present the results by applying NKIGP to 

the datasets. A fair performance comparison to other state-of-the-art microarray analysis 

methods is also made. The detail descriptions of all the referred methods and the 

performance measure procedures are found in section 2.3. 
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3.3.1 Simulated Examples 

Example 1: A binary classification problem 

In this example, we demonstrate that an NKIGP can closely achieve an optimum 

performance without a kernel parameter tuning procedure. This example includes two 

cases. In the first case. the Bayesian bound can be well approximated by a liner function, 

whereas in the second case the Bayesian bound takes a very non-linear form. Based on 

the results of the independent testing procedure (Table 3-1), one can see that KIGP with 

an NK can automatically adapt to a fitted feature space in both the linear case and the 

nonlinear case due to its feature-compression embedded kernel building procedure, 

whereas KIGP with a GK realizes feature space scanning via tuning its width parameter. 

KemelType LK OptlmumGK NGFK NTFK 

Case 1 (linear) 0.12 0.08 0.08 0.08 

Case 2 (non-linear) 0.30 0.14 0.15 0.15 

Table 3-1: Performance comparison for Example 1. The values are the resulting MR for each classifier. 
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opt imum (Bayesian) tlccision function. [n each panel or the figure, the red dots and green dots 
mark cl ass " \ " and "- r ', respecti vely , of the testing samples decided by the KI GP output with 
differe nt kernel s. 

Case 1.- A linear case 

The lirst case is actuall y a revis it of example 3 in secti on 1. 2.5. The generati ve 

mode l, the training set and the testi ng set are the same as described in that secti on. The 

detai led description of the generati ve mode l can be found there in as well. In that example, 

we applied KI GP with differe nt GK (with differen t kerne l width ) to the training set. The 

independent testing pred icti on performances for each KIGP are provided in Fig. 1-7. The 

resulted dec ision functi ons (per mean of the KIGP outputs) with 4 different ke rnel widths 
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are drawn in Fig. 1-6. KIGP/GK(1.0) delivered the best predictive performance for the 

testing set. 

In this case, we applied KIGP with an NGFK and an NGTK, respectively, to the 

training set. As a benchmark comparison, we also applied KIGP with an LK to this 

training set as well. The experimental procedure of this case is the same as that of its 

counterpart example in Chapter 1. The resulted misclassificarion rate for each classifier, 

along with that of the best KIGP performer with a GK (KIGP/GK(1.0» are listed in Table 

3-1. Their associated class decision functions for each KIGP are plotted in Fig. 3-1. 

Comparing all the kernel types examined in this case, one can see that KIGP with any of 

these kernels functioned very well for this linear case. The output class decision functions 

for the KIGPs with each kernel are very similar. Actually they are all very close to the 

underlying Bayesian classifier. 

Case 2: A non-linear case 

This case is a revisit of example 2 in section 1.2.5. Again, the generative model, 

the training set and the testing set of this example are exactly the same as those of 

example 2 in Chapter 1. In that example, we applied KIGP with different GK to the 

training set and the testing prediction performances for each KIGP are provided in Fig. I

S. The resulted class decision functions with 4 different kernel widths are drawn in Fig. 

1-4. The best KIGP performer with a GK for this non-linear case is KIGP/GK(0.45). 
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Fig. 3·2: Class decision function plot for case 2 of example I. The asterisks denote trainin g samples in 
c lass" I ", whereas the circles represent the train ing samples in c lass "· 1" , The so lid li nes show the 
optimum (Bayes ian) decis ion fun ction. In each pane l o f the fig ure. the red dots a nd g reen dms 
mark c lass " 1" a nd "- 1", respecti vely, o f the tes ting samples decided by the KIGP output wi th 
d iffere nt kernels 

In th is case, we app lied the same ex perimental procedure as we did in case I . The 

resulted misc lassiricatio n rate fo r each class ifi er, a long with that of the best KIGP 

performer with a GK (KIGP/GK(0.45)) are prov ided in Table 3-1. The output class 

dec ision funct ions for each KIGP are drawn in Fi g. 3-2. Obviously, LK is not appropriate 

fo r thi s non-l inear example . With a GK, as shown in Example 2 of C hapter I , 

K1GP/GK(0.45) de li vered a c lass dec is ion functi on that is reasonably c lose to the 

Bayesian ciass i fier (Fi g. 3-2) . But in order to find the best fitted kernel width , a reliable 

and independent testing set is usuall y needed. Otherwise a rigorous CY procedure (such 
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as the 3-fold CV described in section 2.3.1) has to be applied. By contrast to GK, NK 

(NGFK or NGTK) is non-parametric (like LK). Because NK is built on the extracted 

feature of the training set, it is not surprising that in this example KIGP with either an 

NGFK or an NGTK performed very close to KIGP/GK with the best fitted width (Table 

3-1). The resulted class decision function of KIGP with an NK is again very close to the 

Bayesian classifier (Fig. 3-2). 

In summary, from case 1 and case 2 of this example, we can see that, without the 

need of tuning kernel parameter, KIGP with an NK can adaptively discover the 

underlying fitted feature space in both the linear case and the non-linear case, yielding a 

performance that is very close to the Bayesian bound. On the one hand, as Occam's razor 

states, if there are two models that both can explain a set of training samples well, the 

simpler one should be more preferable than the complicated one. Therefore, compared 

with a parametric kernel type such as GK, NK is advantageous because it contains fewer 

parameters. On the other hand, although LK is also a non-parametric kernel, as we have 

illustrated in this example, it does not work well for a problem with a very non-linear 

Bayesian classifier. By contrast, NK delivered very satisfactory results for both the linear 

case and the non-linear case. 

Example 2: A multi-classification problem 

This example is a revisit of the multi-classification simulated examples in Chapter 

2. Specifically, there are 3 cases in this example. The first case (case 1) refers to example 

1 in section 2.3.2.2; the second case (case 2) refers to example 2 in section 2.3.2.2; the 

third case (case 3) refers to the example in section 2.3.2.3. In this example, we discuss 
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two issues whe n using an NKIGP. First, similar to example I in thi s section , we illustrate 

the effecti veness and corrcctness of a N KIGP class ifier for a multi -c lass ificati on problem 

by comparing it to the KIGP with a regul ar kcrnc l as in Chapter 2. Second , by separate ly 

applyi ng the two gene-se lec ti on approaches (KIGP approach and UR approach) to the 

training set, we sha ll di scuss the advantages and the di sadvantages of using either method 

and prov ide evidence of why we shall adopt the UR approach as our gene-selection 

sche me unde r NK IGP framework . 
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Fig. 3-3: Class decision function plots for example 2. The asteri sks mark the training samples in c lass "1"; 
Ihe lriangles demonstrme the lraining samples in class "2"; the circles show the traini ng sa mples in 
class "3", given the two prescribed significant genes (23. 57 ). The dotled curves are the resul ted 
class dec ision functions for each simu lat ion. The solid lines display the underlying Bayesian 
classifiers. MR represents misc lassification rate for the test ing se t. In figure (c) and (I). the 
mislabeled sample is overlapped with both an asterisk and a triangle. 
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The generative models , the training sets and testing sets used in thi s example are 

exact ly the same as those in the referred examples in Chapter 2. The detai ls o f the 

example sett ings can be found therein. In a rough desc ription. case I is with a semi-linear 

Bayesian classifier between each pair of classes; case 2 is with a very non-linear 

Bayesian class ili er between cl ass ' ')" ' and "2"; case 3 is same as case I except that one of 

the training samples in c lass " I" is intentional ly mislabe led. 

KIGPINGFK Ranking (Cas. 1) KtGPlNTFK R.nklng (C ... ll Unlvarlil. Ranking tCas. 1) ",""":-:;:;C===== ,,---, 

".1.... ,l , ' ... ''' .... ''-
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• 
~ , 

50 100 150 200 
Unlvar1,t. Ranking (C.1t 3) "r-r ======'--, 

'j[) 100 l!i1l T.II 
G.n,lndu: 

Fig. 3-4: Intermedia te resul Ls of the gene-selection phase for example 2. The dOlled lincs display the 
threshold for the rank ing score and the dots mark the genes thai are selected. For KIGP ranking 
score NLF. the signilicancc leve l is 0.05: for the normali zed U R score. the significance level is 0. 1. 

Fi g. 3-3 shows the output results by apply ing KIGP with an NK to the training set 

and the testing se t in each case with the assumption that the two underl ying sign i fi cant 

genes are already known. Comparing to the results in their counterpart examples in 
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Chapter 2, we can see that KIGPINK (either NGFK or NGFK) performed well for all 

these cases. Actually their performance was very close to KIGP with the optimum GK 

(Fig. 2-6, Fig. 2-8 and Fig 2-10). Clearly, the associated class decision functions in Fig. 

3-3 are also good approximations for the underlying Bayesian classifiers. 

The intermediate results for the gene selection phase of each simulation are shown 

in Fig. 3-4. By running KIGPINK in "gene selection phase", we obtained the relative 

NLFs for each gene, based on which we could select the significant gene set. For case I 

(liner), both NGFK and NGFK still could successfully identify the two true significant 

genes (gene 23 and 57). However, for case 2 (non-linear) and case 3 (linear, with a 

mislabeled training sample), KIGPINK ranking was not successful, especially when 

compared to the KIGP with a GK. 

The UR method could retrieve both significant genes in case I and case 3. Even in 

the non-linear case (case 2), UR still found the two true significant genes, although it also 

made one false positive in the gene selection. Obviously, comparing to the KIGPINK 

gene selection procedure, the UR method is much more robust in identifying significant 

genes in a problem, especially in those cases that either the Bayesian classifier cannot be 

well approximated by linear functions or the provided training samples are not consistent. 

One fmding of this example deserves being highlighted here. That is, applying 

KIGPINK with UR as the gene-selection strategy has an outstanding advantage: it is 

much less sensitive to false positive genes. For instance. in case 2 of this example. per the 

UR method, we selected 3 significant genes, one of which (gene 160) is a false positive 

for the true generative model. However, even with this "mistaken" gene, the KIGP with 

an NK still performed reasonably well. In both the NGFK simulation and the NTFK 
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simulation, the resulted testing MR was 0.15. With these three genes, the testing MR of 

the KIGP/GK simulation is 0.20. We also can compare KIGPINK to all the results of the 

simulations with a GK for this case in Chapter 2 (Table 2-1). It is quite obvious that NK 

is better (or, say, more robust to false positive) than all of other methods therein 

(SVMlGK, PLRlGK). 

In summary, this example gives us a hint on the fact that, rather than a wrapper 

method, it is better to use a simpler fIlter approach, such as the UR method in (3-18) for 

gene selection when using an NK because NK in nature is data driven. A Monte Carlo 

procedure could easily lead a KIGPINK overfit some wrongly selected genes. Using a 

UR approach is obviously more robust. This example as well demonstrates the procedure 

for applying a KIGPINK: we flrst use the UR method in (3-18) for gene selection; 

afterward we apply KIGP (prediction phase only) to the selected gene set. 

3.3.2 Real Data Studies 

In this section, we apply the KIGPINK framework to the published datasets 

studied in section 2. The descriptions for all these datasets are detailed in subsection 2.3.3. 

The overall results are provided in Table 3-2. 

According to the UR gene selection procedure described in this chapter, we used 

the top 10 genes for the analysis for the leukemia dataset; we used the top 10 genes for 

the SRBCT dataset; we used the top 29 genes for the colon dataset; we used the top 40 

genes for the lymphoma dataset; we used the top 24 genes for the breast cancer dataset; 

and we used the top 63 genes for the brain dataset. One can see that for most datasets, 

both NGFK and NTFK performed fairly well. 
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Kernel LOOCV Test 
Dataset 

Type #of Err #of Err 

NGFK 0/38 4134 
Leukemia 

NTFK 0/38 4134 

NGFK 0135 0/12 
SRBCT 

NTFK 0/35 1/12 

NGFK 5/62 NA 
Colon 

NTFK 5/62 NA 

NGFK 0/62 NA 
Lymphoma 

NTFK 0/62 NA 

Breast NGFK 0/22 NA 

cancer NTFK 0122 NA 

Brain NGFK 1/42 NA 

Tumor NTFK 1/42 NA 

Table 3-2: Testing results for the real datasets by using NKIGP. In the Test column, the format is "# of 
errors I # of testing samples" and "NA" means "not available". 

In the case for the brain tumor dataset, comparing to the relative results in Chapter 

2, KIGPINK made a mistake in LOOCV prediction for the sample #40 with a small 

margin. Another interesting finding is that both KIGPINKs made 4 testing errors for the 

leukemia dataset. This is actually very similar to what was reported by the original 

authors ([23]), who also adopted a DR method for the gene selection. Our results here are 

actually very consistent to theirs. In the case for the SRBCT dataset, the APP of the 12 

testing samples with a KIGPINGFK is 0.91, which is almost the same as that for the best 
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KIGP with a regular kernel (KIGPJPK(I) with an APP of 0.92). Overall, the only dataset 

for which KIOPINK made significant number (5 out of 62) of "errors" is the colon 

dataset. We therefore focus on this "non-trivial" dataset again and explore it more in 

depth. 

KIGP KIGP KIGP 
Method BagBoost Boosting RF SVM GP_ARD PAM DLDA kNN 

INGFK INTFK IGK 

MR 0.108 0.117 0.129 0.161 0.191 0.159 0.151 0.201 0.119 0.129 0.164 

Table 3-3: Performance comparison for dllTerent classifiers applied to the colon dataset RF: "Random 
Forest"; SVM: "Support Vector Machine"; GP _ARD: "Gaussian Process with automatic 
relevance detennination"; PAM: "Predictions for Microarray" (or "Nearest Shrunken Centroids"); 
DWA: ''Diagonal Linear Discriminant Analysis"; kNN: "k-Nearest Neighbor". 

As seen in Chapter 2, based on a multiple rigorous CY procedure, a KIOP with a 

OK was among the best performers. However, it also made 5 prediction errors in the 

LOOCY test and the index of the 5 mislabeled samples is #18, #20, #45, #49 and #56 

(refer to Fig. A-3). We therefore suspect these 5 samples are mistakenly phenotyped by 

the original authors. In this section, obviously not a coincidence, we found that these 5 

samples were exactly the 5 mislabeled ones in the LOOCY test with very significant 

margin of errors. This reinforces our belief that these 5 samples are mislabeled originally. 

Based on this fact, now we can understand why most linear methods do not perform well 

for the colon dataset. Below we shall first revisit the case for this dataset in Chapter 2 and 

then add our new fmdings into the simulation results therein. The detailed procedure for 

the other methods is found in section 2.3.3.3. In this section, in order to make a fair 

comparison to the other classifiers, we also chose the top 200 genes based on Wilcoxon 
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statistic to do the simulations with KIGPINK. The overall performance comparison of 

different classifiers for this dataset is organized in Table 3-3. Quite obvious, 

KIGPINGFK is by far the best method for this dataset that contains multiple suspiciously 

mislabeled training samples. It is also significantly better than KIGP with a GK. 

In Fig 3-5, we demonstrate that the KIGPINK approach comparatively is not very 

sensitive to the number of genes selected in the model based on the UR score. We applied 

the KIGPINK method with different number of top significant genes to the dataset with a 

multiple (50 in this example) rigorous 3-fold CV procedure detailed in subsection 2.3.1. 

We can see that KIGPINK (both NGFK and NTFK) achieved their best performance for a 

gene number that is between 10 and 30. As a benchmark comparison, we also applied the 

best (adjusted) linear method, DLDA, to this dataset with the same experimental settings. 

According to Table 2-9, DLDA is one of the best performers for this colon dataset. 

However, in Fig. 3-5, we can see that KIGPINK delivered noticeably better performance. 

In this example, we can see that KIGPINK is a very robust and efficient learner for a 

dataset that a linear learning method works flakily. 

In summary, generally speaking, the NKIGP framework presented in this chapter 

is essentially based on a feature orthogonal projection procedure with respect to the most 

informative genes under investigation. In this section, by adopting a UR method as the 

gene selection strategy, we have applied the KIGPINK framework to six published 

datasets that have been tested by KIGP with a regular kernel in Chapter 2. For the colon 

dataset, the SRBCT dataset, the breast cancer dataset and the lymphoma dataset, very 

satisfactory results have been achieved. The reason why KIGPINK did not perform very 

well for the leukemia dataset (same as in [24]) is possibly because some critically 
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significant genes for the target problem do not have a high UR score, which implies that 

some of the true significant gene clusters may have very high correlations between each 

other. For the only non-trivial dataset of this study, the colon dataset, KIGPINK shows its 

outstanding performance, demonstrating its promising potential for analyzing a dataset 

containing inconsistent information. 
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Chapter 4 

Simultaneous Kernel Type Competition: 

An RJMCMC Approach 

As we have thoroughly discussed in this study, the kernel function uniquely 

decides the property of a KlOP's induced feature space, thus its generaIized performance. 

Via a variable selection approach and assuming a regular kernel type has been given, we 

develop a complete Bayesian framework. KlOP. for microarray analysis in Chapter 2. 

Under a natural kernel frame, we built another kernel-induced microarray learning 

approach, NKlOP, by adopting an orthogonal feature projection in the kernel building 

procedure. In the simulation result parts of these two chapters, we have demonstrated that 

both methods are very effective to capture the characteristic feature of a target microarray 

analysis problem. 

Nonetheless, for the KlOP framework developed in Chapter 2, we still face the 

question, "how to appropriately select the best kernel type from a list of candidates?". As 

seen in Chapter 3, deciding whether we should adopt an NOFK or an NTFK is also a very 

practical problem. Furthermore, even though we already have had a winner kernel type 

under either the KlOP framework (in Chapter 2) or the NKIOP method (in Chapter 3), we 
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also need to decide which one would deliver better generalized performance for the target 

problem. Obviously, all these questions can be summarized as a kernel type competition 

problem. 

For a general model competition problem, some simple approximate criteria, such 

as AlC, BIC, are available. However, it turns out they are not effective at all for a kernel 

type comparison problem because their simple underlying assumption cannot catch the 

deliberate difference of different kernels. For this reason, we present the details of a 

predictive fit measure approach in subsection 2.3.1 to deal with the kernel type 

competition problem. Although this simple approach is very reliable when a sufficient 

number of independent testing samples are available, it nonetheless has to resort to a 

rigorous cross-validation (CV) procedure to fulfill a credible model generalized 

performance assessment when the number of samples of the target application is limited. 

The rigorous CV suggested in subsection 2.3.1 is especially computationally expensive 

for our proposed KIGP framework, because the core of it essentially is an MCMC 

algorithm. 

In most real microarray applications, the number of available samples is almost 

always limited, usually ranging from 10 to a few tens. Hence, a rigorous cross-validation 

procedure is usually the only option. There is another problem to apply the predictive 

measure approach to the kemel type competition problem under a KIGP framework. That 

is, first for the KIGP method in Chapter 2. the number of the investigated kernel types 

could be large; second, for the NKIGP algorithm in chapter 3, we also could extend the 

candidate generative distribution model from "Gaussian or Student-t" to a much wider 

range of distribution models. In order to implement a predictive measure approach, one 
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has to run multiple simulations under each of the considered kernel type. As a result, it is 

almost computationally prohibitive to adopt the predictive measure method for the kernel 

type competition problem. Under the consideration of these two obstacles for 

implementing a predictive fit measure approach to kernel type selection, we were 

motivated to frod a more efficient method for the kernel type competition problem under 

a Bayesian framework. A simultaneous kernel type competition algorithm is definitely a 

crucial issue for the practical implementation of the method proposed in this study. 

Under the overall KIGP framework introduced in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, 

different kernel types do not share the same kernel parameter set (if applicable) and their 

associated model parameters. The dimension of parameter space for different keruel type 

usually is not the same either. Therefore, a regular MCMC algorithm is not able to 

function for the keruel type competition problem. This dimension-mismatching problem 

almost always exists in model selection/competition problems. In order to deal with this 

issue a few approaches have been suggested in the past years. One of the most useful 

established methods in this context was the reversible jump MCMC (RJMCMC) 

algorithm, which was first published in [25]. Later, an enhanced version of the RJMCMC 

algorithm is introduced in [22]. In this study, we shall adopt the general RJMCMC 

algorithm to our proposed KIGP framework. With some proper approximation, a 

RJMCMC algorithm is specially designed for the kernel type competition problem of this 

study, based on which an algorithm will be provided in the end of this chapter to unify 

the methods introduced in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 under a framework. 

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. In section 4.1, we introduce the 

mathematical background for the general RJMCMC algorithm. In section 4.2, we present 
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the specially designed RJMCMC algorithm for simultaneous kernel type competition 

problem under the KIGPINKIGP framework proposed in this study. An overall algorithm 

as a conclusion of this study is provided in section 4.3, along with a few simulated 

examples and real data case studies to testify the correctness and effectiveness of the 

proposed method. 

4.1 Introduction to the General RJMCMC Method 

The general RJMCMC method is a generalized extension of the regular MCMC 

algorithm. A brief overview of the MCMC method is given in section 1.2.3. The symbols 

and terms used in this section are the same as those therein, except that in this section for 

the kernel type competition problem, each of the likelihood distributions is conditional on 

a specific kernel type. Throughout this chapter, we term a kernel type by the symbol 

"H ". 

As before, we assume that 0 is the set of the model parameters under kernel type 

H . The fundamental Bayesian model is thus ruled by the following formula: 

P(OI X,H) = P(X I O,H)P(O I H) 
Jp(X I O,H)P(O I H)dO 

P(X IO,H)P(OI H) 

P(XIH) 

Here, the symbol X denotes the training dataset. For a supervised learning problem, it 

implicitly includes the response label set as well. Note that the term on the denominator 

of this formula, the marginal distribution of data P(X I H) (it is also known as the 

evidence of the model H) is not dependent on the parameter set O. Therefore the 

evidence is not of our interest, if we only need to estimate probabilities of the parameters 

with a given model H • such as the cases in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. However for the 
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kernel type competition problem, this quantity is critical since the posterior probability of 

the model, P(H I X), is proportional to the evidence, P(X I H), multiplied by the prior 

for the model, P(H). The RJMCMC algorithm was developed to retrieve the posterior 

probabilities of all investigated model through a Monte Carlo simulation de facto. 

Generally speaking, the RJMCMC algorithm is a Metropolis-Hastings type 

algorithm ([18]) that moves a simulation analysis between different models based on an 

accept-reject scheme. Suppose that candidate models are enumerable and represented by 

the set H={Ho,H, •...• HK_d. We denote the joint set of the relative parameters within 

model H k by Ok' for k = 0,1 •... , K -1. The key of a RJMCMC algorithm is that one 

further introduces a random vector Uk , k = 0,1, ... , K -I , such that for any 

k'=O,I, ... ,K-I, k'¢k, the dimension of {Ok'Uk } and {Ok"Uk,} can be matched. Then 

one sets Ok' to be a deterministic function of ° k and Uk' For the reversible jump move, 

one proposes a vector Uk' and then set Ok to be a deterministic function of Ok' and Uk" 

Thus, there must be a bijection between the set {Ok'Uk } and the set {Ok"Uk,}, This 

mapping function is defined by (Ok"Uk,) = gU,(Ok'Uk), A general RJMCMC algorithm 

within each iteration (the observation dataset X is assumed to be given by default) can 

be sketched as below (after initialization and assuming the currently accepted model is 

H k ): 

1. Propose a visit to model H k ,. k'¢ k, with probability J(Hk --7 H k,). 

2. Sample Uk from a proposal density Q(uk IOk,Hk,Hk,). 

3. Set (Ok"Uk,) = gk,k,(Ok'Uk), 
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4. Calculate the odds ratio r and accept H k' as the model with probability 

"min(l,r) ", where 

P(X IOk"Hk,)P(Ok, 1 Hk,)P(Hk,)J(Hk, -7 Hk)Q(Uk,IOk"Hk"Hk) dgk.k,(Ok'Uk) 
r 

P(X IOk,Hk)P(Ok I Hk)P(Hk)J(Hk -7 Hk,)Q(Uk IOk,Hk,Hk,) d(Ok"Uk,) 

IT Hk, is rejected, we maintain the current model Hk • 

5. Return to the step I. 

(4-1) 

After a proper burn-in period, the number of times that model H k remains in the 

simulation (after step 4 in (4-1)) divided by the total number of iterations will be a 

consistent estimation to the posterior probability of H k , P(H k I X) . Furthermore, the 

samples drawn from each iteration with the model H k are equivalently drawn from the 

posterior joint distribution P(O k I X, H k)' which can be used for further analysis within 

In the general RJMCMC algorithm (4-1), designing an appropriate matching random 

vector Uk and the associated proposal probability function Q(uk IOk,Hk,Hk,) is crucial 

for the efficient implementation of this algorithm. It is usually very constructive and 

flexible. The key for building an efficient proposal probability function 

Q(Uk IOk,Hk,Hk,) is to make it close to the posterior distribution P(Uk"Ok,IX,Hk,). In 

the following section, we shall design an algorithm for the KIGP framework following 

this guideline. 
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4.2 RJMCMC Designed for the Kernel Type Competition 

Problem 

We have introduced the general RJMCMC algorithm in the last section. In this 

section, we shall develop an approach to kernel type competition for the microarray 

analysis method proposed in this study, with a RJMCMC algorithm as the core. The 

method is particularly designed under two different scenarios. Under the fIrst scenario, 

we assume that we have already fIxed the kernel parameters and the gene selection vector 

under all investigated kernel types. That is, under the KIGP framework in Chapter 2, the 

fIrst two phases are over and the only phase left is the "prediction phase"; with the 

NKIGP method suggested in Chapter 3, the DR gene selection procedure has been done 

and a set of signifIcant genes has been chosen. Under the second scenario, we refer to the 

fIrst two phases (kernel parameter fItting phase, if applicable, and gene-selection phase) 

in the KIGP framework in Chapter 2. That is, the kernel parameter and the gene selection 

vector are still undetermined. We refer to the fIrst scenario as "RJMCMC for prediction 

phase" and term the resulting algorithm by "KIGP_RJ_l"; and we refer to the second 

scenario as "RJMCMC for pre-prediction phase" and term the resulting algorithm by 

"KIGP _RJ_2". We shall merge the NKIGP model in Chapter 3 with the KIGP framework 

in Chapter 2 with the algorithm "KIGP _RJ". The summary general algorithm for this 

dissertation will be outlined in the end of this chapter. 

Before presenting our simultaneous kernel type competition algorithm. we shall 

fIrst introduce a specifIc version of the RJMCMC algorithm. Referring to the odds ratio 

formula in the general algorithm (4-1), if the posterior distribution P(U k I X, H k) under 

each model Hk has an analytical close form or can be well approximated, we can set the 
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proposal density Q(u. I O.,Hk,H.,) by P(O., I X,H.,). The resulted odds ratio r thus is 

reduced to 

(4-2) 

Furthermore, we shall assume a non-informative prior, a uniform distribution, for 

the choice of kernel type. That is, P(H.) does not depend on k (uniform). Since there is 

no overlap parameter space for different kernel types, we do not have a preferred "next-

step" move under a given accepted model. Therefore, a uniform distribution is a proper 

set for the transition probability J(H., -7 H.) for any pair of k and k'. That is, if the 

current accepted model is H k ' the probability of the kernel type that will be visited in the 

next iteration is the same for all the candidate kernel types (except H.). With these two 

settings, the odd ratio in formula (4-2) can be further simplified as: 

r = P(X I O."Hk,)P(O., I H.,)P(Ok I X,H.) 
P(X I Ok,H.)p(o.1 H.)P(O., I X,H.,) 

(4-3) 

In this study, we shall adopt this form of the RJMCMC algorithm. The key would be to 

properly approximate the posterior distribution for parameter set of a KIGP with each 

candidate kernel type, p(o.1 X,H.). We shall separately introduce the algorithm under 

the two scenarios in the following sections, starting with the simpler case, "RJMCMC for 

prediction phase". 

4.2.1 Scenario 1: RJMCMC for Prediction Phase 

There is no kernel parameter and gene selection vector under this scenario and we 

refer the resulting sub-algorithm under this scenario is the KIGP _RJ_l algorithm. 
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Referring to Fig. 4-1, under a KIGP framework given in Chapter 2, the KIGP _RJ_l 

algorithm is only applicable for the last phase, the "prediction phase", and it is after the 

KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm. Under an NKIGP model detailed in chapter 3, the KIGP _RJ_I 

algorithm is after the UR gene selection procedure. Specifically, we assume that before 

starting the algorithm KIGP _RJ_l, under KIGP with regular kernel a winning regular 

kernel type has been yielded from the KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm, along with its fitted kernel 

parameter (if the winner is a parametric kernel type) and an identified set of significant 

genes. The details of the KIGP_RJ_2 algorithm will be provided in the next section. And 

also, we assume that before starting the KIGP _RJ_l algorithm a parallel UR gene 

selection procedure has been done for the NKIGP algorithm and a siguificant gene set is 

ready for building natural kernel. 

Based on the description above, before we start a KIGP _RJ_l algorithm, our 

candidate kernel types include NGFK., NTFK (after UR gene-selection) and a winning 

regular kernel type with a fixed kernel parameter set (for parametric kernel type only) and 

gene selection vector. Therefore. referring to the multi-classification KIGP model in (2-

23), the parameter set for any kernel type would only contain the latent vector z, the 

intercept b and the universal noise variance (j2. In this study, our target variable is 

always the response label set y. Hence, substituting the specific terms in the Bayesian 

model of this study into the general odds ratio form for a RJMCMC algorithm in (4-3), 

we have (since significant micro array data impacts the likelihood and posterior 

distribution in a KIGP only through its kernel matrix, we replace symbol for the default 

given significant data Xy by its associated kernel matrix Ky in the following formula): 
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where O. and 0., are dermed by [Zim,bm,u2
1 m = 1, •. ,M -1, i = 1, ••.• n]' as the 

parameter set vector under kernel type H. and kernel type H.,. respectively. 

(4-4) 

Clearly, in order to implement algorithm (4-1) with the odds ratio term dermed in 

Eq. (4-4), we need to evaluate the likelihood P(y 10.,Ky,H.), the prior P(O. I Ky,H.) 

and the posterior P(O. I Ky,H.,y) for all k. In practice, we actually need to instead 

calculate the logarithm of r. Thus in the following context, we shall provide the 

procedure to evaluate the logarithm of the likelihood, of the prior and of the posterior 

term in (4-4) for any target kernel type. 

Assessing the likelihood term is straightforward. Based on the KIGP model in (2-

23), the label set y is uniquely determined by the latent vector z . In the KIGP algorithm 

(including NKIGP) presented in this study, z is always drawn based on the training label 

via the procedure in (2-26). As the result, all posterior samples of z from a KIGP 

simulation are always consistent to their associated training label y. In other word, 

P(y I z) is always equal to 1 in a KIGP with any kernel type. 

The log-prior is 10g(P(01 Ky,H)) = 10g(P(z I b,(2))+ 10g(P(b))+ log(P(u2
)) • 

Since the prior for intercept, P(b), is a constant and is the same for any kernel type, this 

term can be neglected. The term 10g(P(z I b,(2
)) can be evaluated via Lemma 2.1. Since 

the dimension of vector z with all kernel types is the same, we can neglect the constant 
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part of 10g(P(z I b.0'2)). As for p(0'2). according to (2-4). it is of an inverted Gamma 

distribution. We assume p(0'2) -IG(a.p) for all kernel types. so we also can neglect 

the constant term in this distribution. Combining all these discussions. we have: 

10g(P(O I Ky.H)) = log(P(z.b.0'21 Ky. H)) = (a-I)log(0'2)- p0'2 

1M-I . (4-5) 
--~)log(det(K.,.. +n))+(zm -bm1,,)'(K.,.. + nrl (zm -bml.)} 

2 "",I 

In (4-5). K.,... n. 1" are same as defmed in (2-24); and throughout this study. we always 

set a = P =0.1. 

To complete the calculation in (4-4). the key is to ftnd a close formula for the 

posterior P(O I Ky.H.y). Under the KlGP model proposed in this study. it is extremely 

difficult to obtain an analytical form. A numeric alternative must be used for this context. 

We hereby adopt an empirical approximation approach and the details are provided as 

follows. 

We ftrst defme an adjusted parameter set O· • which is determined by a 

deterministic function of the original parameter set 0 and the label set y . More formally. 

it is defmed as: 

O· = [z;".b:.O'·1 m = I •..• M -I.i = I •...• n]'. where 0" = log(0'2) and 

if Yi =M 

if Yi = m • for i = I •...• n. m = I •..• M -1 

otherwise 

(4-6) 

Based on the core algorithm of KlGP in (2-30), each element of the set O' should always 

be a real random variable. Based on all the simulations in our study, the empirical 
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posterior distribution (marginal) for any element of 0' is fairly symmetric and can be 

well approximated by a Gaussian distribution. 

After defining 0' , we introduce a pilot period for the RJMCMC algorithm. That 

is, we fIrst specifIcally run the KIGP simulation under each candidate kernel type. After a 

proper burn-in period, we can draw samples from each simulation. By Markov theory, 

this is same as directly drawing samples from their joint posterior distribution under each 

kernel type. Before we start a ''true'' RJMCMC simulation, we would use the samples 

drawn from this pilot period to give an initial estimation for the posterior distribution of 

the adjusted parameter set 0'. Our assumption is that a multivariate Gaussian distribution 

can well approximate the posterior distribution of 0' . 

After the pilot period of a simulation, we obtain a set of samples for vector 0, 

each of which is drawn within each iteration of the pilot period. Then, accordingly, we 

calculate the set 0' from 0 via (4-6). Afterward, we estimate mean and covariance 

matrix for the random vector 0' by using a moment estimation approach. That is, 

assuming there are L iterations in pilot period and 0*(1] is the adjusted samples drawn 

from the l-th iteration, the unbiased estimation for the mean and the covariance matrix of 

the adjusted set (mo' and :Eo') are formulated by 

me' =1. IO'lI] and :Eo' =-I-I(O'lIJ-mo.)(O'lIJ-mo')' 
Ll=l L-ll=1 

(4-7) 

In a MCMC simulation, we actually do not calculate these two terms through such a 

batch mode as in (4-7). Instead, we update them on-line within each iteration. That is, we 

initialize these two terms before the pilot period. As the pilot period begins, we update 
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them via the deductive formula below, as soon as we obtain a new sample from the 

simulation. 

1 *m[I] + 0'11+1] 

m[1] = a'll] .... [1] = 0 For 1 = 1 2 m[l+I] = 0' and o· , "'0-· , t· .. , 0-
1+1 

(4-8) 

The on-line output from (4-8) is same as that from (4-7) for any L. This on-line updating 

procedure actually not only is applicable within a pilot period, it also can be implemented 

in a main period of a RJMCMC simulation, 

After the pilot period, we can approximate P(O'I Ky,H,y) by a multivariate 

Gaussian distribution with mean mo' and covariance matrix 1:
0
" In order to obtain the 

approximation formula for P(OI Ky,H,y), we need to further consider the determinant 

of the Jacobi matrix of the transition function in (4-6), Since parameter dimension is the 

same for all kernel types, we can again skip the constant term. It yields: 

(4-9) 

In (4-9), 0* is obtained from (4-6); and we always use the most current estimation for the 

term mo' and 1:
0
, yielded from (4-8) to calculate the log-posterior term in (4-9). If the 

length of the pilot period L is set larger than (M -1)(n + 1), the estimated covariance 

matrix 1:
0
, is with full rank. Through (4-5), (4-6), (4-8) and (4-9), after the pilot period, 
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we can thereby calculate the odds ratio term in (4-4). This makes the KIGP _RJ_l 

algorithm usable in practice. 

Before listing the pseudo code of the KIGP _RJ_l algorithm. we first classify the 

entry input to the algorithm. The candidate kernel type list includes NGPK, NTFK and a 

winner regular kernel. to which we refer as RK. We actually can extend this list to any 

other available feature-driven kernel type. RK could be a non-parametric kernel type. 

such as LK; or it also could be a parametric kernel type. such as GK. We assume for all 

kernel types. the gene-selection vector has been fixed. For a parametric RK, we assume 

the associated kernel parameter( s) has been fixed. As the result. the kernel matrix for the 

training set and testing set has been determined under each candidate kernel type and we 

refer to it as Ky. Overall. assuming the candidate kernel type list is represented by an 

enumerable set {H,. H 2 •••• }. the pseudo code of the KIGP _RJ _1 algorithm is listed as 

follows: 

The algorithm consists of 3 successive periods. In order. they are burn-in period. 

pilot period and main period. The algorithm has two phases. "before main period" 

(including burn-in period and pilot period) and "main period". 

Phase of ''before main period": During this phase. within each iteration. the 

algorithm is executed as follows: 

1. For each of the candidate kernel types. run within prediction of the KIGP 

algorithm in (2-30). 

2. If the simulation in the pilot period. we further execute the following steps: 

a For each kernel type. sample set 0 • including z. b and (J"2 • 

b. Convert 0 to 0' via (4-6). 
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c. Update mo. and 1:
0
• via (4-8). 

3. Return to step 1 until the required number of iterations is met. 

(4-lOa) 

Phose of "main period": After the pilot period, the algorithm enters into the main 

period. In this phase, first randomly choose a kernel type as the currently accepted 

kernel type, say H k' With the sample for 9 k drawn from the last iteration of the 

pilot period, Set Lli =log(P(9k I K y,Hk»-log(P(9k IKT,Hk,y» , where 

log(P(9k I Ky,Hk » and log(P(9k I Ky,Hk,y» are calculated via (4-5) and (4-9), 

respectively. After this initialization step, within each iteration in the main period, 

the algorithm is executed as below: 

1. Randomly (with equal probability) choose another kernel type H k ., k'¢ k. 

2. Execute the relevant KIGP algorithm in (2-30) (prediction phase) under kernel 

type H k" yielding a sample of parameter set 9 k' • 

3. Convert 9k , to 9~, via (4-6). 

4. Update mo; and 1:0;. via (4-8). 

5. Calculate the log-prior log(P(9k, I Ky,Hk.» via (4-5). 

6. Calculate the log-posterior log(P(9k.1 Ky,Hk.,y» via (4-9) (using the updated 

mo;. and :Eo;. in step 4). 

7. Set Lli· = log(P(9k·1 K y ,Hk·»-log(P(9k·1 Ky,Hk·,y»· 

8. Calculate the odds ratio by r = exp(Lli· - Lli.) and accept the kernel type Hk • 

with probability min(!, r) . 
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9. Return to step 1 until the required number of iterations is met. 

10. After the RJMCMC simulation through step 1 to 9 stops, count the frequency 

of acceptance for each kernel type and pick up the kernel type that appears the 

most often as the winner kernel type. 

(4-lOb) 

With a proper set for the lengths of the three periods and after running the algorithm in 

(4-10), the number of times ofa kernel type Hk accepted by the algorithm divided by the 

total number of iteration of the main period provides a consistent estimation of the 

posterior probability of this kernel type, P(Hk I Xr,y) . The winner kernel type picked in 

step 10 of (4-lOb) along with its associated parameter samples of 0 drawn from the pilot 

period and the main period can be used for further KIGP analysis and prediction. 

In (4-lOa), we generally do not need a very long pilot period. A few hundred 

iterations should be fine for most real applications. Therefore, the overall computation 

complexity for the phase of "before main period" in (4-lOa) is minor. In the phase of 

"main period" in (4-lOb), most computation happens in step 2, which is the same as a 

regular KIGP algorithm in (2-30). The only extra computation comes from the 

calculation of the inverse of the matrix 1:
0
;. ' whose complexity is O(n3

). However, 

compared to applying the rigorous CV procedure in section 2.3.1 under each kernel type, 

it still dramatically improves the efficiency for a KIGP with the kernel type competition 

problem. 
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4.2.2 Scenario 2: RJMCMC for Pre-Prediction Phase 

The KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm is an extension of the KIGP _RJ_l algorithm described 

in the last section. Since an NKIGP only involves the prediction phase of a KIGP, the 

candidate list for a KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm in this study only contains a set of regular 

kernel types, which could be non-parametric, such as LK, or parametric, such as GK. 

Based on the regular KIGP algorithm in Chapter 2, the parameter set for a KIGP _RJ_2 

algorithm contains latent vector z , intercept b, and gene-selection vector 'Y (noise 

variance (1'2 is fIxed in a KIGP algorithm before "prediction phase"). For a parametric 

kernel type such as GK, it should include a kernel parameter set as well. In order to 

accommodate the formulas for the KIGP _RJ_l algorithm, we use a different symbol e 

to denote this parameter. 

Since different parametric kernel types have different kernel parameters, it is 

impossible to formulate a universally executable procedure under all regular kernel types. 

Hence in this study, we alternatively derive the algorithm with only two prototype kernels 

and then extend the algorithm to other relevant kernel types in the discussion following 

the algorithm description. SpecifIcally, we develop the KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm for an LK 

and a GK in parallel. The procedures and formulas for an LK can be applied to any other 

non-parametric kernel type. The framework for a GK can be used for any other 

parametric kernel type that only has a scale parameter. In fact, following the principles of 

building the KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm for a GK, one can effortlessly extend the algorithm to 

cover any regular parametric kernel. We shall discuss this issue in the end of this section. 

Similarly to the KIGP _RJ_l algorithm, the key step for the KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm 

is also the proper evaluation of the odds ratio defIned in (4-4). With an LK, the parameter 
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set 8 contains latent vector Z • intercept b and gene-selection vector r; for a G K it has 

an extra width parameter for each classifier. r = [fj ..... rM_d'. That is: 

8= [zim,bm'Yj Im=I •... M -1. i=I •...• n and j= 1 •..• p]' foranLK (4-11a) 

8=[Zim.bm.rm'Yj Im=l ••.• M -I. i=I •...• n and j =l •..• p]' foraGK (4-11b) 

We further defme the parameter vector 0 that only contains parameter Z and b. That is 

0= [zim,bm 1m = I •..• M -1. i = I •...• n ]' (4-11c) 

With the same argument as in the last section for the KlGP model. the likelihood 

term in (4-4) is always 1 for a KlGP model. regardless of the kernel type. Therefore the 

likelihood term is negligible. 

As for the prior term, based on the prior assumption in Chapter 2. for an LK, we 

have: 

log(P(81 H» = log(P(z.b I K, .H»+log(P(rl H» = f{Y j log(ll) + (l-yj )log(1-n'j)}-
}=I 

1 M-I - L {log(det(KTnJ + In»+(zm -bml.),(KTnJ + I.rl(zm -bm1.}} 
2 m=1 

For a GK, it is 

log(P(81 H» = log(P(z.b I K, (r).H»+log(P(r I H»+ log(P(r I H» 
1 M-I 

= --L {log(det(KTnJ + In» + (zm -bml.),(KTnJ + In)-I(zm -bmln )}+ 
2",,1 
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In (4-12), K.",. , is the same as defmed in (2-24); 1tj is defmed in (2-4a). A non

informative set for a and P is not appropriate because otherwise the associated 

normalization term will lead the algorithm always reject the OK ([25, 44]). Hence, 

throughout this study, we always set a = P = 1 as the semi-informative prior for any 

scale kernel parameter. 

To calculate the posterior part in (4-4) for a KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm, we adopt the 

same approach used in the last section. That is, introducing a pilot period and using the 

yielded samples within pilot period to give an initial estimation for the log-posterior term 

in (4-4). Referring to the approach to approximating the log-posterior term (through 4-6, 

4-8 and 4-9) for the KIOP _RJ_l algorithm, we can fmd that, if the kernel function and 

the gene-selection vector are fixed, all these procedures and formulas can be well applied 

to the algorithm in this subsection without any modification. With this hint, we split the 

log-posterior term for an LK into 2 separate pieces by using the chain law: 

iog(P(8 I LK,y» = iog(P(z,b I KT,LK,y»+ iog(P(r I LK,y» 

For a OK, similarly it is: 

iog(P(8 I GK,y» = iog(P(z,b I Ky (r), GK,y» + iog(P(r,r I GK,y» 

(4-I3a) 

(4-13b) 

To evaluate the posterior probabilities in (4-13a) and (4-I3b), the term 

iog(P(z,b I Ky,LK,y» and iog(P(z,b I K.(r),GK,y» will be given by (4-15); the term 

iog(P(y I LK,y» can be estimated by (4-17); and the term iog(P(r,r I GK,y» can be 

evaluated by (4-18c). The detail derivations and discussions are provided in the following 

context. 
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First of all, with a given set of y for an LK (or y and r for a GK), the kernel 

matrix Ky in (4-13) is fixed. This then is the same set for the KlGP_RJ_l algorithm. 

Therefore we can evaluate 10g(P(z,b I KT,H.y» by using the similar approach in the 

last subsection. With the definition in (4-11c). we flrst denote 10g(P(z.b I KT.H.y» by 

10g(P(01 KT.H.y». 

In order to evaluate 10g(p(01 Ky.H.y», we further defme O' as the adjusted set 

of 0: 

0' = [z;:'.b: 1m = L .• M -l,i = t .... n]'. where b: = bm and 

z~ = 110g~~Zim) 
un un 

log(zim) 

if Yi =M 

if Yi = m , for i = 1, ...• n. m = 1 •..• M -I 

otherwise 

(4-14) 

We assume the conditional posterior distribution of 0', log(p(o'i KT,H.y». can be well 

approximated by a multivariate Gaussian distribution. Therefore. we can adopt the on-

line updating formula (4-8) to estimate the mean and variance for 0'. With 0' • the term 

10g(P(O I KT.H,y» can therefore be approximated by 

(4-15) 

The following context discusses how to evaluate the other terms in (4-13). Let us 

flrst focus on the LK case. For (4-13a). we still need to approximate 10g(P(yl LK.y». 

Based the theory of Gibbs sampler, we know the output samples of y from a KlGP 

simulation with an LK equivalently drawn from P(yl LK,y). However. it is almost 
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impossible to estimate the joint posterior distribution for the vector 1 due to its 

extremely high dimension. Hence, an alternative is needed to give a functional estimation 

of the posterior of 1. Our proposed approach is to use the product of the marginal 

posterior distribution of each element of the gene-selection vector. If we look at the 

general odds ratio formula (4-4), we can see that the key is to properly estimate the ratio 

of the posteriors between two competing kernel types. With our alternative 

approximation, the kernel type using more significant genes will have a stronger Occam's 

factor (odds between prior to posterior). Hence, the RJMCMC algorithm still would 

penalize the more complicated model, giving an edge to the simpler model. 

To estimate the marginal posterior distribution for a gene, one ouly needs to 

divide the number of times this gene is selected during the simulation (after bum-in 

period) by the total number of iterations. However, since we prefer to provide a more 

consistent estimation after a pilot period, whereas the length of a pilot period is usually 

not long for the sake of the algorithm's efficiency (because during a pilot period, the 

algorithm needs to run the KIGP simulation with each candidate kernel type). Note that 

within each iteration of a regular KIGP simulation in algorithm (2-30), we always need to 

estimate the conditional posterior distribution given all other parameters including all 

other elements of the gene-selection vector, therefore we suggest the use of another more 

robust strategy to estimate the marginal posterior distribution of a gene. That is, for the 

j -th element of the gene-selection vector, Yi' the logarithm of its marginal posterior 

distribution mass function is estimated by 

I _l~ I [I] [I] " .-10g(P(Yi LK,y)) --~log(P(Yi LK,y,1_i'O )) lor J -l, .. ,p 
L 1=1 

(4-16) 
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In (4-16) symbol y _ j denotes the gene-selection vector after removing the element rj 

and Y~J is the l-th sample of Y_j after the burn-in period; 0 is dermed in (4-11c) and 

0[1] is the l-th sample of 0; the value of P(rj I LK,y,Y~J,o[l]) is estimated by (2-24) 

with an LK. In real practice, assuming the on-line estimation for 10g(P(rj I LK,y» after 

obtaining the I -th sample is denoted by 10g(P(rj ILK ,y»[IJ, we actually adopt the 

following deductive updating formula to estimate 10g(P(y I LK,y» by: 

log(P(y I LK,y»Il+IJ '" tlog(p(r} I LK,y)il+IJ for 1= 0,1, .. , where 
j=l 

log(P(r} I LK,y)il+IJ = I! 1 log(P(rj I LK,y»[lJ + I! 110g(p(r} I LK,y''Y~;IJ ,0[l+IJ» 

(4-17) 

AIl the symbols in (4-17) are the same as those dermed in (4-16). 

For the simulation with a GK, we adopt the similar "product of marginal" way to 

approximate the term log(P(y,r I GK,y». Comparing to the case with an LK, we need to 

further estimate log(P(r I GK,y». Using the similar formula in (4-17), we first estimate 

10g(P(y I GK,y» in a real time fashion by: 

log(P(y I GK,y»[I+IJ '" tlog(p(r} I GK,y»[I+IJ for 1= 0,1, .. , where 
1=1 

log(P(rj I GK,y»Il+IJ 

I 1 = 1+1 10g(P(rj I GK,y»[lJ + 1+1 10g(P(rj I GK,y,y~;1] ,011+1] ,rIl+I]» 
(4-18a) 

In (4-18a), the symbols are the same as in (4-17) and the term 

per} I GK,y''Y~;IJ ,01l+IJ ,rIl+IJ) is calculated via (2-24) with a GK (with parameter r Il+IJ ). 
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For the width r of a GK, as a scale parameter, again we fIrst map them to its 

logarithm. In this study, we take logarithm with based 10 of r as the target. Then, we try 

to appropriately estimate the posterior of loglo r. Based on all the KIGP simulation 

results in this study, we fmd that posterior of loglo r could be very non-Gaussian in many 

cases. Therefore, it is not proper to use a simple Gaussian distribution fItting to estimate 

P(loglO r I GK,y). We adopt the similar empirical procedure as discussed in section 

2.1.5.1 for a GK to fulf1ll this task. To make on-line updating for the estimation possible, 

we exclude the smoothing step therein. In more detail, we calculate the histogram of the 

logarithm of the sample values for the width with some proper number of bins. After the 

simulation, we divide the histogram counts within each bin by the total number of 

iteration multiplied by the length of bin, and the results are the estimation of the marginal 

posterior probability for logarithm of the width within the range of this bin. In practice, 

we suggest that -2:S; loglO(r) < 2 and that the bin length be set at 0.1. With this 

presumption, the on-line updating formula for the estimation of the marginal posterior 

distribution for the width of each classifIer after obtaining I + 1 samples of r can be 

formulated as below: 

with the histogram updating f~~IJ = f~l + I, for m = 1,2, .. ,M -1, I = 0,1, ... 

(4-1Sb) 

In (4-1Sb), function r.l gives the closest integer for the inside value toward infInity. 

Referring to the general odds ratio formula (4-4), obviously, comparing KIGP with a 
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non-parametric kernel type such as LK, KIGP with a GK bearing an extra penalty due to 

its extra freedom with introducing a width parameter for each classifier in model. The 

approximation yielded in (4oo1Sb) embodies this Occam factor penalty in a noticeable way. 

Summarizing (4oo1Sa) and (4oo1Sb), we have 

10g(P(y,r I GK,y)P+1l '" ~)og(p(rj I GK,y»Il+1l + ~log(P(rm I GK,y)P+1l 

j=l m=1 

(4oo1Sc) 

The first term in the right hand side of (4oo1Sc) is from (4oo1Sa) and the second term is 

estimated by (4oo1Sb). We thus can estimate the posterior term with GK in (4-4) after a 

bum-in period. 

The KlGP _RJ_2 algorithm that includes an LK and a GK as candidate kernel type is 

executed as follows: 

The algorithm consists of 3 successive periods. In order, they are bum-in period, 

pilot period and main period. The algorithm consists of two consecutive phases, 

"before main period" (including bum-in period and pilot period) and "main 

period". 

Phase of "before main period": During this phase, within each iteration, the 

algorithm is executed as follows: 

1. For each of the candidate kernel types, run within their first phase of the KIGP 

algorithm in (2-30). 

2. If the simulation is in the pilot period, we further execute the following steps: 

a. For each kernel type, sample set a, including z, band. 
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b. Convert 0 to 0" via (4-14). 

c. Update mo" and :Eo" via (4-8). 

d. For the simulation with an LK, update log(P(rj I LK..y» for 

j = I.Z •..• P via (4-17). 

e. For the simulation with a OK, update log(P(rj I GK.y» for 

j=I.Z •..• P with (4-18a) and log(P(rm IGK.y» (actually the relative 

histogram 1m) for m = I.Z •..• M -1 via (4-18b). 

3. Return to step 1 until the required number of iterations is met. 

(4-19a) 

PhIlse of "main period": After the pilot period. the algorithm enters into the main 

period. In this phase. first randomly choose a kernel type as the current! y accepted 

kernel type. say H k • along with its associated parameter set e k • set 

~ =log(p(ek I Hk»-log(p(ek I Hk.y». where if Hk =LK. .log(p(ek IHk» 

and log(p(ek I HkS» are respectively evaluated via (4-1Za) and (4-13a); and if 

Hk =GK. log(p(ek I H k» and log(p(ek I Hk.y» are respectively evaluated via 

(4-1Zb) and (4-13b). After the initialization step. within each iteration in the main 

period, the algorithm is executed as below: 

1. Randomly (with equal probability) choose another kernel type Hk,. k',* k. 

Z. Keep on running within the first phase of the relevant KlOP algorithm in (Z-

30) under kernel type Hk,. yielding a sample of parameter set ek .. 

3. Map Ok' to 0;, via (4-14). 
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4. Update mo;. and :Eo; via (4-S). 

5. If Hk.=LK 

a. Update 10g(P(Yj I Hk·,y)) for j=I,2, .. ,p via (4-17). 

b. Calculate the log-prior log(P(9k .1 H k.)) via (4-12a). 

c. Calculate the log-posterior log(P(9k.1 Hk.,y)) via (4-13a). 

6. If Hk.=GK 

a Update 10g(P(Yj I Hk.,y)) for j = 1,2, .. ,p via (4-1 Sa). 

b. Update 10g(P(rm I GK,y)) (actually the relative histogram 1m) for 

m=1,2, .. ,M -I via (4-ISb) 

c. Calculate the log-prior log(P(9k.1 H k .)) via (4-12b). 

d. Calculate the log-posterior log(P(9k.1 Hk"Y)) via (4-13b). 

7. Set Lll. = log(P(9k·1 Hk·))-log(P(9k·1 Hk·,y))· 

S. Calculate the odds ratio by r = exp(LIt· - LIt.) and accept the kernel type H k• 

with the probability min(l, r) . 

9. Return to step 1 until the required number of iterations is met. 

10. After the RJMCMC simulation through step 1 to 9 stops, counting the 

frequency of acceptance for each kernel type and pick up the kernel type that 

appears most as the winning kernel type. 

11. If the winner is LK, by using the samples drawn from the algorithm thus far to 

set the gene-selection vector via the procedure described in section 2.1.5.2. 

12. If the winner is OK 
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a. Set the width parameter to the mode of its empirical posterior via the 

procedure described in subsection 2.1.5.1. 

b. Keep on running the KlGP algorithm in (2-30) with this fitted GK in 

its "gene selection phase". 

c. With the samples drawn from step b, set the gene-selection vector via 

the procedure described in subsection 2.1.5 .2. 

(4-19b) 

The output of the KlGP_RJ_2 algorithm in (4-19) is a keruel type with fixed 

kernel function and a fixed gene-selection vector, which is a natural input for the 

KlGP _RJ_l algorithm in (4-10). To be noted, rather than the relatively short burn-in 

period and pilot period, the major computation cost in the algorithm (4-19) happens 

within the regular KlGP simulation in step 2. The only main extra cost in the main phase 

is the calculation of the inverse of matrix 1:
0
;. with a complexity O(n3) . Compared to the 

cost for a regular KlGP simulation, this is almost negligible. Therefore algorithm (4-19) 

entails the same amount of computation as running a KlGP with a regular kernel type, 

which significantly improves the efficiency for solving the kernel type competition 

problem in contrast to a rigorous CV procedure. This improvement can appear even more 

dramatic if the number of candidate kernel types is large, since the efficiency of the 

KlGP _RJ_2 algorithm is linearly proportional to that number. 

It is very important to clarify one issue for implementing the algorithm (4-19). 

Although in (4-19) we only list LK and GK as the candidate kernel types, this algorithm 

in principle is applicable to any regular non-parametric kernel type and to any regular 

parametric kernel type with only a scale parameter. The term "regular kernel" here means 
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a kernel type whose function is pre-defined and does not depend on the training data For 

example, NK proposed in Chapter 3 is based on training data and therefore is not a 

regular kernel. 

Specifically, for a regular non-parametric kernel type, such as PK(I), PK(2), we 

can seamlessly embed it into the algorithm by simply running it with the procedure 

related to an LK in (4-19). As for a regular parametric kernel type that only contains a 

scale parameter, such as those defmed in (4-20), we also can execute the KIOP_RJ_2 

algorithm with it by running it with the procedure related to a OK. In order to enrich our 

regular kemel type list in this study, we defme two more kernel functions as below: 

Exponential kernel: K(x,x') =exP(Jx-xjl) 
r 

where r > 0 is the width parameter 

IIx-x'lI 
Manhattan kernel: K(x,x') = exp( M) 

r 

where r > 0 is the width parameter 

(4-20a) 

(4-20b) 

In (4-20a), the operator II-II denotes the L-l norm of the vector. In (4-20b), the operator 

II-11
M 

represents the Manhattan norm of a vector, which is defined as the snmmation of 

the absolute value of each element of the vector. Throughout this study, we shall refer to 

an exponential kernel with width r as EK(r) and refer to a Manhattan kernel with width 

r as MK(r). Both EK and MK only contain a scale parameter. Actually there are several 

other kernel types that contain only a scale parameter. To extend the algorithm in (4-19) 

to cover more regular parametric kernel type is virtually straightforward. Following the 

line of the derivation for the case with a OK in (4-19), there should be no obstacle to 
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complete the procedure with most regular kernels. However. reasonable priors and 

deliberate design of proper procedure to estimate posteriors for the relevant kernel 

parameters usually are necessary on this regard. 

To demonstrate the efficiency of the KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm for the kernel 

competition problem, in the simulation study of this chapter. besides LK and GK, we 

shall also include PK(I). PK(2). EK and MK under consideration as well. Therefore. the 

entry candidate list for the KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm in this chapter contains 6 kernel types: 

LK, PK(I). PK(2). GK, EK and MK. 
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Fig. 4-1: Flow chart of the KIGP _RJ algorithm. 
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4.3 Conclusive Algorithm for KIGP Mlcroarray Analysis and 

Simulation Results 

With the two algorithms detailed in section 4.2, we can fmaliy summarize the 

kernel-imbedded Gaussian Process framework developed in this study (Chapter 2 and 

Chapter 3) with RJMCMC kernel type competition for a multi-classification microarray 

analysis problem. We shall refer to this conclusive algorithm as the KIGP JU algorithm. 

The flow chart of this conclusive algorithm is plotted in Fig. 4-1 and its detailed 

description is as follows. 

The input to a KIGP _RJ algorithm is simple: microarrays, their associated label 

and a list of kernel types of interest. Specially in this chapter, this list contains 6 regular 

kernels (including 3 non-parametric kernels LK, PK(l) and PK(2) and 3 parametric 

kernels GK, EK and MK) and 2 natural kernels (including NGFK and NGTK). Then the 

KIGP _RJ algorithm is executed as follows: 

1. With a regular kernel type list as entry, run the KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm in (4-

19), yielding a winning regular kernel type H along with its fixed gene

selection vector. If the winner is a parametric kernel, the output also includes 

the fitted value for its associated kernel parameter. 

2. Run the UR procedure given in (3-18), yielding a fixed gene-selection vector 

for candidate natural kernels. 

3. With the output from step 1 and 2 and a kernel type list, including the winning 

regular kernel in step 1 and all investigated natural kernels, run the 

KIGP _RJ_l algorithm, yielding the ultimate winning kernel type, along with 

all the associated model parameters and prediction for testing samples. 
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(4-21) 

As a by-product of the KIGP _RJ algorithm in (4-21), we shall obtain the conditional 

(regular kernel only) posterior probability for each regular kernel type after step 1 and the 

conditional posterior probability of the winning regular kernel along with the investigated 

natural kernels. These probabilities give us a hint on how powerful a kernel type is. 

comparatively, to the target microarray analysis problem. To be noted, the computation 

cost of this summary algorithm actually is not much over that of a regular KIGP 

simulation in (2-30). 

We now illustrate a few examples to verify the correctness and effectiveness of 

algorithm (4-21). We first revisit the simulated examples desigued in Chapter 2 for a 

mnlti-classiflcation model (Example 1 and 2 in section 2.3.2.2) and then we apply the 

KIGP _RJ algorithm to the 6 published datasets in Table 2-2. The details of experimental 

settings and procedures (including the number of iterations for bum-in period and main 

period) for all these examples can all be found in Chapter 2. Specifically for a KIGP_RJ 

algorithm. we need an extra pilot period for each candidate kernel type. In the simulations 

for the two simulated examples, we used 500 iterations as the length of the pilot period 

when running the KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm and use 100 iterations as the pilot period when 

running the KIGP _RJ_I algorithm. In the simulations for the six real datasets, we use 

2000 iterations as the pilot period for each kernel type when running the KIGP _RJ_2 

algorithm and use 200 iterations as the pilot period when running the KIGP _RJ_l 

algorithm. 

In the end, the posterior probabilities for the two simulated examples are listed in 

Table 4-1. For example 1 (linear case), interestingly. even the MR for the independent 
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test for KIGP with an LK is significantly worse than that for KIGP with a GK, the 

KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm still favored the LK in a noticeable way. We believe this is 

because the training samples for all classes are linearly separable, the algorithm therefore 

would pick the simpler LK. In example 2, KIGP with an MK marginally outperformed 

KIGP with a GK, showing MK may better fit a problem with sharp Bayesian decision 

functions. Overall, NGFK is the output winner for example I and MK (MK(1.02) for 

classifier I and MK( 1.52) for classifier 2) is the output winner for example 2. The testing 

MR with an NGFK for example I is 0.089. The testing MR with an MK for example 2 is 

0.053. 

KIGP_RJ_2 KIGP_RJ_1 
Kernel 

LK PK(1) PK(2) GK EK MK WRK NGFK NTFK 

Ex. 1 0.28 0.27 0.05 0.13 0.13 0.14 0.32 0.37 0.31 

Ex. 2 0.02 0.03 0.16 0.25 0.26 0.28 0.37 0.34 0.29 

Table 4-1: EstImated posterior probabiHties for the simulated examples via rnnnlng the KIGP_RJ 
algorithm. The columns labeled title "KIGP _RJ_2" gives the results for the simulation of the 
KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm; whereas the columns associated with label "KIGP _RJ_I" shows the 
results for the simulation with the KIGP _RJ_l algorithm. The title WRK represents the winning 
kernel of the KIGP _RJ_2 simulation. For example I, it is LK. For example 2, it is MK. 

The posterior probabilities for the six real datasets are provided in Table 4-2. One 

can see that all the results are fairly consistent with what we obtained in chapter 2 and 3. 

Obviously, the leukemia dataset, the SRBCf dataset and the brain tumor dataset are very 

fit for a liner method. For the lymphoma dataset and the breast cancer dataset, all the 

kernel types (except PK(2)) perform closely, although a radius base kernel, such as GK, 
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EK and MK., might better fit for the nature of these two datasets. For the colon dataset, 

probably due to those possibly mislabeled training samples, the winning regular kernel 

chosen by the KIGP _RJ_2 algorithm was significantly outperformed by NGFK and 

NTFK. 

KIGP_RJ_2 KIGP_RJ_1 
Kernel 

LK PK(1) PK(2) GK EK MK WRK NGFK NTFK 

leukemia 0.38 0.34 0.Q1 0.09 0.08 0.10 0.89 0.07 0.04 

SRBCT 0.36 0.39 0.Q1 0.08 0.08 0.08 0.42 0.33 0.25 

Colon 0.16 0.19 0.05 0.21 0.19 0.20 0.16 0.43 0.41 

Lymphoma 0.18 0.19 0.03 0.22 0.20 0.18 0.42 0.29 0.29 

Breast Csnce 0.17 0.17 0.02 0.22 0.20 0.22 0.39 0.31 0.30 

BrslnTumor 0.35 0.34 0.Q1 0.09 0.10 0.11 0.77 0.11 0.12 

Table 4-2: Estimated posterior probabilities for the real datasets via running the KIGP _RJ a1gorlthm. 
The captions for this table is same as in Table 4-2. For WRK, for Leukemia, it's LK; for SRBCf, 
it's PK(l); for Colon, it's GK; for Lymphoma, it's GK; for Breast Cancer, it's GK (or MK); for 
Brain Tumor, it's LK. 

The simulation results in this section provide the evidence on the consistency of 

KIGP _RJ algorithm. However, the more important feature that the KIGP _RJ algorithm 

brings to the KIGP framework in this study is that it significantly improves the efficiency 

of selecting the best kernel type comparing to adopt a rigorous CV procedure. This is 

particularly significant for the regular kernel type competition without a sufficient 

number of independent testing samples. For example, if we want to frod the best kernel 

type out of the 6 regular kernel types investigated in this chapter, for the colon dataset, as 
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we suggested in the context therein, we need to run 5 times 3-fold CV for each kernel 

type. As the result, we may need to run about 5*3*6=90 regular KIGP (with 213 training 

sample size though) simulations to get the answer. Considering that the computation 

complexity of a KIGP is proportional to O(n3) and that the extra cost in the pilot period 

for a KIGP _RJ algorithm, under the current experimental setting the overall computation 

of the CV approach is about 20 times higher than that of running the KIGP _RJ algorithm. 
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Chapter 5 

Summary and Discussions 

This study was motivated by the data analysis challenges posed by microarray 

gene expression experiments and the mathematical optimality of the kernel-induced 

approach due to their ability to solve a non-linear classification problem in a feature 

space rather than in an observation space. With a probit regression setting and by 

assuming the link function between significant gene expression data and latent variable 

for the response label is a Gaussian process, a kernel-induced hierarchical Bayesian 

framework is developed for cancer classification problems by using microarray gene 

expression data. In the end, we successfully design a fully automated algorithm to solve 

this model and satisfactory results have been achieved. 

All the simulation examples in this study demonstrate that, even without 

knowledge of the underlying generative model, the method proposed in this study 

performs almost always close to the theoretical Bayesian bound not only in cases with 

linear Bayesian classifiers, but also in cases with very non-linear Bayesian classifiers. 

Even with mislabeled training samples, this method still works reasonably well and more 

robustly than the other referred classic methods. This sheds light on its broader usability 

to microarray data analysis problems, especially to those for which linear methods work 

flakily. 
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Six published microarray datasets are as analyzed, and the results show that our 

proposed method makes perfect prediction for 5 of them with only using the least (or tied 

least) number of significant genes among all other referred state-of-the-art methods such 

as SYM, random forest, PLR, GP ~ or PAM. For the only non-trivial dataset 

examined in this study, the colon dataset, under a rigorous multiple 3-fold CY test, our 

proposed method significantly outperforms all other referred benchmark microarray 

analysis methods, showing its superiority when analyzing a noisy dataset. Furthermore, 

with each microarray dataset, there is an identified significant gene set associated with 

our method. Due to its optimum prediction performance, this set of gene deserves a deep 

biological inspection for retrieving the possible cause of the target cancer type in a 

genome level. 

A brief description of the fulfilled tasks of this study is summarized as follows. In 

Chapter 2, via adopting a variable selection approach, we develop an algorithm that is 

named by kernel-imbedded Gaussian Process (KIGP). The core of the KIGP algorithm is 

a Gibbs sampler. In detail, in section 2.1. by using pre-defined regular kernel types, we 

develop an algorithm with a cascading structure to retrieve the set of significant genes 

and accordingly to make class predictions for the testing set. If the used kernel type is 

parametric, KIGP also provides a fitted value for the kernel parameters. We especially 

developed the kernel parameter-fitting scheme for GK and it can be applied to any other 

kernel type that only contains a scale parameter. Under the multinomial probit regression 

model, the extension of the KIGP algorithm to a multi-classification problem is given in 

section 2.2. 
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Through a feature projection approach, in Chapter 3, we present another 

approach, natural kernel-imbedded Gaussian Process (NKIGP), to a microarray 

classification problem. Specifically, by assuming that significant gene expression data 

can be well modeled by a multivariate Gaussian distribution, under the natural kernel 

framework, we propose a data-driven kernel building procedure, named by natural 

Gaussian Fisher kernel (NGFK), for the KIGP fratnework. By assuming that the 

significant gene data after an orthogonal projection is of a multiple-univariate Student-t 

distribution, we further suggest another new natural kernel, natural Student -t Fisher 

kernel (NTFK). Since the NK building procedure introduced in this smdy heavily relies 

on the training data, we apply a univariate ranking procedure to make the significant gene 

selection. The NKIGP method turns out to be very powerful. 

In Chapter 4, through a RJMCMC algorithm, we realize the simultaneous kernel 

type competition under a unifying Bayesian fratnework. With embedding the kernel type 

selection function into the KIGP fratnework, we create the connection between the two 

approaches in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. As the result, at the end of Chapter 4, we come 

up with the conclusive algorithm of this study, "KIGP _RJ" algorithm in (4-21). The flow 

chart is drawn in Fig. 4-1. Through this algorithm, we can efficiently select the best 

kernel type from all the kernel types discussed in this study. The simulation results 

provide the evidence of the correctness and effectiveness of the KIGP _RJ algorithm. The 

output of a KIGP _RJ algorithm also includes a gene-selection vector along with other 

relative paratneters associated with the winning kernel type. 

The flow chart of the KIGP _RJ algorithm is summarized in Fig. 4-1, in which 

with a training set and a candidate kernel type list as the input, the KIGP _RJ algorithm 
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would output a kernel function with fIxed kernel parameter. This kernel function is 

supposed to have the best performance based on the training set. The output of the 

algorithm also includes the associated model parameters and predictions for the testing 

test if applicable. As a comparison, we would like to revisit Fig. 1-9, in which we draw a 

conceptual framework for this study, which was envisioned by us during the very start of 

this project. Initially, we attempted to build a GP-based learner for microarray analysis, 

whose output should include a proper kernel function and a set of signifIcant genes. 

Clearly, the KIGP _RJ algorithm shown in Fig. 4-1 realizes this virtual picture in Fig. 1-9. 

The KIGP _RJ algorithm delivers a satisfactory performance for all the datasets tested in 

this study, meeting our goal when we started this project. 

The only disadvantage of the proposed KIGP framework in a real world 

application is its computational complexity. With the KIGP _RJ algorithm, we have 

already dramatically improved the overall efficiency of using the KIGP framework. Even 

so, however, the computation cost is still high. Considering the nature of an MCMC 

algorithm and the general way to solve a GP-based model, this actually is the way it 

should be. Nonetheless, the high computational cost of using a KIGP can be noticeably 

alleviated by taking a tradeoff to apply a prescreening procedure for gene selection. As 

discussed in Chapter 2, we can safely eliminate most genes that are with a low DR score 

and only apply the KIGP _RJ algorithm to the data for the top, say 200, genes. This 

alternative can further dramatically decrease the cost without losing much predictive 

performance. In practice, if computational capability is a serious concern, we recommend 

to adopt this simplifIed version of a KIGP. 
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There are still a few interesting problems left for future research. For example, it 

might be interesting to develop a SYM-based Bayesian learning method for microarray 

analysis. This method could help deal with applications with large sample size, for which 

a KIGP method might not be able to work efficiently. Another interesting problem would 

be building a parallel implementation of a KIGP algorithm. KIGP obviously always 

involves intensive computation, building the KIGP algorithm with parallelism therefore 

is definitely preferable since this could spread the working load of a KIGP across 

multiple processors. This actually is an important problem for real implementations of 

this study. Last but not the least, in the KIGP model, we assume the additive noise is 

Gaussian distributed, which implies an L-2 norm cost function, which is known as being 

more sensitive to outlier samples than an L-I norm cost function. Therefore, it would be 

beneficial to develop a model with double exponentially distributed noise, such as a 

logistic regression based model. All the problems listed here are very interesting but are 

beyond the scope of this study. 
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Annex: Supplementary Documents 

A. Descriptions of the selected Genes for the Real Datasets 

The detail descriptions of the identified genes by KIGP for the four of the real 

dataset are listed in the following tables. 

Index Acceeelon# Gene Description 

4847 X95735 Zyxin 

3320 U50136 Leukottiene C4 synthase (L TC4S) gene 

2020 M55150 FAH Fumarylacetoacetate 

5039 Y12670 LEPR Leptin receptor 

1834 M23197 CD33 CD33 antigen (differentiation antigen) 

4499" X70297 CHRNA7 Cholinergic receptor, nicotinic, alpha polypeptide 7 

1745 M16036 L YN V-yes-l Yamaguchi sarcoma viral related oncogene homolog 

3847 U82759 GB DEF = Homeodomaln protein HoxA9 mRNA 

4196 X17042 PRGl Proteoglycan 1, secretory granule 

1779" M19507 MPO Myeloperoxidase 

6539 X85116 Epb72 gene exon 1 

6376 M83852 PFC Properdin P factor, complement 

3258 U46751 Phosphotyrosine independent ligand p62 lor the Lck SH2 domain mRNA 

2111 M62762 A TP6C Vacuolar H+ ATPase proton channel subunH 

1882 M27891 CST3 Cystatin C (amyloid angiopathy and cerebral hemorrhage) 

1829' M22960 PPGB Protective protein for beta-galaclosidase (galactoslalldosls) 

1249 LOB246 INDUCED MYELOID LEUKEMIA CELL DIFFERENTIATION PROTEIN MCLl 

2121 M83136 CTSD Cathepsin 0 Qysosomal aspartyl protease) 

2288 MB4526 OF 0 component of complement (adlpsin) 

1924" M31158 PRKAR2B Protein kinase, cAMP-dependent, regulatory, type II, beta 

Table A-1: Gene description of the genes selected by KIGPILK for the leukemia dataset. 
The Asterisks mark the genes that were not reported by the original publication [24]. 
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Index ImagelD Gene Description 

255 325182 cadherin 2, N-cadherin (neuronal) 

976" 786084 chromobox homolog 1 (Drosophila HP1 beta) 

1389 770394 Fc fragment of IgG, receptor, transporter, alpha 

742 812105 transmembrane protein 

2144 308231 Homo sapiens incomplete cDNA for a mutaled allele of a myosin class I, myh-lc 

823" 134748 glycine cleavage system protein H (aminomethyl carrier) 

2050 295985 ESTs 

842" 810057 cold shock domain protein A 

545 1435862 antigen identified by monoclonal antibodies 12E7, F21 and 013 

867 784593 ESTs 

481 825411 N-acelylglucosamine receptor 1 (thyroid) 

1662 377048 Homo sapiens Incomplete cDNA for a mutated allele of a myosin class I, myh-lc 

1601 629896 microtubule-associated protein 1 B 

437" 448386 

1700" 796475 ESTs, Moderately similar to skeletal muscle LIM-protein FH13 [H.saplens) 

Table A-2: Gene description of the genes selected by KIGPIPK for the SRBCT dataset. 
The Asterisks mark the genes that were not reported by the original publication [34). 

Index Accession # Gene Description 

377 Z50753 H.saplens mRNA for GCAP-IVuroguanylin 

493 R87126 MYOSIN HEAVY CHAIN, NONMUSCLE (Gallus gallus) 

249 M63391 Human deemin gene, complete ods. 

267 M76378 Human cysteine-rich protein (CRP) gene, exons 5 and 6. 

513 M22382 MITOCHONDRIAL PROTEIN Pl PRECURSOR (HUMAN) 

14 H20709 MYOSIN LIGHT CHAIN ALKALI, SMOOTH-MUSCLE ISOFORM (HUMAN);. 

Table A-3: Gene description of the genes selected by KIGP/GK for the colon dataset (4). 
(Gene 245, 267 and 765 corresponds to the same gene) 
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Index Clone ID Gene Description 

1443 566887 chromobox homolog 3 (Drosophila HP1 gamma) 

585 293104 phytanoyl-CoA hydroxylase (Relsum disease) 

3009 366647 bUlyrale response faclor 1 (EGF-response faclor 1) 

111 6 784830 0123 gene producl 

2423 26082 very low densily lipoprolein receplor 

420' 203347 clalhrin, heavy polypeplide-like 2 

Table A-4: Gene descriplion of Ihe genes selecled by KIGP/G K for the breasl cancer dataset 
The Asteri sk marks the gene that was not reponed by the original publicmion [291 . 

B. Heatmaps of the Selected Genes for the Real Datasets 

The heatillaps of the iden tifi ed genes by KIGP for the six real datasets are 

provided as fo llows, The chosen ke rne ls are described in Chapter 2. 

Fig. A- t: Healmap of Ihe identified genes by KIGPf LK for Ihe leukemia dalaset 
The arrow marks the columll correspond ing to the suspicious testing sample (#3 1). 
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Fig. A-2: Healmap of Ihe identiticd genes by KI GPfPK for Ihe SRBCT da laset. 
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Fig. A-3: Healmap of Ihe identified genes by KIG P/G K for Ihe colon dalaset. 
The dashed arrows mark the columns for the suspicious samples (sample 18. 20. 45 , 49 and 56). 
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Fig. A-5: Heatmap of the identified genes by KIGP/G K ror the breast cancer dalase\. 
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Fig. A-6: I-i eatmall of the identified genes by KIGP/LK for the hrain tumor dataset. 

C" Link to the C++ Code and an Example Dataset 

The link to the C++ code: 

hllp ://www2.hawai i .edll/ -x i nLlM y%20 HTM U Anicle/G P Kernel.h 

hllp ://www2.ha wai i .edu/ - x inzlM y% 20HTM U Article/G PKcrnel.cpp 

hup: //www2. hawa i i .cdu/ - xi nz/M y%20 HTM U Arlic Ic/Bas ic Funci iun .cpp 

http: //www2. hawa ii .ed lli-x inz/My%20HTM U Artic le/G PPred iction.cpp 

The link to the co lon dataset: 

hUp://www2.hawai i.edu/-xinzlM y%20HTM U Artic le/Colon Train.txt 
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